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The sandhill cranes return by the thousands to the San Luis Valley. Come see them during the Annual Monte Vista Crane Festival. See page 7 for more info. photo by Ed McKerron
										
To see this photo in color and more, visit our website at www.crestoneeagle.com

Colorado’s 72nd General Assembly convenes:
National popular vote legislation, equal pay, guns, oil &
gas protections are all on the agenda
by Lisa Cyriacks
A Colorado bill that would
change how the country elects the
president is heading to its final
vote after passing out of a House
committee on a party-line vote. The
bill passed the Senate in January
without a single Republican voting
for it, and now heads to the House
where Democrats hold a substantial majority.

Much of the debate over the
bill centers on the constitutionality of states banding together and
altering presidential elections. The
results of the 2016 election (where
Trump lost the popular vote) played
a significant role in the testimonies
of people on both sides of the issue.
Senate Bill 19-042 directs the
chief election official of each member state to determine the number

of votes cast for each candidate in
all 50 states and the District of Columbia and then add all of those
together themselves in order to determine how to cast electoral votes.
The League of Women Voters has maintained a position to
abolish the Electoral College since
1970, believing that a direct-popular-vote method for electing the
continued on page 4

Monte Vista Crane Festival happens March 8 to 10
Massive numbers of sandhill
cranes typically gather at the Monte Vista Wildlife Refuge and surrounding areas in the San Luis
Valley in February and March as
part of their annual migration. The
cranes—along with thousands of
Canada Geese—have already started arriving at the refuge. Crane
viewing is also optimum through
much of March for birders wanting
to beat the crowds.
The Annual Monte Vista
Crane festival will happen March

8 to 10. Sunrise and sunset tours
offered during the festival weekend
take birders to crane “hotspots.”
Tour leaders provide added interest with crane facts along the way,
like how the birds mate for life. It’s
on these trips that festivalgoers
can see mind-boggling numbers of
cranes feeding, loafing and dancing. “Sometimes a predator appears, sending the cranes en masse
into the sky, where the flock swirls
and undulates before settling back
to the ground,” Nehring said.

It’s also possible to spot deer,
coyotes, eagles, owls and a variety
of waterfowl on the tours. “Here you
can get pretty close to the cranes
and other wildlife,” said Monte Vista National Wildlife manager Suzanne Beauchaine. “And then there
are the Sangre de Cristo Mountains in the background. It’s an incredible setting.”
Other festival activities this
year include hawk-viewing tours,
excursions to archaeological and
continued on page 7

Is hemp the San Luis Valley’s crop of
the future? See feature on page B-1

photo North Carolina Industrial Hemp Assn.
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Editor’s Notes
To your health

In early January I had a full
shoulder replacement surgery of my
left shoulder. I had worn that joint
completely out. It had been hurting
for a while. I had gotten a couple of
shots in it during the previous year,
but that only delayed the inevitable.
The last shot didn’t do any good and
I was then living in constant pain.
The surgery cost around
$75,000! And all the bills and follow up care costs are not in yet.
Before the Affordable Care
Act I didn’t have any health insurance. I couldn’t afford it. I’m sure I
probably had some sort of preexisting condition an insurance company
could find, plus it wasn’t offered at
work ;-). I wasn’t eligible for Medicaid. I was one of the millions of
uninsured.
The first year of the ACA I
paid very little for insurance, then
that changed. I turned 65 and had
to pay for Medicare, and all the supplemental insurance plans. I grumbled about having to pay nearly
$200 every month for medical care
I rarely used and didn’t cover the
type of care I often sought.
Then came the shoulder. I
never could have afforded the surgery. I would have been disabled for
the rest of my life. I see people, families, children now getting the care
they need (or at least some of it). It’s
made a huge difference.
But we have a long way to go.
There are still people falling though
the cracks—high deductibles mean
you are paying every month for insurance and still paying out of pocket, and co-pays can be a wallop. Some
prescription costs are outrageous. A
friend was just told that 2 presciptions would cost her $700 a month!
Right now the US Senate is
having serious talks with the pharmaceutical industry that raked in
$50 billion in profits last year. Maybe Trump should have their lobbyists build his wall. Or maybe we can
reel them in and finally have affordable health care for all.
Very glad to have my shoulder
coming back. Thank you Obama.
—Kizzen

The Green New Deal

Dear Editor,
This is an attempt to move you
away from the idea, wherever you
may have gotten it, that The Green
New Deal (GND) is a nonsensical
left wing, “treehugger” conspiracy
to overthrow the government. This
new legislation, that finally addresses climate change in a real way, is
not yet a detailed piece of legislation
and will most likely look somewhat
like making sausage as it develops.
Senate leader Mitch McConnell (RKY), has said he will present the
bill to the Senate in the upcoming
months, probably not because he
supports it, but because he thinks
of this as an opportunity to discredit it early on, while it is in its early
development. Given more time to
gain co-sponsors in the Senate, the
bill would have a better chance of
passing. Coal is at the heart of the
Kentucky economy, and Mitch McConnell represents Kentucky.
So what is the GND anyway?
It represents the effort, from the
bottom up, to get Congress, the
powers within and without, to listen
to our planet and the biosphere that
supports life as we know it. It must
be understood that human-caused
climate change is the most serious
issue of the day, now and for future
generations. At its core, the GND
aims to dramatically cut greenhouse gases over the coming decade—the time frame scientists have
warned of as a point of no return. It
would achieve the goal by relying on
sustainable clean energy that would
require substantial public investment. By changing gears, the US
would be moving away from fossil
fuels, mostly coal. The main aspects
of this historic legislation, at this
stage of the process are:
• Net-zero greenhouse gas
emissions
• Creation of millions of green
jobs through public investments
• Overhaul of US infrastructure including the electrical grid
• Clean air and water
• Justice for front-line communities during this transition
The GND does not call for a
carbon tax or the end of fossil fuel
development. There are definitely some caveats to be worked out,
but it is being flown now, early on,
to garner support for the massive
mobilization that is urgently needed to address climate change. Our
Colorado senators have been quiet.
We know the way Gardner (R) will
go, and Bennet (D) is nervous, I
am sure. The majority of members
within either of the two parties do
not welcome having to come out
against their “sugar daddy”, the
fossil fuel industry. Call your congresspersons, including your Representative Tipton (R) at 719-5875105 to voice your support for the
Green New Deal, and I encourage
you to further study this legislation as it develops, and support it
in its most direct and effective form.
There are huge financial incentives
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to water it down, as is already happening. It will be much like other
groundbreaking legislation: full of
fear-mongering, and at its outcome,
full of pernicious details. Life as we
know it on planet Earth depends on
good, binding legislation to address
climate change now.
In solidarity with our mother,
T. Wade Lockhart

Amazing help thanks

Dear Editor,
Just a quick note to remind us
in these cold winter days that we
really are an amazing community!
Neighbors Helping Neighbors has
been distributing lots of firewood
this year for obvious reasons. The
POA, specifically Ayla and Tad,
have generously donated two dump
truck loads of mitigation wood. Locals have helped to saw and chop.
Folks getting wood have chopped
and stacked wood for people who
can’t do this. An NHN wood recipient swept a chimney for someone
unable to do that.
Thank you, thank you, thank
you for being neighbors who help
neighbors get through the winter warm and dry. And then there
was the Crestone Poetry Festival;
wow, what an awesome inspiring
event. Big thanks to Peter Anderson and his literary army for feeding creativity to help get our minds
and spirits through the winter. We
get by with a little help from our
friends.
—Mary Lowers

Crestone Creative District: Help us help you!

Crestone is a hub of worthy
organizations, but did you know
there is one organization that has
the ability to help the community
as a whole? By working together,
your valued membership goes a
long way. The Crestone Creative
District Board of Directors thanks
those of you who were members
last year; you made a difference in
the community! For new members,
we look forward to welcoming you
in! And as always, donations are
welcomed and appreciated. But
here is the hard truth: Last year
10x more went out supporting
events than came in. Our community needs you.
Thanks to you in 2018 the
Crestone Creative District supported many great projects. Projects and
events like the Crestone Poetry Festival, the Crestone Energy Fair, the
Zikr Dance Ensemble, Film Screenings, CrestoneArtists Studio Tour,
Little Pearl Park Mosaic, the Crestone/Baca Map, and so much more
. . . CCD also took on CABA (Crestone Area Business Association) so
now we are also working to incorporate area businesses. Making CCD
the one stop for anything from art
to spiritual opportunities, to that
plumber you were looking for.
Use our website, share our
website www.crestonecreativedistrict.xyz. With information from
events and shops, to hiking and to
where to go to see live music, this
website is a resource for us all.
Want to keep this great thing
going? Not only do you get to feel
good about supporting an organization that gives back, members
receive a long list of benefits be-

yond that warm fuzzy feeling. For
$39 a year, each individual member
will continue to enjoy a dedicated
full page on the CCD website, with
high-resolution images of their
work, website address and social
media links, as well as an eCommerce platform through SaatchiArt.com to market and sell their
work. You’re also eligible to apply
for a grant for your creative project,
via our RFP. Business Memberships and Supporting Partnerships
are $150 and $250 per year. Members of CCD represent a diverse
group of artists, artisans, writers,
creatives, spiritual communities
and forward-looking businesses.
Visit
www.crestonecreativedistrict.xyz/join or send a check to
P.O. Box 1300, Crestone, CO 81131.
With appreciation,
The Crestone Creative District
Board of Directors

Landfill dismay
‘Outrageous’

Dear Editor;
Starting in 2015, the San Luis
Valley Ecosystem Council (SLVEC)
has been attending Saguache County Commissioner meetings regarding the landfill.
We brought in consultants
from a USDA Solid Waste Management grant (SWM), to review
the landfill budget over a period of
years and surmised that maintaining the current operation was costing an additional $80,000/yr in general funds.
The landfill cannot pay for itself by using tipping fees alone (the
amount charged when you drive
in), and only one commercial hauler
uses the landfill regularly.
SLVEC also provided options
by formulating a cost-comparative
analysis, (maintaining the landfill
as opposed to shutting it down and
setting up transfer stations in three
locations), and discovered it would
cost about half as much to operate
the transfer stations/yr.
This information has not just
been provided by SLVEC, but also
the State Solid Waste Management
Division got involved and basically
came up with similar figures.
Despite all these efforts, this
past February 19, 2019, two of the
Commissioners (Tim Lovato and Ken
Anderson) decided to go ahead and
open up a new cell for the landfill,
(costing County taxpayers $438,000)
instead of working to transition into
transfer stations, deliberately ignoring all the relevant information that
has been provided. (Please read Sandia Belgrade’s County article in this
month’s Eagle.)
The County is now moving
very quickly and wants to break
ground for the new landfill cell
starting the first week of March.
It’s been very frustrating to
see these deliberate actions continue to maintain the landfill, despite
the fact that the two growing population areas in Saguache County
(Crestone/Baca and Center) are
nowhere near the current landfill
location.
If you are interested in this
issue, please contact the SLVEC office 719-589-1518 or info@slvec.org,
and leave your contact information,
name, phone number and e-mail.
They need to hear from us in
a united, informed voice, because
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Fatal crash on La Veta Pass

Saguache County Crime Report

by Mary Lowers
At 11:30am on Feb. 3 the Colorado State Patrol (CSP) was called to
the scene of an accident on Hwy. 160 on La Veta Pass. Milanyela Meza, 20,
of Westminster had been headed east when she lost control of her 2009
Pontiac G6 sedan on a left hand curve. The car rotated into the west bound
lane where its right side collided with the front end of a 2011 Freightliner
Tractor Trailer. The Freightliner remained stopped in the westbound lane.
The Pontiac came to a stop on the west shoulder of the highway. Meza was
pronounced dead at the scene. CPS considers excessive speed a factor in
the crash, which is under investigation.

by Mary Lowers
The Saguache County Sheriff ’s Office (SCSO) continued its warrant sweep this past month bringing in criminals who thought they
could avoid consequences. A Moffat man, 42, paid a $250 bond and was
released from Saguache County Jail on failure to appear charges. A Denver man, 30, went to jail on failure to appear charges with a $250 bail
listed. Two failure to appear charges landed a Center man, 40, in jail for
six months on each count. His bail was listed at $2500. A Center man,
38, was jailed on a failure to appear charge with $2,500 bail listed.
An Aurora man, 76, had avoided jail on contempt of court charges
from April of 2017. He was apprehended in the county and is serving
two months in jail, with possible release in thirty days, for the 2017
incident in water court. Contempt of court charges brought a Colorado
Springs man, 40, to jail with a $2000 bail listed. A Moffat area man, 27,
was jailed with no bail listed on contempt of court charges. A Breckenridge man, 32, was taken into custody in Villa Grove on three contempt
of court charges and felony charge of first degree criminal trespass. His
bail was set at $110,000.
SCSO call logs show that deputies were called out in the past month
to Crestone eight times, to the Baca Grande ten times, to Casita Park
twice, to Moffat thirteen times, and to KV Estates ten times.

Hitch hiker attacks woman
by Mary Lowers
According to Saguache County Undersheriff James McCloskey,
when a good Samaritan stopped to
pick up a man hitch hiking south
on Hwy. 17, Tuesday, February 19,
she was violently attacked by the
rider, Julio Prieto, 31, of Monte
Vista when she pulled over to let
him out near Alamosa. The victim, whose name is being withheld
at this time, is a woman from the
Durango area who was travelling
south on Hwy. 17, in her new car
when she picked up Prieto.
The victim told law enforcement she lost consciousness briefly
as Prieto tried to strangle her. Despite the ferocious attack the driver
was able to dial 911. Undersheriff
McCloskey and the Colorado State
Patrol (CSP) responded quickly. It
was noted the victim had a black
eye and cuts to her neck and face.
Prieto had fled the scene on foot.
An initial search for the perpetrator turned up nothing. Prieto

Letters
continued

quite frankly, this is outrageous.
I truly thought that once the
Commissioners had gotten the bid
on the excavation and liner for the
cell ($438,000) that they would
drop it.
But no, old habits die hard,
even in the face of rational figures
and expert advice.
May we still be able to redirect
this ten-year burden.
Sincerely,
Christine Canaly, Director
San Luis Valley Ecosystem
Council

was eventually found near a gravel
pit. Law enforcement came up behind him with lights flashing and
Prieto just kept walking. Orders to
stop had no effect. Prieto removed
his coat giving a concern that he
might be armed but rather then
confronting, Prieto began running.
According to Undersheriff McCloskey, it took a dose of pepper spray to
subdue him and he was still swinging at law enforcement as they put
him in handcuffs.
Prieto was transported to
the Saguache County Jail where
it was observed he had a cut needing stitches. The angry prisoner
attacked the jailer taking him to
the hospital and upon returning to
Saguache, he attacked a jail employee. He is, as we go to press,
sitting in jail facing charges of first
and second degree assault, resisting arrest, and attempted escape.
Undersheriff McCloskey said he is
awaiting word from the District Attorney regarding charges to be filed
against Prieto in District Court.

Tree thinning project proposed east of Crestone
The Rio Grande National Forest is proposing to thin and prune trees
east of Crestone along the northern boundary of the Baca subdivision. The
fire mitigation work would be done with chainsaws and would encompass
approximately 85 acres along Forest Service Road 949 between the Bureau
of Land Management boundary to the west and Willow Creek Trailhead to
the east.
The purpose of the proposed project is to reduce the risk of wildfire
burning through the tops (crowns) of trees adjacent to private property.
Crown fires increase risks to firefighter safety and are more difficult to control than ground fires. Completion of the project would better enable firefighters to protect private property if a wildfire were to start in the area.
The treatment would increase the spacing between the trees of the
pinyon-juniper woodland by removing individual trees. The lower limbs of
remaining trees would be pruned, decreasing the potential for a wildfire
to move from the ground into the crowns. Woody debris left over from the
treatment would be piled by hand and burned in the winter when there is
adequate snow cover.
The Rio Grande National Forest is inviting public input on the proposed fire mitigation project. Comments may be sent to comments-rockymountain-rio-grande-saguache@fs.fed.us by March 31, 2019.
For more information, contact Sid Hall, Forest Fuels Specialist at
719-852-6205.

County looking for victim advocates
by Mary Lowers
According to a bulletin sent out by the Saguache County Sheriff ’s Office (SCSO) Victim Assistance Program, more victim advocates are needed
for the assistance team. The advocates serve in Saguache County, offering
support and resources to victims of crime and death. The advocates on the
Saguache County Victim Response Team raise public awareness about issues victims may face. They work with victims and law enforcement agencies. Training is part of this volunteer opportunity.
If you are interested in becoming a victim advocate call Ellen E. Cox
at the SCSO, 719-655-2544 or email ecox@saguachecounty-co.gov.
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General Assembly
continued from page 1
subverts an Electoral College that
the Founding Fathers created to
ensure smaller states don’t get
trampled when it comes to choosing the president.
Eleven states and the District
of Columbia have joined the national popular vote interstate compact so far, bringing with them 172
electoral votes.
Red flag bill
Democratic lawmakers introduce legislation that would allow
family members or law enforcement to petition the courts for a
temporary extreme risk protection
order (ERPO) if a person is thought
to be a threat. A judge could issue a
search warrant and seizure immediately under what many refer to
as a “red flag” bill.
The bill was introduced on
the one-year anniversary of the
shooting that took place at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School in
Parkland, Florida.
Lawmakers say the bill has
the support of law enforcement.
Colorado Republicans and
pro-Second Amendment groups
strongly condemned the bill and
vow opposition.
Equal Pay for Equal Work
Act
Colorado Senate Democrats,
on January 17, 2019, introduced
the “Equal Pay for Equal Work
Act” (SB 19-085) to prohibit a wage
differential based on an employee’s
gender.
According to recent studies by

the American Association of University Women, the wage gap in
Colorado is 82%. That is, women
make 82¢ for every dollar a male
earns. Women of color face an even
wider wage gap than White women
or men—63¢ for Black women and
54 cents for Latinas.
Proponents of the legislation
argue that if women in Colorado
were paid the same rate as men,
the poverty rate would drop from
5.6% to 2.8%. For working single
moms in the state, the poverty rate
would drop from 22% to 12.3%.
The state’s economy would see an
additional $9 billion of disposable
income.
Opponents to the legislation
are concerned that the bill, as introduced, would negate the state administrative process that has been in
place for years that allows a worker
to file a sex-based wage-discrimination complaint against an employer
with the Colorado Department of
Labor and Employment (CDLE), instead permitting workers to file civil
lawsuits which could result in greater penalties for employers who violate equal pay provisions.
Additionally, employers are
required to disclose an hourly wage
rate or range for all job postings.
If passed, this would be among
the most aggressive equal pay laws
in the nation.
Colorado Oil & Gas Conservation Commission
Democrats are now aiming to
do what they could not in the 2014
legislative session: fundamentally
reform the way the state regulates
oil and gas drilling, for the first
time in almost 70 years.
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In 2014, activists and the fossil-fuel industry faced off in bitter
conflicts over health and safety.
While the legislature then could
not reach a compromise, the intervening years have spurred multiple events shaping Colorado’s recent political history.
A task force convened to address the issue went nowhere.
Court battles rage. The industry
even successfully fought to amend
the state constitution, making future anti-fracking initiatives less
likely. And at long last, frackers
and fractivists faced off on the
ballot in November 2018, in a $50
million showdown over Proposition
112 ( setbacks) and Amendment 74
(compensations for property owners). Both measures failed.
How much control legislators
cede to local governments, and
what environmental standards
they’ll require state regulators to
enforce could dramatically affect
Coloradans living near the state’s
oil and gas extraction areas, and
corporate bottom lines for the fossil-fuel industry.
Fracking opponents have long

alleged that the COGCC, which
oversees drilling and production
across the state, is fundamentally
flawed. In its mission statement,
as defined by Colorado’s 68-yearold Oil and Gas Conservation Act,
the COGCC is tasked with “fostering” the development of the state’s
oil and gas reserves “in a manner
consistent with protection of public
health, safety and welfare.”
For the fossil-fuel industry,
the status quo has been immensely profitable. Average monthly oil
production has increased more
than fivefold since 2010, with no
end to this soaring growth in sight.
A recent Colorado Supreme
Court decision is prompting Democratic legislators to require the
COGCC to make health and the
environment the top priority when
considering applications for energy
development.
To meet those demands, legislators will have to be willing to shift
the balance of power away from the
oil and gas industry and toward
residents who have felt powerless
in the fight to protect their health
and property.

MAITRI MASSAGE
Awareness Based Massage Therapy

ANNE ROSS, LMT
INCORPORATING DEEP TISSUE, THERAPEUTIC & ACUPRESSURE TECHNIQUES

719-588-8727

anneross1@icloud.com

Crestone Mercantile
Grocery Store: 191 E Galena Ave
Open Every Day 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
(719) 256-5887

Hardware Store: 182 E Galena Ave
Open Mon.- Sat. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(719) 256-5885

Let the Meat Department
make dinner for you.

Have you tried our lasagna, chicken parmesan,
meatloaf or fajitas? They are all simple meal
ideas made from quality ingredients. We also
make various soups and curries as well as
burritos. The rotisserie chickens and baby back
ribs are ready every day after 2 p.m. We also
have a staff ready to answer most of the
cooking questions you might have.

Bob’s Place: 182 E Galena Ave
Open Every Day 8 a.m to 3 p.m.
(719) 256-2627

Laundromat: 191 E Galena Ave
Open Every Day
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

St Patrick’s Day!!

Create a traditional
Irish feast for your
family or friends
consisting of more
than whiskey and a
potato. Try our
corned brisket
…...and a potato

Crestone Mercantile Hardware
The BEST STOCKED Hardware store
in the entire San Luis Valley!
Meet all of your automotive, household,
plumbing, paint, electrical, lumber,
gardening, office, & electrical needs right
here in CRESTONE!

SHOP LOCAL!
SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY
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closing out the books on 2018, attended work sessions where the
Commissioners honed a description for Daboll’s replacement. Ideally, a generalist with many skills
can tend to every day
activities, freeing up
the director to provide direction and
write grants to bring
in more money. The
department relies on State grants
to enhance funding. One of them
would need to have a medical background. This is their description:
Saguache County is seeking
a Director of Public Health. A Degree in Public Health or related
discipline with five years administrative experience preferred. The
Director may be a public health
nurse or other medical professional, but not required. Director
is responsible for supervision and
training of Public Health staff, researching and applying for grants
and funding, and reports monthly
to the Board of Health/Board of
County Commissioners. Salary
range $40K-$50K. If interested
call the County for more details.
Clerk & Recorder office
updates voting services
Trish Gilbert reported that
a sales tax grant has made possible designated outside ballot drop
boxes. They will be placed in 3 locations: Center, Crestone, and Sargents. In our large county that is a
real boost for voter participation.
Additionally, downstairs, security cameras have been installed.
That’s right, the election center
will now be downstairs which
will be more user-friendly for the
handicapped and elders. The department has also set an objective to digitize the entire vault of
stored materials that go back to
when the County started: 1866,
I believe. Phase 1 is finished and
they will apply for a second grant
to index all those documents.
Other innovations
Marriage licenses are now
available from the Saguache
County Clerk and Recorder’s office
at the County building. Both partners need to come into the Clerk’s
office and fill out an application.
You will need to provide United
States government-issued identification, such as a valid driver’s
license or passport, and you will
need to know your social security
numbers. It is also helpful to know
in what state both sets of parents
currently reside and both mothers’ maiden names. There is no
mandatory waiting period. See the
County website for other details.
If one of you is unable to make
it into the office, you can request
an Absentee Affidavit Application
which must be notarized. Contact
the Clerk’s office 719-655-2512
for more details. Finally, Gilbert
has also announced that drivers
can skip the trip to the Division
of Motor Vehicles by using the
DMV online site for first time registration, renewals, applying for
handicapped placard, requesting a
duplicate title and a host of other
services.
RGWCD will protect our
water
Cleave Simpson, general
manager of the Rio Grande Water
Conservation District (RGWCD)
spoke to the Commissioners in

Saguache
County
		 News
by Sandia Belgrade
County takes one step forward and one back
When one considers the steep
cost of running the landfill—the
lowest bid on the new cell with
liner was around $166,000, for
example—and that is added on
to costs for a landloader, etc., the
landfill expenses are up to nearly
$500,000. There are options that
are more cost-effective and environmentally sound. Chris Canaly,
Director of the San Luis Valley
Ecosystem Council brought in consultants who are solid waste management specialists and they gave
a presentation with current up-todate information on a transfer station. Despite all the problems the
County has had with the landfill,
the BOCC voted, yet again, to continue throwing money and trash
into a big hole. It should be noted
that the vote was 2-1 with Commissioner Jason Anderson voting
nay. Canaly said that the Commissioners did ask them to submit a
proposal which opens a small window. She has been behind the efforts to take out recycling materials and help clean up the landfill.

Chris Canaly.

One has to wonder why the
County is spending half a million dollars and committing our
County to an old model of dealing
with trash for the next 10 years.
The action does not serve Center
residents who have a long way to
travel to the landfill or residents
who want a more ecological way to
handle waste and recycling. What
directives will be implemented to
assure there that it will be managed any better than it has been
in the past? Is the County setting
guidelines to follow best practices?
Public Health Director resigns
David Daboll, who has been
serving as the Public Health Director, is retiring and has tendered
his resignation. He’s been a conscientious County worker and when I
talked to his staff they have really
appreciated his support. He has
been a strong backer of programs
like Communities That Care and
giving youth a seat at the table.
Glen Simpson, the new County
Administrator, who has been busy

February. For those who may not
know, RGWCD is composed of five
counties across the San Luis Valley including portions of Saguache
County. Their mission is “to enhance and protect the water rights
of the citizens of the San Luis Valley who reside within the boundaries of the District.” It’s a responsibility fraught with difficulty in the
face of current climate conditions.
Farming is essential to our economic and cultural survival and
water is its life blood. Seldom has
the Rio Grande flowed so low. The
quantity of water savings needed
to bring the district to a sustainable aquifer would equal about 335
pivot sprinklers being retired from
pumping permanently. They have
reached less than 30% of their
goal, needing 31,200 acres more
of dry-up. The past twenty years’
precipitation has been around 10%
less than historical averages; thus,
the valley and aquifer are facing a
difficult time even with the recent
snow. In light of the dire straits
of the aquifer, there is widespread
opposition to any water grab. Attempts by outsiders to export water out of the county will be met
head on by RGWCD, who are committed to protecting our water
from outside interests. A public
meeting with a group wanting to
export water will be held March
12, 2019, 6:30pm at Saguache
County Road & Bridge Meeting
Room on 3rd Street. Attend and
show them our opposition.
Land Use
With spring approaching—
yes, just three weeks now—this
is a reminder that the Saguache
County Land Use Office is now
requiring an appointment for any
Conditional Use Permit or Variance request which includes a
marijuana variance request. This
policy will allow the Land Use
Office to review all applications
for correct information plus additional information that may be
required. To make an appointment
with the Land Use Office, you can
call the office at 719-655-2321 or
come by at their new location at
505 3rd Street, Saguache, 1 block
east of the County Courthouse.
The industry is not showing much
growth. Land Use is seeing mostly modifications and not as many
new ones. This is probably due to
the market stabilizing. It’s also
winter.
Justin Trouard has a legal
grow operation which at first was
met with opposition by residents.
In February he came in with a
variance request and quite a few
neighbors showed up. But this
time they came in support of him.

Happy Hour 3:30-5:30
7 Days a week - 1/2 off
beer & house wine

It seems that he has hired many
local folks and provided them with
jobs. That is just what the county
needs from this new industry: employment and revenue.
Housing shortage takes a
new twist
Jason Anderson said that a
citizens group is concerned about
the road at the Willow Creek trail
head. This is located at the foot
of the Sangres above Crestone.
Residents who have private property near federal land say it is being used by campers setting up
on both sides of the road. By law,
a person may only camp for two
weeks. But many are camping
there all summer. The campsites
are not always left in good condition, and bears have been known
to shred sleeping bags. There is
also concern about campfires. It is
a double-sided situation. Property
owners do not want to be invaded
or have their property values go
down, but affordable housing is
scarce, not at crisis stage yet, but
it is setting people on edge. Residents are also concerned that a
formal campground will be put up
by the Forest Service or Bureau of
Land Management.
New State Agriculture
Commissioner
Commissioner Ken Anderson has met the new Colorado Ag
Commissioner. Governor Jared
Polis has picked Kate Greenberg
to head Colorado’s Department
of Agriculture. She is the first
woman to lead this massive department which employs approximately 280 people in seven divisions. She has been the western
program director for the National
Young Farmers Coalition since
2013. When she lived in northern
Mexico she worked on restoration
of the Colorado River Delta in the
years leading up to the historic bilateral pulse flow agreement. She
currently serves as the chair of
the board for the Santa Fe-based
Quivira Coalition, a conservationranching organization. Anderson
said she is not yet up to par but
willing to learn.
Adams State scholarship
ASU alumni Director Lori
Laske announced that they can
make $14,000 available for a
scholarship provided the County
matched the amount. The County
will apply excise tax funds to cover the match because it is meant
to address youth. Thus $28,000
in scholarships will be available.
How wonderful. Heads up parents
and seniors.

Two For One pasta on
Tuesdays - Check Facebook
for Daily Specials!
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by Allyson Ransom,
Crestone Town Clerk
February 11, 2019 Board
of Trustees meeting
The meeting began at
9:30am with the Board of Trustees passing the following motions:
• To approve the agenda
• To approve the minutes
of the regular Board meeting
from January 14, 2019.
• To approve paying the
bills
• To direct Treasurer Busby to apply for a matching DOLA
grant to install fencing at the water plant and purchase a portable generator by using $5,000
from the water savings account
as a match
• To approve paying the
public works assistant a monthly
cell phone stipend of $20.
• To approve per diem expenses for the Mayor to participate in giving a presentation
with the Crestone Coalition at
the University of Denver for
two days in March; the Mayor
recused herself from the vote due
to conflict of interest
• To direct the clerk to contact Town Engineer Allen Davey
for advisement and a design plan
to correct the scouring under the
Cottonwood St. bridge and use
HUTF funds to cover costs
• To approve adding Martin Luther King, Jr. Day to the
holiday office closure list in the
personnel handbook and with no
holiday pay for employees
• To approve advertising
for an event planner position to
coordinate the 2019 Fourth of
July event for the sum of $1,000.
Applicants must submit a résumé and include their detailed
previous experience for events
• To
adopt
Ordinance
#2019-002 to amend the Water
System Ordinance #2018-002
• To adjourn the meeting at
3:08pm
Reports
Treasurer Gwynn Busby
presented a detailed financial report and the month’s bills for approval. The following items were
discussed with the Trustees:
• Town bills list
• Sales tax revenue for the
month of January 2019 totaled
$20,259.45
• SLVREC franchise fees
collected last month totaled $400
and updates will be included in
future monthly reports
• The final 2019 budget
submitted was approved by
DOLA
• Update on completing
four grants to acquire playground
equipment for Town parks
• Matching grant available
to provide fencing and a backup
generator for the water plant for
safety and emergency preparedness
Mayor Kairina Danforth reported on the following during
her report:

• The SLV Trails Coalition received $60,000 for a Safe
Routes to School Grant project
• Crestone can potentially become an official Dark Skies
community if several requirements are met including an educational component
• Crestone Coalition presentation at the University of
Denver on March 8, 2019 and a
request for a per diem check for
travel
• Trail building project between the Baca Wildlife Refuge
office and Colorado College to begin May 18, 2019
Clerk Allyson Ransom discussed the following in her report:
• Request to put the old
player piano up for sale by sealed
bid and continue the posting for
playground equipment for sale
• CDOT notice to repair
scouring to the abutments below the Cottonwood St. Bridge.
Although the bridge is still safe,
the Clerk requested contacting
the Town Engineer Allen Davey
as an engineer must be involved
in the process of designing countermeasures
• Code enforcement complaints reviewed, including: people allowing dogs to run loose
after being warned; non-operable vehicles left stored on Town
rights-of-way in the commercial
district; people living permanently in campers or RVs; report
of someone shooting a coyote in
town
• Grant funding available
from DOLA for hiring state-mandated general counsels at court if
it becomes necessary
• Recommendation to add
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day to
the list of official town holidays
Water System Manager Ann
Bunting wrote the following in
her report:
• Update on Block 59 water
extension project
• CDPHE is requesting information on age of plumbing for
every water customer in town
in order to confirm whether the
lead and copper sampling tool is
targeting the locations of highest
concern
• As a result of the new
Phase II construction, the water meter at 200 Cottonwood St.
is unreadable as it was partially
covered by the new sidewalk
During the Attorney’s Report, the Trustees directed Attorney Gene Farish to create a
resolution for a schedule of inspections that the water manager would create since this was
referenced in Ordinance #2019002. The resolution will be presented at the March meeting.
Planning Commission
As there was no quorum
for the February 4, 2019 meeting, no minutes were available
for review; however, Commission Chair Goergen reported on
a work session held on February

www.crestoneeagle.com

Bill Roberts pauses to say hello to the local does in front of the Crestone Spirits liquor
store. Beer or beer nuts?
photo by Lori Nagel

6, 2019 at 4:30pm to complete
edits on the zoning code, which
should be ready to present soon.
Goergen also announced that
the Planning Commission meeting time had been changed to
4:30pm, still on every first Monday of the month.
Baca Grande resident Donovan Spitzman requested permission from the Board to hold
spontaneous fire spinning/dancing events within the Town of
Crestone. Mr. Spitzman said he
and others in their group would
assume responsibility for brief
events. The Trustees discussed
the ongoing fire threat existing
in Crestone with the drought and
with only one main exit road, and
so advised Spitzman to hold the
spontaneous events with their
props lit up by LED lights. Mr.
Spitzman stated that he had
never seen or heard of an open
flame from a prop (such as a fire
baton) starting a fire. The Trustees directed the Clerk to contact the Town’s insurer, CIRSA,
to verify permissible activities
and risk management concerning live fires on public property
and rights of way. She will report
back at the March meeting.
Important reminders
The Town of Crestone is an
incorporated town with zoning
laws, fee schedule, permits and
licenses.
Important ordinances to remember are:
• Ordinance #2018-003 –
There is a moratorium on living
in tiny houses and other similar
conveyances in the Town limits
• Ordinance #2019-001 –
Nuisance Code—Dogs are not allowed to run at large at any time,
and nighttime lighting must be
hooded or attached so light only
points downward
• Offenses against Public

Decency include-Nuisance Code
Addendum, Article VI, Sections
1-35, 1-40 and 1-41, No one shall
harm animals or wildlife, which
includes shooting or throwing
projectiles at them and no discharging firearms are allowed
within town limits.
Announcements
The Town of Crestone has
a temporary job opening for a
Fourth of July Event Coordinator. Please come to Town Hall to
pick up an application and a list
of job requirements.
The annual fire protection
fees will be mailed out to all
property owners this month and
are used for the water hydrant
system upkeep.
The Town is offering the following for sale by sealed bid:
• One antique player piano
• One playground set
Call 719-256-4313 MonThurs to set up an appointment
to view the piano; meanwhile,
the play set may be seen at 300
W. Silver Ave. in Creekside Park.
If interested in either, prepare
a sealed envelope, labeled “antique piano” or “park playset”
and drop off to Town Hall at 108
W. Galena Ave. or mail to PO Box
64, Crestone 81131. Please write
legibly and include the amount
you are offering, your name and
contact information. The sale of
the items will go to the highest
bidders.
Check out the Town of Crestone’s new website at www.colorado.gov/pacific/townofcrestone
where you will find current information on meetings, agendas,
permits, forms and more. Future
updates to the site will include a
photo gallery and the town’s new
codified ordinance book, once
completed.
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2019 Monte Vista Crane Festival &
Sandhill Cranes: One of Colorado’s
top wildlife-watching experiences
Colorado is home to a remarkable array of wildlife-watching opportunities, from elk during the fall
rutting season in Rocky Mountain
Park to the summertime dusk flyouts of hundreds of thousands of
Mexican Free-tailed bats from the
San Luis Valley’s Orient Land Mine.
There are the wild horse herds of
Sand Wash Basin, Bighorn Sheep in
the deep-cut canyons along the Arkansas River and abundant moose
in State Forest State Park.
And then there are the Sandhill Cranes.
Some 25,000 cranes migrate
like clockwork through Colorado’s
scenic San Luis Valley every spring
as they make their way from wintering grounds in southern New Mexico
to nesting grounds further north.
Sandhill Cranes are large,

graceful birds that migrate in large
numbers and can fly up to 13,000
feet in the sky and as much as 500
miles in a single day. Their iconic
superflocks, red forehead and ballet-like courtship dance have for
decades thrilled wildlife lovers and
photographers alike. “Even the ancient native peoples who once lived
in the area thousands of years ago
appreciated the cranes,” said festival committee president Jenny
Nehring. “We know this from petroglyphs depicting cranes.”
The cranes’ annual rite of
spring through the valley is celebrated by modern residents with
the Monte Vista Crane Festival,
held every second weekend in
March. It’s one of the oldest birding
festivals in the nation and the oldest in Colorado.

KATHLEEN WILLOW
PHOTO BY JENNIFER ESPERANZA

LICENSED MASSAGE THERAPIST

Nurturing Your Body
Soothing Your Mind
Nourishing Your Soul
Specializing in LaStone Therapy
& therapeutic massage
with exquisite Floracopeia &
Dr. Hauschka aromatic oils

719. 256. 5469

Investing in Your Community’s Youth

Look at who just arrived! Three cranes find something of interest (and so will you!) at the
photo by Dave Jones
Monte Vista Crane Festival. 				

Crane Festival
continued from page 1
cultural heritage sites and trips
to Colorado’s only farm-to-glass
brewery, which will offer specialty-brewed beer flavors in honor of
cranes and mugs with crane etchings. Presentations in Monte Vista’s historic Vali 3 Theater include
a 3D tour of the unique geology
of the San Luis Valley and a talk
about the importance of conservation and festivals to the success of
Sandhill Cranes. Keynote speakers
Erv Nichols and Sandra Noll will
share highlights from their experiences migrating with the cranes
and observing their behavior along
the way, as well as tales about other unique wildlife encounters.
Another popular activity is
the annual craft and nature fair.
Artists come from all over the valley and beyond to sell their handcrafted items: metal “farm art,”
handmade lotions and soaps, spice
mixes, one-of-a-kind birdhouses,
wildlife photography and paintings—and more. Some artists have
been coming for years, like local
resident Bea Manzanarez, who
stitches frameable quilt pieces depicting nature scenes. Artist Tarry
Maxson for decades has sold his
delicate wood carvings of native
bird species meticulously painted

to-spec with the bird’s colors and
markings. “I have several of his
carvings hanging up at home and
love that they’re from a local artist,” Beauchaine said.
Denver Front Range artist Judy McNichol has attended
the fair for nearly a decade to sell
her beaded bird earrings, including Meadowlarks, Bluebirds, Wood
Ducks, Stellar Jays and Cardinals.
This year she’ll have new species,
such as Grackles and Red-Breasted Grosbeaks. But for Nichols, it’s
not just about selling earrings. “I
love to see the friends we’ve made
over the years and meet new people. And we can’t wait to go out and
see the cranes after the fair closes
down.”
The raptor rescue and rehabilitation organization Hawks
Aloft from Albuquerque, New
Mexico will again bring several
un-releasable birds from its educational program for display at the
fair. “Look for ‘Beauty,’ the Turkey
Vulture, to make her debut,” said
Hawks Aloft executive director
Gail Garber.
For festival details and tour
registration, visit mvcranefest.org.
Registration deadline is March 7,
2019. To register as a vendor for the
craft and nature fair, visit chamber@montevistachamber.org or call
Jerry Apker at 719-852-2731.

Come Celebrate our One Year Anniversary March 17th!
New York Pizza, Calzones, MARCH HOURS
Gluten Free Options & More
Try our Dessert,
Fresh Cannolis!

(719) 256 5656
15 W. Silver Ave.
in Crestone, CO
S

MEETING: September
18, 5:00
2018 P.M.
5:00 PM
MARCH 21st,
MOFFAT CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL

af

Deliveries
M n
5

m n at: www man a a pizza c m
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Four Shillings Short returns to Shumei
International Institute March 3
The Celtic/Folk/World music
duo 4 Shillings Short, with Aodh
Og O’Tuama from Cork, Ireland
and Cristy Martin from California, perform traditional and original music from the Celtic lands,
Medieval & Renaissance Europe,

are independent folk-artists who
perform over 100 concerts a year.
They have released 12 recordings
and live as full-time troubadours
traveling from town to town performing at music festivals, theatres and performing arts centers,
folk societies, libraries, house concerts
and schools.
Aodh Og O’Tuama grew up in a
family of poets, musicians and writers.
He received his degree in Music from
University
College
Cork, Ireland and
received a Fellowship from Stanford
University in California in Medieval
and Renaissance performance. He plays
Tinwhistles,
Medieval & Renaissance
woodwinds, Recorders, Doumbek (from
Morocco),
bowed
Psaltery, Spoons and
sings both in English,
Gaelic & French.
Christy Martin
grew up in a family of
musicians and dancers. From the age of
15, she studied North
The Celtic/Folk/World music duo 4 Shillings Short will
Indian Sitar for 10
perform at Shumei International on March 3, 3-5pm
years, studying with
Tony
Karasek
(a
India and the Americas on a fan- student of master Sitarist Ravi
tastic array of instruments (over Shankar) and Rahul Sariputra (a
30). Come join us at Shumei In- student of Allaudin Khan). She
ternational Institute on Sunday began playing the Hammered DulMarch 3 starting at 3pm. There cimer in her 20’s and has studied
is a $10-$15 suggested donation at with Maggie Sansone, Dan Dugthe door. All proceeds benefit these gan, Cliff Moses, Robin Petrie,
talented musicians.
Tony Elman and Glen Morgan.
Aodh and Cristy have a lot In addition she plays Mandolin,
to share with us, including ham- Mandola, Bouzouki, Banjo, Guimered & mountain dulcimer, man- tar, Bodhran (Irish frame drum),
dolin, mandola, bouzouki, record- Charango, bowed Psaltery, Ukeleers, tinwhistles, Medieval and le and sings in English, Irish and
Renaissance woodwinds, north Sanskrit.
Indian sitar, charango, bowed
4 Shillings Short is not to be
psaltery, banjo, Native American missed! Join us Sunday March
flutes, bodhran, guitar, ukulele, 3 at 3pm. There is a $10 to $15
doumbek & darbuka, spoons, vo- suggested donation. Visit www.
cals and even a krumhorn.
shumeicrestone.org or call the ofTouring in the US & Ireland fice at 719-256-5284.
since 1997, Four Shillings Short

Printer and poet Noona O’Riley is Shumei’s feature artist for March.

Noona O’Riley is Shumei’s featured artist
for March; Symposium March 24
Noona O’Riley is a mother,
grandmother, great grandmother,
poet, painter and healer. She moved
to Crestone in ‘97 from Boulder
where she lived for 27 years studying and practicing Tibetan Buddhism, shamanism, and raising her
family. She received her MA from
Naropa University and practiced
psychotherapy for 8 years. Since
moving to Crestone the world of
Nature and the Clear Light Sangha have been her spiritual companions and lately the ceremonial
practice of drinking tea from centuries old Chinese tea trees. She devotes most of her time to painting,
poetry, healing work and visiting
with friends. Shumei will host Noona’s work for the month of March.
A symposium with the artist will
be held on Sunday March 24, 3 to
5pm. A reception will follow the
presentation.

“Although I have drawn and
painted all my life I have received
only minimal training at the University of Missouri and the San
Francisco Art Institute in my early 20s. I love to paint. I paint first
thing when I wake and would paint
all day long until the light is not
good if my other commitments
would allow me to. My painting
derives from a need to bring something forth on the canvas. That
simple. I am learning to allow what
wants to come, what feels right and
not be overly judgmental while still
maintaining a discerning artist
eye.”
Meet with the artist and learn
more about her work, both poetry
and painting, on Sunday March
24, 3-5pm. This event is free to the
public. Please visit www.shumeicrestone.org or call 256-5284 for
more information.

Shumei International Institute
Taiko, Interfaith Panel,
World Peace Prayer, Anniversary Sampai,
Community Luncheon,
Guest Speaker Warwick Manfrinato,
Garden Tours, Art Exhibit

Daily 8:00AM and 6:00PM Sampai (prayer services)
are always open to the public art gallery and

site tours available every day from 9 -5

Please visit the Shumei Shop and moSPACE downtown
in the afternoons (Tue. -Sat.) in the Sangre de Cristo Inn
Shumei International Institute - PO Box 998, Crestone, CO 81131 - 719-256-5284
www.shumeicrestone.org
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Shumei’s Whole Living Symposium March
23 hosts Benjamin Byer & Michelle
Beelendorf of The Elephant Cloud
Shumei International Institute is happy to announce the next
symposium in our new offering for
our Crestone community. Whether
you are looking to provide health-

it comes to nutrition and health.
She loves astrology and both Benjamin and Michelle are big art
appreciators. They both telemark
ski and Benjamin enjoys mountain biking and
backpacking.
In their words,
“We both consider ourselves
entrepreneurs
and we both love
athleticism.”
With a diverse
background
in
health and business these two
local
business
owners will be
sharing
ideas
and thoughts on
overall
health,
wellness, and nutrition as well as
business philosophy, community engagement,
future ideas and
plans.
Come join
us on Saturday
March 23 at
Benjamin Byer and Michelle Beelendorf co-owners of Elephant
10am at Shumei
Cloud Market will be speaking at Shumei’s Whole Life Symposium in March.
International Institute.
ier food for you and your family,
This is Shumei’s local version
improve your relationships, or
of the Green Life Food Festival besimply gain a sense of peace and
ing offered by Shumei American
connection, our hope is to provide
in California. In line with Shumei
a space where ideas on these topics
philosophy, our hope is to create
can be shared by community mema regular space for presenters to
bers who are practicing their craft.
share topics on mindful living.
We are honored to have Benjamin
This symposia program will cover
Byer & Michelle Beelendorf as our
a variety of topics such as gardennext presenters on March 23 from
ing, business, health and wellness.
10 to 11am. This event is free to
By looking at the whole we can
the public.
achieve a happier, healthier, and
Benjamin and Michelle have
more fulfilling lifestyle. To learn
been married since 2012 and
more visit www.shumeicrestone.
co-business owners since 2010. Miorg or call 719-256-5284.
chelle is extremely intuitive when

Core Chi Transformation
Energy & Bodywork Combined

Tootles the Clown welcomed one and all to last year’s Cabin Fever event. Come join the
fun again this year! 				
photo by Lori Nagel

Get your act together!
Cabin Fever’s coming up March 30
by Mary Lowers
The Cabin Fever winter talent show 2019 will be Saturday,
March 30 at the Crestone Charter School. The show began in
1990, and in this its 30th year, is
sponsored by the Crestone Charter School (CCS) and Neighbors
Helping Neighbors (NHN). The
evening will commence with an
early bird chili dinner served
from 5 to 6pm. Various kinds of
chili will be offered from vegetarian to meat for $7.
The talent show will start
at 6pm. Admission will be $10 for
adults, school-aged kids are free,
and $7 for seniors 70 and over.
The combination of CCS students’
talents featuring music and other
surprising performances and the
offerings from the larger commu-

nity is not to be missed! There’s
still time to get an act together. If
you would like to perform call Judie at 256-5110 or Isaline at 2989133 to get on the schedule. During intermission snacks including
homemade baked goodies and hot
and cold drinks will be on sale.
Throughout the evening decadent desserts will be auctioned
off. These incredible, edible offerings are all created locally. The
bidding is exciting as seven to ten
wild and wonderful desserts are
auctioned off to the audience. All
proceeds from the show go to CCS
and NHN. Look for flyers around
town publicizing Cabin Fever.
Come out to end boredom and the
freezing winter blues Saturday,
March 30.

Specialty in the Abdomen

Anna Louise B. Stewart
970.290.7710 AnnaLouise55@gmail.com
CoreChiTransformation.com
...................................................................................................

Cosmic Tea Party
Immediate
transfiguration
through energy healing
combined with
guidance from
the subtle realms

Crestone Charter School &
Neighbors Helping Neighbors
Presents
A Showcase of Local Talent
Saturday, March 30
Chili Dinner 5:00pm $7
Show Begins 6:00pm
Decadent Dessert Auction throughout the show

Anna Louise Stewart & Noona O’Riley
Noona: 719.270.7710
noonaoriley47@yahoo.com

Admission $10
For more information contact Judie Rose 256-5110
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Crestone Artisans Gallery sponsors
Cheers & Beers March 16
by Paula Hudson
The Gallery had a flavorful
and charming event for Valentine’s
Day. I hope you were there. It was
our Honey Bee Party and has lots
of fun and tasty treats. The food
as usual was great. We focused on
comestibles made with honey, like
baklava and mead. Made my sweet
tooth faint from overload. Lori Sunflower was there to take Valentine
photos. She got everyone smiling
and cheerful and took outstanding
portraits. Barry Monroe provided
music. He sang and played guitar.
He was the perfect accompaniment.
Bob Long provided a rose quartz

Pendants by Jane Adorney.

heart pendant as the free drawing
prize. I tried to provide a new look
in my paintings, since I am the artist of the month for February and
March. It is called color-field technique, made famous by Mark Rothko, one of the greats of American

painters. A poor imitation at best,
but I do have space on the BGW (big
grey wall), so come in and see.
Put our next event on your
calendars. We will be doing “Cheers
and Beers” for St. Patrick’s Day.
The event is March 16 from 4 to 6
pm. We will have Terry Corcoran
providing Irish music (he is also a
wonderful painter by the way) and
the Crestone Brewery is providing
a keg. There will be a free drawing
with the prize being jewelry by Jane
Adorney and sumptuous food, as
usual.
One of the new undertakings
in town will be an “Art Walk.” Businesses, including
galleries, restaurants and others who display
or sell artworks
will be included.
There are rumors that there
will be prizes.
Stay tuned!
Oh,
the
Crestone
Creative
District
will be starting
a membership
drive. They solicited members
last year and
with the dues
supported over 8 community events
and projects. Watch for their posters around town, and sign up for
2019. It is you, the community,
that allowed the Crestone Creative
District to help. Please sign up for
2019.

This event is open to
students from all over
the valley and will be
held the second Monday of every month
from 5:30 to 7pm at
the Cloud Station.
The next one is March
11. Admission is free
and refreshments will
be available. There is
a lot of young talent
around but very few
venues for them to
exhibit their talents.
This event provides
students experience
performing and preparing to perform.
For more information
and to reserve a spot,
please call 719-2564533. Come on out and
support our young talent!
Our success is made possible through individual donations,
grants from Saguache County, The
Anchutz Family Foundation, Colorado Creative Industries and our
sponsors. Our sponsors are The
Crestone Eagle, Orient Land Trust,
Joyful Journey Hot Springs, Manitou Institute, Sangre de Cristo
Real Estate, First Street Flooring
and Amicas restaurant in Salida.
Crestone Performances Inc.
is a 501(c)3 community service
organization now in its 17th year.
We make a positive educational, cultural and economic impact
in Saguache County and the San
Luis Valley by providing affordable access to presentations representing diverse traditions and cultures. To date we have produced
224 shows in the San Luis Valley
using 47 different presenters. We
provide a fun fundraising carnival for schools. We also help assist
and produce community events all
across the San Luis Valley.
If you would like more information or would like to contribute
to our efforts through sponsorship
or donation, please go our website,
crestfest.org and/or give us a call
at 719-256-4533. Our address is
P.O. Box 6, Crestone, CO 81131.
Thanks for your time and stay
tuned! All donations are tax deductible.

Trout Fishing in America is a real catch.

CPI to host
“Trout Fishing
in America” at
local schools
by Tom Dessain
Crestone Performances is
giddy to announce that we will be
producing “Trout Fishing in America” at local schools. Performing
Songwriter Magazine chose Trout
as one of the most 100 influential
independent artists in the past 15
years. Their recordings have garnered 3 National Indie awards,
multiple Parents Choice and NAPPA Gold awards, the American Library Award as well as 4 Grammy
nominations. These guys are witty, ingenious and just plain fun to
watch with all original songs that
range from tongue twisters to tear
jerkers.
They will be at Crestone
Charter School Wednesday March
6 at 11am, Moffat School March 7
at 10am and Center Elementary
March 7 at 3pm. We are still working on more bookings so check out
our web site or call 719-256-4533
for more info. We have also booked
our Carnival for April 5 at the
Crestone Charter School and May
2 at Salida Elementary.
Our first Student Open Mic
night was a great success with a
full house and stellar performances.

YOUTH
ENRICHMENT
PROGRAM

YEP

719-256-4533

www.crestfest.org crestfest@crestfest.org

Spring 2019 Events

March 11th - Student Open MicCloud Station 5:30pm-7pm

Trout Fishing in America
March 6th - Crestone Charter School
Carnivals
March 7th - Moffat School
April 5th - Crestone Charter School
March 7th - Center Schools
May 2nd- Salida Elementary School

Thank you to our AMAZING Sponsors!
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Local learning adventure for adults &
families at Earth Knack June 6-11

Members of the Crestone Volunteer Fire Department and their new fire truck, Engine 5.

Open house at the Crestone Fire
Department planned
You are cordially invited to a
community-wide family gathering
and basic emergency training.
It is our pleasure to host this
open house! This is a meet-andgreet social, as well as an educational event at your local Crestone
Volunteer Fire Department. The
entire Crestone/Baca community
is welcome. We will meet you with
smiles, snacks and introductions
to our volunteer members and
your newest fire apparatus in the
Northern Saguache County Fire
Protection District, Engine #5! Feel
free to bring a dish or beverage to
share.
The CVFD will offer some
basic education and a video presentation on how to deal with fear
in emergency situations. There will
be information on how to join our
department and your volunteer
Search and Rescue team under the
Sheriff ’s office. Also, information
will be available from our County,
State, and Federal training program, called CERT. This is the acronym for Community Emergency
Response Team.
CERT educates volunteers
about disaster preparedness and
trains them in basic disaster response skills such as fire safety,
light search and rescue, team organization, and disaster medical
operations. CERT offers a consistent, nationwide approach to volunteer training and organization that
professional responders can rely on
during disaster situations. Thatwill allow them to focus on more

complex tasks. Through CERT, the
capabilities to prepare for, respond
to, and recover from disasters are
established and enhanced.
Learn how to prepare for
man-made and natural hazards:
• Help organize basic disaster
response
• Promote preparedness by
hosting and participating in community trainings.
After this one-hour introduction to the basics you will be able
to continue the education online
and then follow up with a monthly
CERT training, and continue with
hands-on exercises.
This training was offered recently by our local office of emergency management, but did not get
enough people signed up to host the
training. This is a second attempt
to show the average citizen how to
help First Responders. CERT helps
First Responders with logistics
(which includes emergency education, food preparation and delivery,
and transportation of equipment),
and public relations and education.
With this information you’ll
be better equipped to handle the
unknown when it occurs, or at
least, to better understand what
others will be doing to help you if
the power goes out, etc.
At the moment we are planning the event for either the last
weekend of April or the first weekend of May.
May you and your family be
warm, well, and happy in these
closing days of winter.

Accepting consignments daily

Men’s and Women’s Clothing & Accessories
134 F Street, Salida
312 E. Main Buena Vista
(719) 539-5490
(719) 966-5159
Furniture, Housewares, & Home Decor
222 F Street, Salida
(719) 539-4580
Store Hours:
Mon - Sat 10am-6pm • Sunday 10am-5pm

The 29th annual Earth Knack
Family Gathering will be held June
6-11 this year. The beautiful Earth
Knack school site is situated along
the banks of Cottonwood Creek
near Crestone. Expert local and national instructors will once again offer a large variety of survival, primitive and ancestral living skills, as
well as pioneer-style homesteading
skills. Earth Knack teaches how
to incorporate the wise skills and
attitudes of our ancestors into our
modern lifestyles. This allows us
to make balanced, satisfying and
sustainable choices for our personal
and community future.
Classes are taught Friday
through Monday in subjects like
ancestral weaponry including bow
and arrow and atl atl, astronomy
and navigation, tracking, over the
fire cooking, plant and animal fiber
felting and weaving, edible plants,
medicine plants, morning birding
walks, beekeeping, natural dyes
and “eco-dye” techniques, horse
and buggy hitching, blacksmithing, knife making, traditional deer
hide tanning, primitive pottery and
firing methods, basketry, ancient
Ayurveda healing, breathing and
posture techniques, natural earth
paints and pigment, camouflage
and stalking, and so much more.
Participants can choose classes with
different instructors daily or spend
multiple days focused on one subject area.
Lovely, woodsy campsites
along the creek and a hearty dinner each night, including some wild
food ingredients, are provided along
with all instruction in the camp tuition. Participants can register for
the entire event or chose a one- to
three-day option at a daily rate.
Youth must attend with, and be
supervised by, their families. The
site is not handicap accessible (yet).
Tuition: Adults $265 Kids 8-15
$175
Kids 4-7 $95
3 and under free (Daily rates without dinner and camping: Adults $68 Kids
8-15 $45 Kids 4-7 $25) The school
site can accommodate about 80 participants.

Join Robin, Earth Knack and
a host of quality instructors at the
28th annual Earth Knack Gathering June 7-12. To see a lineup
of instructors and classes: www.
earthknack.com/whats-new, or for
general program history and infor-

Mike Fowler teaches fire making.

mation, www.earthknack.com. To
register go to www.earthknack.com/
registration or email earthknackschool@gmail.com or write to Robin
at Earth Knack, PO Box 508, Crestone, CO 81131.
Robin Blankenship is the
founder of Earth Knack and a well
know educator and author in outdoor and primitive living skills. Her
most recent book, How to Play in
the Woods, was published by Gibbs
Smith, Publisher in April, 2016.
Robin has been operating the Earth
Knack school here in the San Luis
Valley for 24 years. Our own Ernie
Wilkinson was often a special guest
instructor and presenter at Earth
Knack programs.

Robin
Blankenship
719-256-4909
www.earthknack.com
PO 508 Crestone, CO 81131

29th Anniversary
Primitive
Skills Camp
Families Welcome

June 6 -11

(Thursday - Tuesday)

$265 adults ($68 daily)
$175 kids 8-15 ($45 daily)
$95 kids 4-7 ($25 daily)
www.earthknack.com
to register and info
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HAPS
How the Rainbow came to
help the People:
A storytelling with
Native American teacher
and healer Láné Sáan
Moonwalker

The story of the Rainbow
Bridge is common to all the tribes
of the Southwest, and in fact to native peoples all over the world. It’s
not a creation story, but a prophetic story of how the people lost, and
then found their way back. It was,
much as today, a time when people
were divided and antagonistic. It’s
a story of how a child is helped by
the rainbow to fulfill a prophesy to
reunite the people as one.
In these times of intensified
divisiveness among people, this
story helps clarify the way forward
for each of us, helping us to trust
and take the first steps on our own
journeys towards peace and unity
both internally and as a people.
The weekend will include the
telling of the story as well as conversation about what it means, and
meditation on various parts of the
story.
Saturday, March 16, and Sunday, March 17, 9:30 to 4:30. $165
for both days. To register and for
location call 719-937-7786, or dorjeroot@gmail.com

IFC/CEOLP contemplative
retreat March 10

Informed Final Choices (IFC)
and the Crestone End of Life Project (CEOLP) will be holding its
annual contemplative retreat for
IFC/CEOLP volunteers on Sunday,
March 10 from 8am until 3pm, at
Dragon Mountain Temple. The day
will begin with a morning meditation, followed by a talk by Steve
Allen, abbot of DMT. A video presentation by Stephen Jenkinson on
Hospice and Palliative Care will
be the focus for the remainder of
the morning. In the afternoon Jillian Klarl Ellzey, founder of Crestone Songbirds, and the Crestone
branch of the Threshold choir, will
lead the group in a voice and sound
activity.
At 3:30pm, the annual celebration of those we have served
will be held at the pyre site. All
are invited to celebrate friends or
family members who were served
by CEOLP either at the site or the
town cemetery. The name of each
person is read and a juniper sprig
is offered to the fire as we remember them, thanking them for consecrating our site and blessing us
with the opportunity to serve them.
For more information call
719-588-7415 or visit informedfinalchoices.org.

www.crestoneeagle.com

Sunday Night at the Movies

The
1983
Academy
Award-winning epic film Gandhi
will be shown on Gordon and Chi
Chi Chu’s big screen on Sunday,
March 11, beginning with a pot
luck dinner at 5pm (bring your own
dinnerware, utensils & drink).
Gandhi begins at 6pm with a dessert break at half time. Following
the movie, we’ll have a discussion.
This program is being brought
to you as a fundraiser through the
partnership of Crestone Peak Community Housing and CB Village in
order to raise money for the purchase of land for the senior housing
project Living Wisdom Village, Elders Creating Community.
RSVP and if you need directions or have questions, call Barbara at 256-4320 after 10am.

Myan and Jeff Sorensen at Lori Nagel’s
Valentine photo booth during the Crestone Artisans Gallery’s “Honey Bee” event
photo by Lori Nagel
on February 12. 

Kathy Strathearn blows a kiss at at the
“Honey Bee” event.  photo by Lori Nagel

Water export proposal
presentation March 12

Art by Marika Popovitch

An exceptional artistic
collaborative dance
performance April 14
in Boulder

On Palm Sunday evening
at 7pm, the Dairy Arts Center
in Boulder will present the first
performance in Colorado in joint
artistic interpretations of the
paintings of local long-time resident and full-time artist Marika
Popovits.
Former Martha Graham lead
dancer, Miriam Barbosa and her
troupe will be dancing to visions
inspired by the recently published
book on Marika’s paintings and
James O’Deas accompanying profound poetry titled “Enter the Luminous”. The second part of the
performance will include the new
series of paintings on “Simultaneity of Time/Space.”
The collaboration of dance,
poetry, music, video and the vastly
enlarged projections of Marika’s
paintings onto stage and dancers
was successfully presented already last June at the Live Arts
Theatre in New York City and
later in Italy at the International Dance Festival in Pietrasanta.
Plans to present it in Los Angeles
are underway.
James O’Deas’s amplified
reading of the introductory poem
in the book sets the stage.
The aerial dances interpreting the many vibrant images
filling the stage to the sonorous
sounds of evocative music. A short
video is available of the New York
performance with a link to: Miriam Barbosa Dance. https://newyorklivearts.org/event/enter-the-luminous.
Tickets can be ordered online
through the Dairy Arts Center directly.

from Barbara Tidd
If we care about protecting our
water here in the San Luis Valley,
it’s important that we attend this
work session to show our collective
strength together in opposition.
On Tuesday, March 12, at
6:30pm there will be a listening/
work session at the Saguache Road
and Bridge meeting room, 305 3rd
Street, Saguache. There will be
representatives of the potential
water exporters there.
Speaker: Sean Tonner, Renewable Water Resources water
export proposal presentation.

There is nothing more frightful
than ignorance in action.

-Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Right: Lynn Drake having fun at Crestone
Artisans Gallery’s “Honey Bee” event.
Yeah, the gal’s still got it!


photo by Lori Nagel

Lunch Buffet 11am-2pm
Dinner-Cocktails-Take-Out
Now serving choice of brown rice with
every meal.
New Sushi Bar @ Alamosa Location
Sushi Hour: Lunch 11:30am-2:30pm Dinner 5pm-9pm
Largest Vegetarian & Healthy Entrees
Alamosa: 589-9002 Monte Vista 852-2002
Twitter @GreatEats_SLV
Menu: www.ehunans.com • www.east-westgrill.com

(719) 539-6144
(719) 539-1411 Fax
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Community Calendar—March 2019

Get the details at www.crestoneeagle.com // NOW UPDATED DAILY ONLINE!!!
If you would like more information on any of the below events, please consult our
online calendar at www.crestoneeagle.com/calendar.

calendar listing, with a discount for Eagle display advertisers. For more information call us at 719-256-4956.

It’s free and easy to place an item on our online calendar any time of month. Just
fill out the form at www.crestoneeagle.com/myevent.

To list your event in the upcoming edition of the Eagle, please submit it by the
22nd of the month via our website, www.crestoneeagle.com/myevent (preferred)
~or~ e-mail to: events@crestoneeagle.com ~or~ submit in writing to PO Box 101,
Crestone CO 81131.

The print calendar is free for non-profit events; for-profit classes/events are $5 per

Monthly Events
Friday, March 1
• Dakini Tsok (Feast Offering Potluck), 6-8pm, Yeshe Khorlo Buddhist Temple & Retreat Center
Monday, March 4
• Crestone Planning Commission Meeting,911am, Alder Meeting Room Town Hall Bldg.
• Al-Anon, 1:00 pm, Little Shepherd Church
Tuesday, March 5
• Mardi Gras
• Care & Share Food Distribution,10am-noon, Alder Meeting Room, Crestone Town Hall Bldg.
• Mardi Gras for Senior Care Campus, 4-9pm,
Joyful Journey Hot Springs
• Shivaratri, 7pm-1am, Haidakhandi Ashram
Wednesday, March 6
• New Moon Fire Ceremony, 10am-noon, Haidakhandi Ashram
• New Moon Riwo Sangchö (Outdoor Smoke Offering), 10-11am, Yeshe Khorlo Buddhist Temple
& Retreat Center (Choying Dzong)
Thursday, March 7
• Rumi Study Circle, 4-6pm, 719-588-8602
• Monte Vista Crane Festival
March 8
• Make reservations for tours by March 7. Visit mvcranefest.org.

March 10
• Start of Daylight Savings, 2am
• Informed Final Choices/Crestone End of Life
Project annual contemplative retreat, 8am-3pm
• CEOLP Annual Celebration of Those We Have
Served, 3:30-5pm, Free
Monday, March 11
• Crestone Board of Trustees Regular Meeting,
9:30am-5pm, Alder Meeting Room Town Hall Bldg.
Tuesday, March 12
• Meeting with potential water exporters, 6:30pm,
Saguache County Road & Bridge meeting room,
3rd St., Saguache
Wednesday, March 13
• CEOLP/IFC monthly meeting, 7-9pm, Little
Shepherd Church
Saturday, March 16
• Storytelling with Láné Sáan Moonwalker, 9:30am
-4:30 pm, $165 for 3/16 & 3/17, 719-937-7786.
• Medicine Buddha Puja, 4-5pm, 939 Spanish
Creek Rd, Free
• Cheers & Beers, 4-6pm, Crestone Artisans Gallery
• Guru Rinpoche Tsok (Feast Offering Potluck),
6-8pm, Yeshe Khorlo Buddhist Temple & Retreat
Center (Choying Dzong)

Wednesday, March 20
• Spring Equinox, 3:58 am
• Full-Moon Fire Ceremony followed by a meal,
10am-noon
Thursday, March 21
• Full Moon Riwo Sangchö (Outdoor Smoke Offering), 10-11am, Yeshe Khorlo Buddhist Temple &
Retreat Center (Choying Dzong)
• Sufi Dhikr. All welcome! 4-5:30pm, nurashkijerrahi.org, 719-588-8602
Saturday, March 23
• ibn Arabi Study Circle, 3-4:30pm, nurashkijerrahi.org, 719-588-8602
Saturday, March 30
• Cabin Fever Talent Show, $7 Chili Dinner 5pm;
Talent Show @ 6pm;$10 adults, school-aged
kids free, $7 for seniors 70+, CCS.
• Dakini Tsok (Feast Offering Potluck), 6-8pm, Yeshe Khorlo Buddhist Temple & Retreat Center
(Choying Dzong)
Saturday, April 6-Sunday, April 14
• Spring Navratri – Divine Mother Festival, 10amnoon, Haidakhandi Ashram
April 9
• Care & Share Food Distribution, 10am-noon, Alder Meeting Room, Crestone Town Hall building.

Daily/Weekly Events

The Crestone Eagle does not carry events over to the following month automatically.
Daily
• Morning Aarati, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram,
7-8am, 256-4108, www.babajiashram.org.

• Jyorei, Shumei Sanctuary, please be seated by
7:50amand 5:50pm, 256-5248
• Tours, gallery & Jyorei, Shumei, 9am-5pm, 2565284
• Open meditation & prayers 9-10am in Vajra
Vidya Retreat Center Shrine Room. All welcome.
256-5539. www.vajravidya.com
• Tours, Temple & Gift Shop – Haidakhandi Universal Ashram, 256-4108, info@babajiashram.
org, www.babajiashram.org.
• Evening Aarati, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram,
6-7pm. Chanting in Sanskirt and Hindi. All are
welcome. 256-4108, info@babajiashram.org,
www.babajiashram.org

Sunday
• Sunday masses, Nada Hermitage 9-10am, 256-4778
• Sunday Service Crestone Baptist Church, 10amnoon
• AA open meeting Alder Meeting Room, Town
Hall Building, 7pm-8pm, 256-4250
Monday
• Radiant Flow Yoga, Fellowship Hall, Little Shepherd Church, 10-11:15am, www.RadiantFlow.co
• Al-Anon, Little Shepherd Church, 1pm
Tuesday
• Breakfast at Bob’s, 9-10am
• Cooking Matters class, First Presbyterian
Church, Alamosa, 4:30pm-6:30pm, Free, hrrmc.
com/events, 719-530-2057
• Tai Chi, Little Shepherd in the Hills Fellowship
Hall, 5-7pm, by donation, 256-4531
• Continuing Ashtanga Yoga, Mysore Style Shakti
Sharanam, 5-6:45pm by donation, shaktisharanam.com, 256-5668
• NA, 7:30pm, Little Shepherd Community Center

Wednesday
• Yoga Fundamentals & Refinments, Shakti Sharanam, 8:30am – 10:00 am by donation, shaktisharanam.com, 256-5668
• Wednesday Night Bible Study, Crestone Baptist
Church, 6:00pm-7:30pm, 256-4845
• AA Meeting, The Clubhouse Lazy KV, 7-8pm
Thursday
• AA, noon, Crestone Baptist Church
• Tai Chi Little Shepherd in the Hills Fellowship
Hall, 5-7pm, 256-4531
• Continuing Ashtanga Yoga, Mysore Style Shakti
Sharanam, 5pm-6:45pm, by donation, shaktisharanam.com, 256-5668
Friday
• Energy Workshop with Fay Ferris Little Shepherd
Church, 12:45-2:45 pm, donation, 719-937-7684
Saturday
• NA, 9am, Little Shepherd Community Center
• Feel Free Ministries free meal, noon-4pm, Little
Shepherd Community Center

sand dunes swimming pool
Lap Swim daily -12am to 1pm

FULL FOOD MENU & WEEKLY SPECIALS

9 a m - 1 0 a m Lap S w i m
10 a m-1 0pm Open Swim /Gr eenhouse
P h o n e : 7 1 9 -37 8 -28 0 7
A d d r e s s : 1 9 9 1 C o. R d. 6 3 , H oo per, CO 81136

REGULAR ADMISSION RATES:

Adults
Children (Ages 3-12)
Seniors, College,Military (Ages 65+)
Children 2 & Under

w w w. s a n d d u n e s p o o l . c o m

- $15.00
- $10.00
- $12.00
- FREE
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What brought you to Crestone?
I’m just so grateful to be here.
It’s a dream come true. I feel so inspired. Since I’ve been here, I’m
remembering who I’m meant to be
and who I was. It really feels like
home, and I’ve never felt at home
anywhere. (Please visit my website
at www.domefineart.com).

Domé Moon
It was fate, without a doubt.
The first time we visited, I was
looking for hardware for my paintings. We were living near Bonanza
and found Mercantile Hardware on
Google. Then we went to North Crestone campground and creek, and it
was the most magical place I’ve ever
been. It felt like being in an enchanted fairytale. Sometimes we’d go hiking there because it felt so magical.
Then our rental house sold. Crestone
was where we really wanted to be.
We were coming here trying to find
a place, posting on Facebook, talking
to everyone, but it seemed impossible. One day, we were putting up
posters but feeling like it was going
to happen. We found a trail and decided to enjoy the day and be grateful
we’re here now. At the top of the trail
was this huge goddess statue and it
felt meant to be. I gave it an offering,
not something I’d done before. All I
had was this artistic keychain made
by my friend, which was hard to part
with. I offered it, saying a prayer of
surrender: “Whether I end up here
or anywhere else, I just trust life is
intelligent and I’ll be taken where I
need to be, and wherever I am, it will
be perfect for me.” I let go of expectations/neediness, trusting wherever
we end up will be perfect. With nothing lined up, we put all our things
in storage in Crestone, because it’s
where I wanted to be, then went on
this huge road trip, unsuccessfully
looking for other small mountain
towns we’d like. A month later, driving back from California, realizing
how Colorado felt like home, Michelle posted on Crestone Facebook
groups again ISO of a home. Having
three dogs made it extra impossible,
but a few minutes later, someone responded, sent us pictures, and it was
so perfect and in our price range!
That same day, we drove here to look
at it and we’re like, “We’re taking it!”
The next morning I drove to Breckenridge to withdraw cash, put down
the deposit, and the rest is history!
Two years later, we were able
to purchase our dream home. Before we first looked at it, I asked for
a sign. When we arrived, a hawk hit
a window, landed right in front of us,
looked at us for a few moments, and
I go, “Oh my God, this is our sign!”
Michelle said, “I thought that was a
bad omen!” And I was like, “But he
didn’t die! He was OK!” (laughing)

Melinda “Sista Love” Davis
When my husband and I were
deciding to move to Colorado, one of
my stipulations was I wanted to live
where there were pinyons. He kind
of laughed about it. He told me I
had never lived that high before and
could I do that? So, he was touring
with the Jah Kings, and they were
here in Crestone doing a show and
he called me to tell me that he had
found the place that we wanted to
live. Jah Kings and our family moved
out here and now this has become
home. So, the trees brought me here
and I’m very grateful because I feel
very rooted in this community now.

Joshua Hillman
I was brought to Crestone by
a woman. I didn’t know where this
place was on a map! I started dating
her in Chicago a month before she
moved here. And after she moved
here, I came to check out the place. I
found that she wasn’t living in a teepee and she had running water and
people had satellite TV and I packed
up my truck and was here a few
months later! That was in 1997. We
lived here in this house together for
6 1/2 years, then she took ill and had
to go where there was real medical.
And I’ve been here ever since. Same
house. It’s all a big fluke! (laughing)

www.crestoneeagle.com
Not an accident, though. Clearly.
I’ve been the Crestone Town
Manager, POA Controller, president
of various boards, and involved in
various things; and I would have to
say this place has kept me here. I get
itchy and think about leaving, but
haven’t been invited to be anywhere
else. The other thing of note is: I had
lived in a different place every year
for 16+ years prior to this, and I’ve
been in this house for 21 years. And
there’s no accounting for that at all
in my values or my tastes or my experience up to that point. So I figure
there’s a power greater than myself
hard at work deciding for me what’s
best because none of this is what I
would have imagined was best for
me, had you asked me those many
years ago.

Estela de Colores
I started visiting Crestone in
2004 during a strong transition in
my life. Until then I had been an
actress and dancer, but an accident
on the stage forced me to quit my
profession and left me in a state of
chronic pain. After trying all kinds
of modern occidental medicine and
therapies without lasting results, I
started exploring traditional healing
ways and was invited to come here to
be part of native ceremonies.
It was a serene place and I fell
in love with the silence around. Before, I had always lived in the city.
Being here in daily contact with nature changed it all. To step outside
the house and find deer, elk, bears,
coyotes, owls, magpies, etc., is such
a privilege. The plants, the snow, the
creeks flowing or the drought become
a source of understanding. The dark
sky full of stars, the sun, the clouds,
the wind, the trees, the stones, and
the sand, become a source of inspiration.
Now I paint and write, between
light and dark; pain, survival and resilience are common marks to every
day re-start.
So . . . What brought me here?
Life.

Michael Agape

Many years ago I had a dream
of a flat mountain. I had no idea it
was Challenger, but I started traveling the country looking for it. So,
this kind of sounds like the Close
Encounters of the Third Kind where
Richard Dreyfus’ character was having visions of Devil’s Tower, started
making it out of mashed potatoes,
and obsessing. I had a version of
that in my life. And I’ve heard other
people actually had that happen in
Crestone, too. So, I was seeing this
flat mountain and ended up in Anchorage, Alaska, because there’s a
mountain above the city called Flattop, but it wasn’t the place. I didn’t
feel like it was home. I stayed for
seven years, but it didn’t feel like
home. So I quit looking. Three years
ago, Colorado started popping on my
radar every day; synchronicities. I
had been following Spirit for a few
years. I left the world, quit working and kind of did my own thing,
looking for myself. That journey:
trying to find my ass when it was
right there with me! One day I had
a vision about Colorado I couldn’t
ignore, that flat mountain again. I
hadn’t seen it for years. I looked online, but couldn’t find a flat mountain in Colorado; didn’t know where
to look. Gave up again. As soon as I
did, I had this “knowing” and I woke
up and heard the word “Cry-stone.”
I called a friend and asked, “You
ever heard of a Cry-stone, Colorado?” She goes, “Crestone, Colorado.
Yeah that’s a really neat place; it
has a spiritual community, etc.” So I
looked it up, and when I saw Challenger Mountain online, I was like,
that’s the place! I came here to check
it out and it was like fate brought me
here. I instantly met a family I was
seeking. I was looking for a spiritual
family. Within a week, I had a network of friends and peers I’d not had
in my life. So, Crestone kind of called
me in, in a nutshell! Since being here,
I’ve been carving out an existence,
but as for what brought me here: the
mountain. I don’t know if this will be
where I’ll live the rest of my life, but
it is home for now. I was called here
to heal and I’ve experienced incredible healing—so much so, I’m actually in touch with my family I haven’t
seen in 18 years!
If you have feedback or suggestions for future topics, please email
peacelorilove@gmail.com.
In addition to being the Staff Photographer for The Crestone Eagle since
2012, Lori Nagel is a freelance photographer, graphic designer & web
designer.
www.sunflowerstudios.
us.com.
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Writer’s Forum:
Ancestors & other humans:
Where we come from and who we are
ago.

by Gussie Fauntleroy
My mother died a few weeks

I’ve been thinking about
ancestors. I’ve been starting to
touch into true appreciation for
all humans who’ve come and gone
before me. I was thinking in particular about people whose lives
left powerful gifts for many generations afterward—composers,
artists, writers, musicians, inventors, engineers, wise people. But
then I thought: Beethoven is one
of these, but he would not have existed without the countless generations before him. Start anywhere
back in the unbroken line, three
generations or 10 or 100 generations before Beethoven, and
come forward: a mother and her
daughter or son, and that person’s
daughter or son, and that person’s
daughter or son, and that person’s
daughter or son . . . and eventually, Beethoven’s mother. And almost all of these people almost
certainly lived humble, seemingly
inconsequential,
unremarkable
lives. Yet each one was essential
for Beethoven to eventually be
born and live and create music.
Some might say that Beethoven was a reincarnated genius
who could have entered any body
at any point in time in any place,
so his actual ancestors don’t matter. On one level that may be true,
although it’s also true that the
specific constellation of circumstances that allowed Beethoven’s
genius to emerge and be recognized had to happen in the time
and place that it did. But more importantly, this kind of thinking—
that a reincarnated genius can
pop into any incarnation—takes
us into abstraction. And in that
abstract realm we lose the essential truth: the inherent, absolutely
equal value of every human individual throughout time. Which of

course also means the inherent,
absolutely equal value of every
human individual alive on earth
right now.
An interesting exercise, especially while traveling or when
I’m around many people I don’t
know, is to look at any random
person and imagine that person
as good, worthy, having a rich inner life, and trying the best he or
she can. It’s an especially worthwhile and challenging practice
when it’s directed toward someone for whom my default reaction
would be some kind of judgment,
whether expressed in thoughts or
just lurking beneath the surface.
For instance, a dyed-blond, middle-aged woman who has clearly had her face tightened and
her breasts augmented and who
wears wealth as if it were—here
comes the judgment—an entitlement. The exercise is to look at
her and imagine she’s my cousin,
and that these seemingly surface
qualities are simply parts of her
complex personality and the conditioning she has absorbed, rather
than the totality of her identity. If
she were my cousin, would I see
beneath and beyond these things?
Yes, I would. Of course.
This turning of my thoughts
on a hinge, spinning them around
to face a different direction, suddenly frees me to see her differently. I still have no idea who she
is. But it is actually a gift to myself to open the space to allow her
to be much more, and other, than
I imagine, and even more than I
could imagine. To multiply that by
every person I see might feel like
a lot of effort. It is effort, and it’s
also non-effort—it’s a dissolving of
my automatic pre-judgments and
letting unknowing flow into that
empty space. The more I do it, the
easier it gets.

Adams State will celebrate Women’s
Week March 2-8
Celebrating women—their accomplishments and continued struggles—the Sixth Annual Adams State University Women’s Week will be
held from March 2 through March 8.
Attend events to receive a free gift, while supplies last. Adams State
parking lots do not require permits after 5 pm.
March 2-8
Nielsen Library display on women authors
Adams State online news site to feature profiles of ASU women, past
and present
Saturday, March 2
Women’s outdoor climbing experience
Contact Adams State Adventure Programs at 719-587-7813
Monday, March 4
Wall of Oppression
Noon, Japanese/American Memorial Garden; Campus and community members are welcome to paint a comment or remark that made them
feel oppressed. Free.
Movie Night
Audrey & Daisy, 6pm, McDaniel Hall 101, Discussion to follow film.
Free.
Tuesday, March 5
Women’s Empowerment Night 7-9pm.
Women’s beginning climbing workshop
Women’s beginning self-defense class, Rex Activity Center
Wednesday, March 6
Kindred Spirits Lunch: Exploring toxic & healthy masculinity
Noon, Student Union Building Cafeteria. Free.
Women’s Auto Care Workshop
3pm, McDaniel Hall Parking Lot. Free.
Are Quota Systems Good for Women? Model United Nations Debate
7pm, McDaniel Hall 101. Free.
Thursday, March 7
Women in Theatre
Gwen Garger, 12:30pm, Theatre Building Xperimental Theatre. Free.
Open Mic Night – Women-centered
Poetry, music, theatre, 6:30pm, Nielsen Library. Free.
Friday, March 8: International Women’s Day
Don’t Be a Pussy
Natasha Liebig, Ph.D., noon, McDaniel Hall 101, Pizza provided.
Free.
Tear down the Wall of Oppression
1pm, Japanese/American Memorial Garden
Women’s Galeria
Sponsored by the Multi-cultural Student Government, 3-4pm, Student Union Building Mall Court. Free.
International Women’s Day Celebration

Dr Kim Engard ND, LAc
Now in Crestone Area Full-Time
Accepting New Patients-Discounts for Valley Residents

Holistic Medicine for Mind, Body & Spirit

"The Art of Dentistry"
Family and Cosmetic Dentistry

❖ Emergencies Welcome
• Root Canal Therapy • Mercury Free Fillings • Preventive Care
• Conservative & Surgical Treatment of Gum Disease
• Cosmetic Veneers / Whitening • Crowns & Bridges
• Dentures Partial & Complete • Wisdom Teeth Extractions
• Nitrous Oxide Sedation • Adult Invisalign

Permanent Crowns

prepared and delivered in one appointment
All General and Specialty Services performed by Dr. Filter

Homeopathy/Chinese Medicine/Physical Medicine
Detox Plans/Specialty Formulations

(719) 428-3178
Corner of T Road and HWY 17 (Moffat)
www.WildwoodsHealingArts.com

Illuminated Therapies
Amulya Beechwood, RCST®, LMT, CEIM

Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy

719-256-4743
illuminatedtherapies.com

427 East First St., Salida • 539-6142
Modern Technology
Digital X-Rays

relax@illuminatedtherapies.com
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Sri Aurobindo
Learning Center
by Dr. Eric Weiss, MFT
At each stage of our lives, we
take some context for granted, and
that context is, for us, the world.
In our childhood, we take
our household as the context, and
work to express ourselves in that
world. As we develop, the household becomes just one situation in
the vastly expanded world, and we
learn to epresss ourselves in the
everyday world of business and
social affairs. Some of us try to
look behind the world of society to
access an underlying world of Nature. As long as we are thinking in
language, however, the social world
invades every thought, and necessarily shapes even our experience
of the natural world.
The major context in which
we all live is provided by the society of human beings. Most of our
goals—intimacy in relationships,
enduring communities, financial
success, achieving prestigious social roles—all of these are played
out in human society.
Sometimes, we awaken in our
context, and take a much bigger
look. We realize that social contexts
are always changing—that what is
“good” in one era can be “bad” in
another, and the basic ideas underlying our attitude to the world can
be radically different in different
times. And when that happens, the
social context becomes a bit shaky.

In the modern world, we are
taught to have faith in the resuts of
science. We “know” that the world
is made of unconscious atoms, and
that it began with a “Big Bang.”
And we are aware, dimly, that
these ideas of unconscious atomic
matter and Big Bangs are very new
in historical time, and that not too
long people “knew” that the Earth
was in the center of the universe,
and that the regions above and below the Earth were populated by
heavens and hells. And later, in
historical times, our scientific understanding will seem as quaint as
the Medieval understanding seems
to us. And who knows who is right?
The ideas and goals that we
inherit from the society around
us are floating ephemera flowing
through one thin later of the Earth.
When we ask what is real and important beyond our social context,
we are led to a consideration of the
Divine. The Divine is that Reality
out of which the Earth, the Cosmos and all our everchanging ideas
about it all are carved. Only knowledge of the Divine can lead us out
of the confusions and incoherencies
of our more local contexts.

CRESTONE ARTISANS GALLERY

Corner of Cottonwood & Galena
in Downtown Crestone
719-298-3003

STILL MOUNTAIN
Classical Five-Element

ACUPUNCTURE

Winter
Hours
Winter Hours
Wednesday-Sunday 12-4
We represent 24 local artists
& crafts p ersons

Jan Foster Miiller, M.Ac., L.Ac.

Thank You for s h opping locally!

719 - 256 - 4775

CrestoneArtisAnGAllery
CrestoneArtisAnsGAllery.orG

Treating the whole person~body, mind & spirit

Crestone End of Life Project

Promoting informed end-of-life choices and supporting their fulfillment

P O B o x 1 2 3 8 , C r e s to n e , C O 8 1 1 3 1
www.informedfinalchoices.org • 719.588.7415 or 719.256.4644 • ceolp.info@gmail.com

“No one really knows why they are alive until they know
what they would die for.” --Martin Luther King, Jr.
Monthly open meeting Wednesday, March 13th, at 7pm, at the Fellowship Hall
of the Little Shepherd Church, Crestone. Call 719.588.7415 for information/directions.

P.O. Box 88
83 North Baca Grant Way
Crestone, CO 81131
719-256-4917
sriaurobindolc@gmail.com
sriaurobindolc.org

Join us at the Ashram for chanting and pujas on Shivaratri, Tuesday, March 5 beginning
at 7pm.

Haidakhandi Universal Ashram news
by Ramloti
We are still appreciating all
the snow for our water and environment.
The new-moon fire ceremony
this month is on Wednesday, March
6 (Shivaratri) and the full-moon
fire ceremony is on Wednesday,
March 20. The fire ceremonies begin at 10am and are followed by a
meal. Morning aarati is at 7am and
evening aarati is at 6pm. At 8am
there is generally a small fire ceremony when we do not have a large
one. At this time of year the small
ones at 8am are indoors and the
10am large ones remain outside
unless there it is below freezing or
snowing. Call us at 719-256-4108
for proper protocol for attending
fire ceremonies, and any other
questions.
The night of Lord Shiva,
Maha Shivaratri, will be celebrated the evening of Tuesday, March
5. We will begin at 6pm with aarati
followed by the first of four pujas
to the Shiva Lingam. We will continue chanting with pujas at 9pm,
11am and 1am. The next morning,
we will perform the new-moon fire
ceremony at 10am followed by a
feast.
Spring Navratri, the Divine
Mother Festival, will be celebrated from Saturday, April 6 through
Sunday, April 14 at the Ashram.
There will be daily fire ceremonies
at 10am followed by discourses on
the Divine Mother and meals, and
several other special ceremonies.
We hope that you can attend this
time that is set aside to thank the
Mother for all that She gives to us.
The Ashram Board of Directors has voted to continue with
our proposed plan to build three
hermitages for the long-time residents. The first of these was completed for Ramloti six years ago.
We hope to build the second one
this summer. The estimated cost

of this is $81,000. We ask for your
prayers and support, which would
be deeply appreciated. Call the
Ashram at 719-256-4108 for more
information.
The Maha Lakshmi Shop
has many statues, wooden boxes,
incense burners, prayer shawls,
prayer bells, hanging oms, bracelets, saris, stickers, malas, singing
bowls, perfumes, books, cds, tablecloths, men’s shirts, bags, and
other cloth items. We still have
yards of beautiful silks and other
yummy fabrics, which we are selling for only $2 a yard. We also have
an overflowing amount of gently
used clothes, which are 50% off
this month. This month the shop
is moving back to its non-winter
hours and will be open every day
from 9am until 5pm. We invite you
to come in and look around. We
deeply appreciate your support. If
you mention this article you will
receive 10% off your purchase, except for sale items. You may view
some of what is in our shop on our
website at http://mahalakshmishop.wazala.com.
For more information about
the Ashram, please visit our website at www.babajiashram.org. We
also invite you to visit the Ashram
at any time. We love to share Shri
Babaji’s and Mother’s home with
others. Just drop by or give us a
call at 719-256-4108.

THE MATRIX
INTERDIMENSIONAL
LIGHT CHAMBER
wMind Stabilization
wSacred Sound
wLiving Color Immersion wTactile Vibration
wEssential Aroma
wDeep Silence

(719) 937-7755

www.thelightchamber.com

March Special

Maha Lakshmi Shop

In Honor of Shivaratri,
March 5, All Shiva
Statues and Rudraksha
Malas and Beads are
20% off. We continue to
offer 50% off all gently
used cloth items and 10%
off all non-sale items to
our Eagle readers.

Incense, scarves, shawls, saris,
candles, jewelry, oils, diffusers,
prayer flags, singing bowls, CDs,
malas, books, purses, statues,
clothes, punjabi suits, & more.
Store Hours: 9am - 5pm
Call: (719) 256-4108
email: at shop@Babajiashram.org
www.BabajiAshram.org
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How to be off-grid energy efficient even if you’re not off-grid
by Karen Caddis
Many folks in Crestone live
off the electricity grid and already
know the ins and outs of being efficient with their energy usage.
Those of us who are still tied to the
grid can benefit economically and
environmentally from the energy-conserving skills of our off-gridding neighbors by adopting some of
their energy-saving habits.
Here are just a few off-grid
energy-conserving tips that can be
implemented by grid-tied folks:
Know your energy usage.
Off-grid folks have a good feel for
how much electricity they are using a day. Review your electric bill
from San Luis Valley Rural Electric
Cooperative (SLVREC) and know
how much you are using a month.
This will help you see the savings
and the decrease in electricity usage when you start implementing
off-grid energy-saving techniques.
Put a stake through “vampire” energy loads. Many appliances and consumer electronics continue to draw power even
when they are switched off. This is
known as a vampire or “phantom”
load. A typical American household can have about 40 devices or
appliances plugged in at any one
time, all of which could be drawing power even in standby mode.
Vampire loads from devices that
are plugged in 24 hours a day can
add up to about $200 per year in
energy costs for the average home
and can sap anywhere from 5% to
10% of your residential electricity. It can also account for about
1% of worldwide carbon dioxide
emissions. Some vampire energy
loads are easy to spot—all those
little lights on your devices that
you see glowing at night are vampire energy loads. Others, like your
toaster, are a little harder to identify. Printers, DVD players, computers, and plasma TVs are other
examples of devices with standby
modes that make them convenient
to use but which suck significant
power on the sly. Devices and appliances that can be unplugged to
save energy are identified at www.
aol.com/2011/06/20/12-householdappliances-you-should-unplug-tosave-money.
It can be a time-consuming
hassle to go around unplugging
and replugging all your devices
and appliances every day to try to
reduce vampire energy loads. One
option to combat this is to use a
power strip for some of your devices and simply flip the power strip
switch off or on instead of unplugging everything. Using advanced
power strips (APS) or smart power
strips instead of conventional pow-

er strips is an effective way to reduce electricity wasted when your
devices are idle without you having
to change the way you normally use
your electronics. APS look just like
ordinary power strips, except that
they have built-in features that are
designed to reduce the vampire energy loads by preventing electronics
from drawing power when they are
off or not being used. By replacing
your standard power strip with an
APS, you can significantly cut the
amount of electricity used by your
devices and save money on your
electric bill. Additional information
on how APS work and how to pick
the perfect APS for your home is
available at https://bit.ly/2BIP5pX
and https://bit.ly/1nH8SFP.
Turn the lights off. Lighting
can be another big energy suck, using up to 10% of total home energy
use, so turning off lights when you
are not in a room can make a big
difference. Replace incandescent
bulbs with low-energy LED bulbs
or bulbs with Energy Star ratings;
they may cost more initially but
will save in the long run since LED
lightbulbs use up to 75% less energy than incandescent lightbulbs
and last a lot longer. If cost is an
issue, consider replacing just 4 or
5 of your most used bulbs. Use motion detector lights and solar cell
lighting outdoors. Be strategic in
your placement of supplemental
lighting in your house to maximize
efficiency. For example, floor lamps
placed in a corner can illuminate 2
walls instead of just one.
Shade effectively. Use your
shades and drapes to cover windows at night in the winter and
during the day in the summer to
cut down on heating and cooling
energy use, respectively. When replacing windows, consider investing in Low-E glass; although the
initial investment may be higher,
low-E will allow light in, but filter
out unwanted heat in the summer.
Plant deciduous trees to shade windows in the summer and help to
cool your home—honey locust and
aspen are a couple of choices that
would work for our area.
Use a pale paint palette.
Choose pale colors to paint your
walls, ceilings, and floors. This will
reflect more light into the space
and allow you to take advantage
of natural daylight, as well as use
lower-wattage lightbulbs when you
need to turn the lights on. Additionally, light-colored walls don’t
absorb as much heat, which can
help to reduce cooling costs in the
summer.
Get help from Mother Nature. Take advantage of our cool
nighttime breezes off the Sangres

here in Crestone and open screened
windows in the summer once the
sun goes down (but be aware that
keeping windows open all night on
the ground floor can be a tempting access route for hungry bears).
When building, consider window
placement so you can get good
cross-ventilation.
Heat with wood. An efficient
wood stove can save a lot on heating costs, especially if your main
heat source is electric baseboard
heat. Use good woodburning practices and consider getting a stove
with a catalytic converter or other
air quality control device to reduce
wood smoke emissions.
Bundle up yourself and
your house. Keep the temperature below 68°F in the winter and
above 77°F in the summer. Reducing the heat by just 1° can save as
much as 10% off your heating bill.
Insulate your home—proper insulation can save up to 40-50% of the
energy used in heating and cooling
systems.
Consider getting a home
energy audit to identify where the
high energy-use spots are in your
house. A local contact for home energy audits is the Energy Resource
Center in Alamosa. (www.erc-co.
org/erc-in-san-luis-valley). Low income folks may be able to get help
with home insulation and weatherization through Low Income Energy Assistance Program (LIEAP)
funds. Also consider investing in
a smart thermostat that can be
controlled from an application on
your mobile phone or tablet, allowing you to change the temperature
when you’re away from the house.
They also have multiple sensors
that provide a better overall reading of the temperature in your
home and heat or cool your home
more efficiently than regular thermostats. Smart thermostats can
also send you reports about your
energy usage so you can be more
in tune with how much energy you
are using.
Tighten up your windows.
Experts from Columbia University say installing energy-efficient
windows would save the average
household $150 annually. But a
cheaper, easier option is to insulate
your windows during the colder
months using transparent film that
keeps the heat in and the cold out.
Manage your appliances
and electronics. Appliances and
electronics can use more energy
than lighting and next to heating
and cooling are likely the biggest
energy sponges in your home. The
energy used by electronics alone
can add up to nearly 10% of a
household’s monthly electric bill.
To reduce energy use by appliances consider purchasing appli-

ances with the Energy Star label.
An Energy Star label signifies
that an appliance performs more
efficiently than 75% of other appliances, therefore saving energy
and money.
Set your washing machine
to wash your clothes in cold water, which can save you up to 50¢
per load while still cleaning your
clothes effectively.
Use your microwave, rather
than your oven, for reheating small
items. This is particularly effective
in the summer to help reduce cooling costs. If you do use your oven,
check that the seal on the oven door
is intact and avoid peeking in the
oven more than necessary, as this
lets out heat and increases the
cooking time.
Purchase an energy-efficient
electric water heater and operate it
efficiently. Or select an energy-efficient water heater that doesn’t use
electricity. Turn down the temperature on your water heater to 120°F.
Fill up your fridge. Your refrigerator likely uses most of the
energy tied to appliances. Keep
the temperatures at maximum efficiency by keeping the fridge full
(less space to cool) and adjusting
your refrigerator temperature to
38-42°F and your freezer temperature to 0-5°F. If your fridge has a
power-save switch, make sure it is
on, and always check that the door
seals tightly.
Conserve water to save energy. Besides reducing use of our
precious water resources, conserving water saves on the amount of
energy needed to pump, purify, or
heat it. Limit your shower time and
turn off the faucet when brushing
your teeth. Wash only full loads of
laundry and install low-flush toilets and low-volume faucets and
aerators. Avoid pre-washing your
dishes before you put them in the
dishwasher.
Other energy saving hacks
for both on-grid and off-grid homes
and businesses can be found at
https://bit.ly/2HKL3RA and www.
wikihow.com/Reduce-Your-Energy-Consumption.
By thinking like an off-grid
energy user we can all become
more aware of our energy use and
how to reduce it.
Karen Caddis is an environmental consultant with over 30
years in the profession. She is a
member of Crestone-Baca Resiliency’s Energy Group and lives in
a partially off-grid home in Chalet
I. This article is presented as part
of the Energy Group’s mission to
promote energy resiliency and energy education in the Crestone/Baca
area. Visit their website at https://
crestonebacaresiliency.net.

“We are continually faced with great
opportunities which are brilliantly
disguised as unsolvable problems.”
- Margaret Mead
Visit us on Facebook! https://tinyurl.com/yayykpdl

crestonebacaresiliency.net
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Messages from the
heart of God

Addante Chiropractic, PC

Addante Chiropractic / Crestone

Free Spirit Christian Church
as received by Earl LeRoy
Be sure of whom you serve
Lord, where do we go today?
My Child, I know things get
overwhelming at times, but you
must stay close to Me. Now is a crisis point. Now is the time when We
must rise to a new level in My Holy
Spirit.
Up until now, you’ve been
able to understand a lot of things
in your mind, but We are now moving deeper into the spirit realm. It
is now time to receive directly by
My Spirit and not have to think . . .
just do. l will show you visions and
dreams. And you will see the marvelous and miraculous all around
you. Do not be apprehensive, but
be sure of whom you serve!
I have not given you a spirit of
fear, but a Spirit of love, power and
a sound mind. I know that you will
encourage others to share in the
gifts and allow the power to flow
through all My people.
There has been developing a
core of people who are sold out to
Me and desire to see Me manifest
My power among them. That is why
the attacks have been so strong
and so many have been hurting so
much. You are about to de-throne
the principality in this region and
set-up a Godly stronghold that will
never be taken down.
The enemy sees what’s coming as a giant tsunami which he
cannot stop. Of course the devil
always builds on sand and nothing
he builds will ever stand, but will
always go down to destruction and
ruins. That is the nature of darkness: its ultimate destiny is always
to fall and be in rubble.
The Kingdom of God is everlasting and cannot fall. It will not
only stand, but also prosper and
grow to manifest My glory here on
earth. The basics of My Kingdom
are love and selflessness. The more
My love can flow through you and
the more you can die to self, the

Please call 719-539-9493 to schedule your Tuesday appointment

more of My
Kingdom will
manifest among you. As you rest in
Me, and allow My Spirit to lead the
way, you will see My Glory. What
does My Glory look like? It is peace;
it is comfort; it is delight and happiness, and it is power.
My righteousness comes by
faith like Abraham’s faith. I Am
not limited and I Am not constrained. If you will receive what I
Am telling you today, the Kingdom
of heaven will start manifesting
in your midst. As you receive and
believe, My Spirit within you will
start the outward manifestation
around you. It will be like when
Peter’s shadow healed the people.
As My Word and My Spirit is the
power to manifest any word I speak
through you, and He will lead you
into all truth. When My Kingdom
comes, truth will reign and My will
shall be done here on earth as it is
in heaven.
Ponder these things in your
heart, seek Me and believe.
I love you so much,
Jesus

LEIGHA NICOLE

Traditional Ashtanga Yoga

Therapeutic Private Classes

Mysore-Style Classes in 4-week sessions

Gentle introductory courses
Workshops Retreats

Zen Bodytherapy© deep-tissue bodywork

Teaching since 1984
SPLENDIDYOGA.COM
(719) 209-8518

EXPRESS YOURSELF!

Encaustics Workshops
& Calligraphic Brushstroke
Hours and days are flexible
2 hrs / $50 includes materials

At FIRSTHOUGHT STUDIOS

117 Skyview Way (close to town)
Ish Futral 256.4848 for appointment
or further questions

"Messages from the heart of God" is
sponsored by the Free Spirit Christian Church
Corner of Hwy 17 and Moffat Way

Sunday Services
Bible Study Thursdays
Prayer Services Mon & Fri
Food Bank Tuesdays
Events at Sangre de Cristo Trading Post in Moffat:
Prayer Breakfast every 2nd Saturday

It’s Never Too Early
To Start Thinking About Saving!
2.89% APY1 • 18-Month • ADD-ON CD2
ADD-ON any amount as many times as
you want for the term of the CD!
Hurry now, limited time offer!
Call us at 800.555.6665 or visit aventa.com for details!

3:00 pm
6:00 pm
10:00 am
2-4 pm
8:00 am

* Please feel free to call Earl LeRoy at 719-650-9737
or Tim Brenner at 588-1857 if you have any questions.

¹APY=Annual Percentage Yield. ²Additional deposits up to $250,000. New money required for
initial deposit. Offer for a limited time only and may end at any time. Offer does not apply to
business accounts. Restrictions apply, please ask for details. Membership qualifications apply.
Federally insured by NCUA.
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Diane Bairstow is
a Children’s Book
Author. She hosted
the Fairy Train Radio show on KRZA
for 5 years, and performed many puppets show in and
around the Crestone
area. For more information about her go
to www.mdianebairstow.com

Knock knockout! Who is there?
Irish Irish who?
Irish you a happy St. Patrick’s Day!
What’s Irish and stays out all night
Pati-O furniture
Have you heard of the singing group the
three dwarves?
Probably not. They are not that big.
What do elves learn in school?
The elf-abet.
Why did the leprechaun climb over the
rainbow?
To get to the other side!
How can you spot a jealous shamrock?
It will be green with envy!
What do you call a big Irish spider?
Paddy long legs!
Why do leprechauns prefer dollar bills to
coins?
Because they’re green!
Why are so many leprechauns florists?
They have green thumbs!
What’s a leprechaun’s favorite cereal?
Lucky charms!
What happens if you cross poison ivy
with a four-leaf clover?
You get a rash of good luck!
What do you call a leprechaun who gets
sent to jail?
A lepre-con!
What do you call a fake shamrock?
A sham!
What happens when a leprechaun falls
into a river?
He gets wet?
How is a good friend like a four-leaf clover?

Answers
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Dinosauria

Match the Leprechaun to
his shadow

The Deadliest Dinosaur

Move over TRex! The Spinosaurus
Aegyptiacus (spined lizard from Egypt)
is considered to be the largest carnivorous (meat eating) dinosaur that ever
lived, and also the most dangerous. Measuring up to 59 feet long and weighing
up to 9 tons, the Spinosaurus hunted on
both land and water. The huge sail-like
fin on its back was enormous, and the
longest of the spikes grey from between
5 and 7 ft. tall. The spiny sail might have

They’re hard to find!
Why do people wear shamrocks on St.
Patrick’s Day?
Regular rocks are too heavy
What would you get if you crossed a
leprechaun with a Texan?
A pot of chili at the end of the rainbow!
What do you call a fake diamond in Ireland?
A sham-rock.
Who is the leprechauns favorite super hero?
Green Lantern.
What do you call leprechauns who collect
cans and plastic?
Wee-cyclers.
What did the leprechaun call the happy
man wearing green?
A Jolly Green Giant.
Why was the leprechauns given a desk
job when he became a policeman?
He was too green to go out on patrol.
What is nuahcerpefl?
Leprechaun spelled backwards.
Why do frogs like St. Patrick’s Day?
Because they’re already wearing green.
When isn’t an Irish potato an Irish?
When it’s a French fry.

been used to make this already huge dinosaur appear even larger and fiercer.
The sail might also have been used to
attract a mate.
This enormous creature lived in
what is now known as North Africa and
Egypt about a hundred million years
ago during the Cretaceous period. It is

part of the Therapod family of dinosaurs, meaning it had hollow bones like
a bird and three toes on its webbed feet.
It’s nostrils were on the top of its head
like a crocodile.
The smaller dinosaur in the lower
right corner is a Psittacosaurus, or parrot lizard.
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Trust and Strength Since 1899
Sponsor of Moffat School News

slvfed.com

719-589-6653

Restorative practices at CCS & Moffat
School campuses: What it means to us
by Virginia Drake
Change can be hard, and the
decision to change is up to you.
Sure, a large part of who we are is
based on the habits we possess . .
. yet it’s not just our habits. It can
be hard to change our lives because
we may spend too much time living
in fear, worry, stress and anxiety,
dealing with negativity from others
and ourselves. Truly, we can be our
own worst enemies at times—and
we have the power to break this
habit.
Moffat Consolidated School
District #2 is a small school with
big changes ahead. We received a
valuable grant through the EARSS
(Expelled and At-Risk Student Services) program through the Colorado Department of Education that
will help us be the change we want
to see in the world!
This grant offers our district a
tremendous opportunity to collaborate with the Center for Restorative
Programs and other county-wide
agencies to promote student wellness and academic success through
research-based strategies. “The
success of our district depends on
our ability to provide opportunities
to all of our students and families
to grow both emotionally and academically,” says Superintendent
Christina Larson. “This grant allows us to develop a powerful program for both of our schools that
will help us develop resilient students prepared for post-secondary

success.”
This grant supports the district’s vision to create opportunities for all students to reduce or
remove barriers through the creation of meaningful and healthy
relationships with their teachers, peers and families. Staff from
both schools and outside partners
helped develop the grant proposal
that was submitted to the State in
March. Principal Jillian Sciacca
of the Moffat School supports the
grant, and states that the program
will, “bring much needed expertise
and support to the school for positive behavior intervention and attendance practices.” Marie Louise
Baker, Director of Crestone Charter School, agrees that the focus of
the grant aligns with the Charter
School’s learner-centered mission,
and says, “I personally care that
we have a restorative approach to
our discipline approach. I also see
how important attendance is to the
growth of our students and want
to better support our families with
this.”
Schools, parents, and the
community should work together
to promote the health, well-being,
and learning of all students. When
schools actively involve parents
and engage community resources they are able to respond more
effectively to the health-related
needs of students. Our goal is to
foster partnerships among schools,
family, community groups, and in-
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Homecoming royalty from Moutain Valley, Moffat, and the Crestone Charter School.

dividuals. We want to see these
partnerships result in sharing
and maximizing resources while
helping children and youth develop healthy behaviors and promote
healthy families.
All humans are hardwired
to make connections. We all need
food, shelter and clothing, and we
also need strong, meaningful relationships to thrive. Restorative
practices is an emerging social science that studies how to strengthen relationships between individuals as well as social connections
within communities.
So yes, change can be difficult,
and we have been given an opportunity to begin this transformative
process. We want and need our
families and community to work
through the changes with us, together, and we thank you for trusting us with your children and with
you. Together we will make Moffat
Consolidated School District #2 the
best little school with big results.

Alex Harrison and Tristian Martinez
were crowned Queen and King at Moffat’s Winter Homecoming dance.
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Charter school students enjoy a day of skiing and snowboarding.

photo by Wade Propst

Charter school students fly over a jump at the Monarch Mountain Ski Area.
							 photo by Wade Propst

Crestone Charter School news
Ski & snowboard program at Monarch
by Mason Osgood
Visit Monarch Mountain ski
resort during a Friday and you’re
likely to see a sea of children with
pink helmet covers. These kids
are part of the Crestone Charter
School (CCS) and Monarch Mountain ski/snowboard program. Every
Friday CCS intermediate through
high school students (grades 4-12)
travel up to Monarch to take lessons and free-ski as part of CCS’s
experiential learning curriculum.
The program began at CCS in
the late 90s when the whole school
and many parents would travel to
Monarch and help to teach fellow
students. Up until two years ago,
students would be taught by more
advanced students and parents. Finally, Monarch Mountain and CCS
decided it was in both of their best
interests to incorporate Monarch’s
professional ski instructor staff.
Today a typical Friday begins
with CCS students splitting into
several different instructor groups
based on ability and whether they
ski or snowboard. In a system designed by CCS teachers, the students are assigned a colored star
(the highest a gold star) which designates your ski level and where
you can ski on the mountain. Some
students begin their first time on
skis or snowboards in this program and have the opportunity to
learn from qualified instructors
every week. Other students, many
high schoolers, have been skiing
or boarding their whole lives and
see the lessons as an opportunity to hone their skills on moguls
or terrain parks. Max Vanhorn,
a CCS sophomore, has been part
of the program for four years and

says, “the program has allowed me
to gain an ability to learn a skill I
would otherwise never be able to
do and get some exercise! It is just
amazing.”
After cramming into the sack
lunch in the lodge, students are free
the rest of the afternoon for “free
ski.” This is not without a strict
buddy system and teachers/parents supervising on each lift. This
“freeski” period allows students
to explore the mountain on their
own, and practice their skills after
a morning ski lesson. Orion Propst,
a CCS freshman who has been participating in the program since 5th
grade, says during freeski he loves
to “push my limits over cliffs and
onto rails.” Propst’s father, Wade,
helps out CCS every Friday driving
the gear van and leading the most
advanced groups into Monarch’s
Mirkwood Basin.
This program, one of its kind
in the San Luis Valley, is held closely to CCS parents and staff who
look forward to the winter months
when Fridays become a little more
interesting and full of learning and
laughter on Monarch Mountain.
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The Washington Beat
First Quarter Emergencies
by David Nicholas
It’s official, after his annual health check-up, Mr. Trump is
obese. Not just chubby but seriously over-weight, as 60% of his job is
“executive time” meaning he sits
chowing down 31-piece buckets of
America’s favorite chicken as often as possible. No bigger slob has
spent so much of the nation’s time
supping on those herbs and spices.
But Trump bellowing daily is
getting tedious, even his prepared
speeches. At his State of the Union address on February 4, which
went on for an hour and twenty
minutes, much of what he said was
stuff he had already said before, so
you could tune out his speech after
the first ten minutes and return an
hour later and not miss anything.
There was no vision, nada,
nothing which could inspire a nation so much in need of inspiration,
except when he congratulated the
fact that there were so many women now elected to congress. Their
election was certainly due to him.
They had been elected largely in reaction to his misogynistic presidency. So the women dressed in white
stood up and seized the moment
congratulating each other rather
than applaud him. He didn’t get
that they were ridiculing him but
the rest of nation saw it.
The Parkland anniversary
February 14, Valentines Day,
was the first anniversary of the
dreadful Parkland shooting where
17 students from Marjorie Stoneman-Douglas High School in Florida died, and student survivors did
media interviews. The saving grace
of this tragedy is the positive way it
changed the lives of students who
fired up the March for Our Lives.
They ignited young people to get
involved in the political process.
They have come a long way and
yet still have a long way to travel
as they reflect on what effect the
massacre had on them. Lives that
are changed forever. Some are still
fired up to take on gun control, determined to fight until Congress
has members who are no longer
afraid of the NRA.
I note that there have been
1200 school shooting deaths since
the Parkland shooting. So something must be done and there is
hope here.
David Hogg is still quite the
warrior; Cameron Kasky has become more circumspect and reflective, but eloquent in his expression
of what he went through. You can be
very proud because these post-millennials, as I call them, ensure that
leaving the future in their hands is
great for America.
The DNC announces primary debates
At time of writing, NBC has
said that MSNBC and Telemundo
(an NBC company) will host the
first of six Democratic presidential
primary debates in June 2019. According the Democratic National
Committee Chairman Tom Perez,
there will be twelve of these debates, six this year and six in 2020.
The first six debates will be
held in states that are not having

early primaries.
The states
with early
primaries
in 2020 are Iowa, New Hampshire,
Nevada and South Carolina. They
will be eligible to hold debates after
their primaries.
Also Mr. Perez revealed that,
depending on the number of candidates who declare to run for president, scheduled debates could be
split and run one night back-toback, with participation on a particular evening determined by a
random selection open to the public. If this doesn’t fill you with joy
and foreboding at the same time,
nothing will. We will see how this
plays.
2019 declared Democratic
candidates
Among the first to declare this
year are former Housing Secretary
and Mayor of San Antonio Julian
Castro (D-TX), Senators Kamala
Harris (D-CA), Elizabeth Warren
(D-MA), Amy Klobuchar (D-MN),
Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY), Bernie
Sanders (I-VT), and Cory Booker (D-NJ), Congresswoman Tulsi
Gabbard (D-HI), Mayor of South
Bend, IN, veteran Pete Buttigieg,
and former Congressman John Delaney (D-MD).
While it is early days yet, and
while they are all decent candidates, I will be following Secretary
Castro, Senators Harris, Booker,
Warren and Klobuchar as well as
Mayor Buttegieg. These guys stand
out in the group so far and they are
all good candidates until they are
not.
The one in the most trouble at
this moment is Senator Elizabeth
Warren. I give her some latitude
on her claim of Native American
heritage because there isn’t anyone
raised in Oklahoma who doesn’t
claim Native heritage because of
some relative’s oral history that
they have 1/12th (or whatever
fraction) Native heritage because
someone several generations back
“married a Cherokee princess.”
This fiction always draws snickers from Native Americans I know
and, yes, while Ms. Warren has
apologized to the Cherokee nation
for this insulting mistake, how she
overcomes the ridicule factor in
this campaign season is beyond my
crystal ball. Political circumstances
may make this irrelevant, but not
at this time.
The other candidate who is
still a mystery to me is Senator
Booker. Cory Booker, before he was
elected New Jersey Senator, was
the Mayor of Newark. I would want
to know more about his mayoralty
before I think he has a chance to
be frontrunner. Newark is a tough
town, so I remain ambivalent this
time around until I know more.
Other
Democrats
who
might run
There are also other Democrats mulling their chances for a
run, like Vice President Joe Biden,
former head of Starbucks Coffee
Howard Schultz and former New
York Michael Bloomberg. No, no
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and no. Please don’t run.
The one candidate I would
watch if he decides to run is Beto
O’Rourke. Robert Francis “Beto”
O’Rourke, 46, gave Texas Senator Ted Cruz a run for his money
in 2018. He lives in El Paso, Texas
and was a three-term Congressman for the Texas 16th District.
If he runs, he can become a problem for Julian Castro in personal
style and fundraising appeal. He’s
a Jack Kennedy type, which might
be attractive to voters aged 18-55.
Trump’s great big beautiful wall
The first two months of 2019
was the fight over funding his
“great big beautiful wall.” Depending how you measure the border, it
is 1954 miles between Mexico and
the United States. The Rio Grande
becomes the border at El Paso to
Brownsville in Texas.
Suffice it to say that the wall
is an issue where the president
wanted to bend the Democratic
leadership to his will. He wanted to
make Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA)
see who was boss. So in a move designed to intimidate the Dems, he
invited the cameras in but underestimated Ms. Pelosi. True to form
Mr. Trump screwed it up. It was
gob-smacking actually to witness
the discussion in the Oval Office.
The President expected to
dominate the discussion and was
set back when he tried to belittle Ms. Pelosi, who wasn’t having
any of it. He lost his temper. It appeared perfect timing that Senator
Schumer jumped in and goaded
him to take full responsibility for
any shutdown that might happen,
which in a fit of braggadocio he did.
The shutdown happened for
35 painful days—December 22 to
January 25—to government workers who were either furloughed or
forced to work without pay over
the holiday and through January,
when Christmas bills fall due. The
shutdown ended with Mr. Trump
owning it and taking the blame
when both houses approved a plan
to reopen the government for three
weeks. It was such an ignominious
defeat that Mr. Trump didn’t touch
his Twitter account for days.
Three weeks later, February
15, just hours before the deadline for the second shutdown, Mr.
Trump signed off on a major appropriations bill. He did try to hold out
for the $5bn that he said was needed to build his wall, but in the end
he signed for much less money than
was offered before the shutdown,
which makes you wonder why he
couldn’t see it then. Mr. Trump
accepted $1.3bn appropriated for
border security. Last December,
Ms. Pelosi offered $1.6bn for border
security but no money was specifically designated for the wall.
The national emergency
Trying to avoid being seen as
totally humiliated by his base, the
President appeared in the White
House Rose Garden February 15
and delivered a speech that rambled on for over an hour and which
as usual was filled with the usual
lies and distortions. Mr. Trump
said he would seek a further $8bn
by declaring a National Emergency to fund his wall. He would take
money earmarked for Department
of Defense spending and other
agencies.
Declarations
of
National
Emergency have been a presiden-

tial tool since 1976, in the main
for well-founded reasons, the 9/11
attack being the best example.
Mr. Trump declared a National
Emergency on the southern border
where there was clearly no emergency to be seen. Both Ms. Pelosi
and Mr. Schumer responded that
Congress would take it to court
where it would be argued whether
this declaration was constitutional.
At issue, does Mr. Trump’s declaration seek to override Congress’
constitutional right to control the
power of the purse?
This process could take years
and may possibly be decided long
after Mr. Trump is no longer president which, if he were by chance
ousted from office in January 2021,
will have made this grandiose effort all in vain. Sure, the matter
maybe expedited, but with Congressional leaders prepared to fight
him at every turn this still can take
the better part of a year to wind
its way through the court system.
On top of that there is this other
thing Mr. Trump in anger probably
missed.
The other thing about the
wall
At the height of the drought
in 2004 when parts of Rio Grande
ceased to flow, I followed the Rio
Grande from its source in the San
Juan Mountains to its mouth at
Brownsville, Texas. There, the river can literally disappear into the
sands before it reaches the Caribbean. The river becomes the border
at El Paso and continues approximately 900 miles southeast. The
border is in the middle of the river,
which makes a wall there impractical for obvious reasons.
Thus, this wall must be built
on land acquired at bargain rates—
usurped is more accurate—under
the law of eminent domain on the
US side of the river. This would appear to be a simple solution except
Texas ranchers will fight it tooth
and nail.
On the US side between
Las Cruces and El Paso are dairy
farms, actually giant feed lots
where cows stand under the long
tin shelters to beat the heat. There
is no grass, just hay shipped from
Colorado (and the San Luis Valley
in particular). It’s an artificial industry except for the water of the
Rio Grande, the only reason why
they are there. Also there are melon growers who pump the water
directly from the river to irrigate
their crops. They are all pretty
much opposed to the wall. The wall
would shut out their legal right of
direct access to water.
In the 2018 election in congressional districts that border the
river and with one exception, voters elected representatives opposed
to the wall in any shape or form. So
this becomes an intense fight over
landowner rights. Once a National Emergency has wound its way
through the Federal Courts, a decision on land acquisitions would be
next, and that could go on for years.
As with most things about
governance, Mr. Trump remains
clueless about the problems he creates by opening his mouth without thinking, and he really needs
a Secretary of the Interior with a
staff that would know the ins and
outs of river politics on the southern border. Water flow and international water rights all come into
play. A wiser course would have
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been to keep his big mouth shut.
Yes, it’s wishful thinking but had he
known how complicated this could
become, he might have had pause.
We will see.
Trump policy in foreign
lands
It’s the best way to describe
what makes for the way Trump
rides roughshod over friends and
enemies alike. Over the last quarter of 2019 foreign policy and defense issues moved front and center.
Mostly it turns out as a panic sales
push, pressuring allies to make
sure they favor American communications infrastructure or energy
producers over those offered and
produced by China or Russia, especially in the realm of 5G.
Early in the year Mr. Trump,
in a fit of Twitter temper, decided to
pull all 2,000 US troops out of Syria as soon as he is able; as well, he
will halve the US troop contingent
in Afghanistan from 14,000 to 7,000
soldiers as soon as practically possible. Oddly, I find myself agreeing
with each of these policy changes if
they actually happen.
More to say another time, but
the two foreign policy issues that
get under Mr. Trump’s skin are
Iran and China.
Iran
It is really pissing off the administration that the European
signers, along with Russia and
China, to the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action to keep Iran from developing its nuclear program, won’t
abandon the agreement. The main
reason they’re adhering to it is that
Iran still adheres to it, even though
the benefits that should have flowed
to it have never been fulfilled.
At the Munich Security Conference held in mid-February in
came the administration’s gang of
four, Vice President Mike Pence,
Ivanka Trump, Jarod Kushner, and
SecStat Mike Pompeo. Attendees—
those who bothered to attend—
heard Mr. Pence demand their obedience. Mr. Pence doubled down on
his criticism of European nations
working to preserve the nuclear
deal with Iran, saying they should
follow Washington’s lead and withdraw from the agreement so that
regime change can occur.
This went over like a lead balloon and was largely ignored.
It must be understood that
outside the United States Mr. Pence
is considered an ignorant dumbass
and that he is pretty clueless about
foreign affairs except what his master tells him. Earlier in the week a
security conference held in Warsaw,
was largely planned as a forum to
get the so-called US “middle-eastern allies” to isolate Iran.
As with most Netanyahu efforts, his effort was shambles. Private conversations where he was
advocating “war with Iran” backfired when the comment was made
public. Mr. Netanyahu was forced
to back-track, issuing a statement
saying that he was only calling on
other countries to “combat” Iranian
influence in the region. He wasn’t
invited to the Munich Security Conference which took place a day later.
Back to the Munich conference. At the time of writing, neither
China nor Russia gave a lot of time
to the US position on Iran, making
the Vice President looking much
like a plucked duck. Iran still exists and the severe US oil sanctions
are being sidestepped by China and

Japan. They are not likely to entertain any US or Saudi aggression toward the Islamic Republic without
some antagonistic response.
The US has had to be careful
lest China takes umbrage during
the delicate US-China trade negotiations. So we will see how the state
play lasts.
What was remarkable was
that Iran’s foreign minister Javid
Zarif delivered a concise statement
on Iran’s position, and the efforts to
destabilize it by the United States
and its debauched surrogate Saudi Arabia. He warned that war is
looming and we should be ready.
It will be bloody and will change
the balance in the Middle East if it
happens, in my view.
The East is red: Fighting
China
In the last 90 days China has
become our number one enemy. The
hawks around the president are
now intent on bringing the People’s
Republic to its knees by attempting
to isolate it militarily and economically, but they have their work cut
out for them.
What they do see, and see
correctly in my view, is that China
toward the end of last year became
the center of the world where all
leaders who are not American come
to meet President Xi Jinping and
do trade deals. It’s just easier to do
business there, and they don’t have
to kowtow to the leadership to be
treated as equals. China welcomes
everyone, whereas having to meet
Mr. Trump at the White House to
curry favor by stroking his massive
ego is a real pain in the ass. A lot of
hard work for little or nothing but
glad-handing.
The current hate campaign
is to stop the electronics company
Huawei from participating in the
5G network around the world. The
5G network is considered the key
to advancing artificial intelligence
and revolutionizing telecommunications. America was late to develop its network while Huawei is way
ahead and installing the network
in China’s eastern cities.
The US intelligence and military campaign to blackball Huawei
from all communications networks
in countries allied with us has been
successful in forcing Huawei out

of Australia, Canada and possibly
New Zealand. The United Kingdom
is reconsidering its earlier stance
to deny Huawei in English communications, basically because it’s already installed Huawei equipment
without security problems and if it
happens it can be managed.
The argument goes that Huawei has orders from the Chinese
government to put “spy devices”
in 5G networks so that China can
listen in to secret communications.
Sad, because Huawei equipment is
both superior and cheaper. My Huawei phone, for example, is the same
as the iPhone but half the price.
Attacking Huawei is jeopardizing Canada’s trade relationship with China. Canadian Justin
Trudeau caved to pressure to arrest Huawei’s Chief Financial Officer Meng Wanzhou in Vancouver
for violating US sanctions on Iran.
You have to be kidding. Companies,
mainly ours, are violating sanctions
on Iran all the time, so why Huawei?
Applying additional pressure
on the US-China trade talks has to
be this one reason, if not the only
reason. But the way talks are going, an agreement is maybe months
away. The March 1 deadline for an
agreement, or else 10% tariffs on
imported Chinese goods would increase to 25%, doesn’t look like it
will happen by the time you read
this.

ary is that the administration will
extend the deadline another 60
days if the President believes sufficient progress has been made.
Currently the stock markets are in
a holding pattern because of these
talks, and the rise or fall on every
rumor that emanates around the
talks can make Wall Street rise or
drop as much as 500 points a session.
No matter what the outcome
of the talks is, China wins. Despite
what comes out of the administration, China’s march forward to the
rest of the world goes on and all we
do is play catch up.
Once it was America that
made economic policy that the rest
of the world would follow, but these
days China acts and we react. It is
a losing position when we follow.
We lack ideas and vision, and have
an egomaniac in charge who really
has no idea of how to lead and who
spends most of the day in front of a
mirror.
To drive the point home, China in January successfully landed
an explorer vehicle on the dark side
of the moon, catching Mr. Trump
flatfooted yet again. It’s a fluff thing
but the perception that China leads
lunar exploration had Mr. Trump
announcing that NASA would be
doing a moon thing real soon. A
moon thing with capitalistic characteristics (private finance paying
for it). I mean real soon. Real, real
soon. Take deep breaths.
That said, the beat goes on.

The current talk mid-Febru-
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Building rural community
coalitions for trails & more
Crestone/SLV RMLUI conference presentation
to be held March 8
by Sally Wier
On March 8, four valley residents will co-present at the Rocky
Mountain Land Use Institute’s
28th annual Western Places/Western Spaces Conference at the University of Denver. The conference’s
theme this year is “Designing for
the Future: Building Enduring Value” and aims to look at the ways
in which the quality of design informs and shapes our communities.
The four co-presenters are Rio de
la Vista, Director of the Salazar
Rio Grande del Norte Center at
Adams State University; Kairina Danforth, Mayor of the Town
of Crestone, and board member of

ing and community engagement in
rural areas, methods for long-term
stewardship, and how the thriving
trails coalition in the Crestone area
serves as an economic driver and
community connectivity strategy.
Crestone’s Eastern San Luis
Valley Coalition (ESLVTC) will
serve as a case study for the larger
themes discussed in the session.
Until recently, the Town of Crestone did not offer many opportunities for walking, hiking, biking,
or other non-motorized transport
within the community. The Baca
National Wildlife Refuge, at present, does not allow public access
beyond specialized tours or hunting, nor does it have
public trails of any
kind. The trails in the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains, though extensive,
are enormously rugged,
steep, and physically demanding.
Even
though the mountains
are in residents’ backyards, it is not an easy
landscape to access.
Recognizing
the
need for community
paths, some key players joined together to
improve access to the
town’s natural areas
and the connectivity
of the community. Enter the San Luis Valley Trails Coalition.
Its members
include
elected officials from
the Town of Crestone
and Saguache County;
land managers from
the Baca National Wildlife Refuge, Rio Grande
National Forest, BLM,
and Great Sand Dunes
National Park and Preserve; representatives
from the Baca Grande
Property Owners Association Board of DiA beautiful hiking trail wending up a hillside was crerectors; staff from two
ated for public use.
outdoor recreation and
stewardship non-profits,
the Eastern San Luis Valley Trails
San Luis Valley Great Outdoors
Coalition; Mick Daniel, Executive
(SLVGO) and Volunteers for OutDirector of San Luis Valley Great
door Colorado (VOC); and repreOutdoors (SLVGO); and Sally Wier,
sentatives from the Crestone CharSan Luis Valley Volunteer and Partter School and the Colorado College
nership Manager for Volunteers for
Baca Campus. Over the past sevOutdoor Colorado. They will offer
eral years the Coalition has created
a session focusing on the SLV and
a vision for trails development in
the community of Crestone entitled
and around the Crestone commu“Building Rural Community Coalinity. They aim to increase access to
tions for Trails and More!”
public lands, provide trails that are
The session will explore how
suitable for all ability levels, and
the San Luis Valley community
even work towards the creation of
seeks to balance the many oppora safe corridor for school children
tunities arising from its abundance
and other residents to safely walk
of federally protected public lands
or bike from outlying neighborwith responsible stewardship and
hoods to school or to the center of
protection of its rich cultural and
town without sharing a narrow
agricultural heritage and the enviroad with vehicles.
ronment. The four presenters will
The vision of the Coalition
examine these issues from a comemerged in the form of a commumunity perspective, with an overnity trails plan with phases for imview of the valley’s coalitions and a
plementation of trail networks that
case study from the Town of Creswould cover federal, county, town,
tone. Topics include approaches to
school and private lands.
regional and local coalition buildThe Coalition began the ac-

Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado working on creating a trail above Crestone.
All photos by Cindy Bond
						

It takes many hands and some ingenuity to move big rocks!

tive and tangible realization of its
plans in 2017 when 49 volunteers
with Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado broke ground on a new trail
system just outside of Crestone
on BLM property. Over a weekend, they built over a half-mile of
trail. In 2018, VOC returned on
Colorado Public Lands Day wih
71 volunteers to construct an additional 1,742 feet of trail. In true
community-wide style, the Alpine
Achievers initiative from nearby
Saguache provided outdoor education for children ages 6-12. Local
businesses Kristi Mountain Sports
and Crestone Brewing Company
chipped in with giveaways for volunteers, and employees from the
Baca National Wildlife Refuge and
the Great Sand Dunes National
Park and Preserve gave a presentation and provided a telescope
for stargazing.
Crews from the Southwest
Conservation Corps also engaged
in trail construction. By the summer of 2018, the community had
a complete figure 8-shaped trail
system that is only minutes from
town and offers the opportunity to
be out in nature without the strenuous physical output required by
the nearby peaks. Phase Two will
begin in May 2019 when VOC will
return to build the first public,
non-motorized trail on the Baca
National Wildlife Refuge. The trail
will eventually connect with the
Colorado College Baca Campus,
and possibly over toward the Crestone community stables for equestrian access.
The community-wide planning and vision of the Eastern San
Luis Valley Trails Coalition is a

.

great working example of how multiple stakeholders, land managers,
and community members can come
together and not only plan for good
community access, connectivity,
and outdoor recreation, but actually implement it, too. The presenters look forward to sharing this
working example from our community with a broader audience in
Denver in March.
For more information on this
presentation, the Crestone project,
and the many local trails, outdoor
recreation and stewardship projects across the San Luis Valley,
contact SLV Great Outdoors at
slvgreatoutdoors@gmail.com
or
visit the website at slvgo.com.

Cat & Exotic Animal Care

Shoshannah 719.480.3257

Dog Care

Kelly 719.580.0003
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Is hemp the valley’s crop
of the future?
Part 1
by Matie Belle Lakish
Is hemp an economically viable crop for the San Luis Valley
that can contribute much-needed
county revenue and offer good jobs?
Jason Anderson, Saguache County
Commissioner, says the county has
two growth industries—retirement
and cannabis, and the two do not often see “eye to eye”. Can they come
together over the health, food, and
fiber benefits offered by hemp?
Confusion over the term
cannabis, and hemp, is part of
the problem. Cannabis is a genus
name, while sativa, indica or ruderalis are species names within the
genus. Plants with similar names
have very different constituents
and uses by humans. While plants
typically known as marijuana have
tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC,
a psychoactive substance that is
responsible for the “high”, hemp
plants are known for their cannabadiol, or CBD, a constituent with

grown in the valley: those grown
for CBD oil and those grown for
seed and fiber.
CBD oil for medicine is made
from the flower buds of certain varieties of hemp. One official drug,
Epidiolex, has been approved by
the FDA for two rare types of childhood seizures. Other health-related uses are not yet well tested,
although many tests are now underway. However, CBD oil has become popular for several chronic
conditions, especially those involving inflammation and seizures.
Plants for CBD oil are bred,
trained and trimmed for high CBD
production. They are plant strains
with a branching form that produce
lots of a resinous substance, especially on female flower buds formed
at the end of branches. Upon harvest, the bud is dried, pulverized,
then soaked in a solvent, usually
ethanol. The plant material is then
removed by filtering, straining or

County Commissioner Jason Anderson converses with Jeff Cox and Austin Buckingham
from nationalhempexchange.com at the SLV Seed Exchange, which was held February
9 at Joyful Journey. 
photo by Lori Nagel

numerous healing properties, but
no “high”. There are over a hundred other constituents in hemp
that have not yet been widely studied for their useful properties, as
research has been hampered by the
illegality of the whole group.
The 2018 Farm Bill changed
that. Hemp can now be grown legally, under controlled conditions.
Prior to passage of the bill, Colorado was one of two states that allowed trials, so several farmers in
the valley have grown hemp since
2014. Two distinct types of hemp
with two different uses are being

centrifuging, leaving liquid solvent
and the soluble plant extracts. The
solvent is then removed, which
leaves a gummy greenish-black
resin containing the cannabidiol
as well as other cannabinoids, terpenes, and plant residues. More
sophisticated processing may yield
a more refined product, but many
feel the diverse residual products
are desirable. This resin is usually then diluted with a carrier oil,
such as olive or coconut to create
the final product with less than .3%
THC.
The other, more historic uses

A field of industrial hemp.



of hemp are for fiber and seed.
For generations, the longest and
strongest fibers available to mankind were hemp. The first United
States flag, allegedly made by Betsy Ross, was made of hemp. Hemp
was also used to make the sails and
ropes for the fleets of sailing ships
the plied the seas until steam, gasoline, and diesel engines took over.
Only with the advent of synthetics such as nylon could hemp be
replaced for rope and other strong
textiles.
The seeds are incredibly nutritious, offering one of the only
vegetarian sources of complete protein. According to Medical News
Today, “Hemp contains all 10 essential amino acids, making it a
good plant-based protein source.
Hemp does not contain phytates,
which are found in many vegetarian protein sources and can interfere with the absorption of essential minerals.”
Hemp seeds also yield a
high-quality food-grade oil which
contains both Omega 6 and Omega
3 fatty acids in good proportions.
The list of uses for the plant goes
on and on. These plants grown for
fiber and seed are usually tall and
thin in order to get long, strong fibers, as well as a harvest of nutritious seeds.
To learn more about this
plant and its properties and uses,
and to answer the question about
its economic viability for the valley, I had to explore further. Since
water is key to success, I wanted to
know more about the water needs
of hemp as a crop.
My first stop was the Southern Rocky Mountain Agricultural
Conference in Monte Vista where I
listened to Dr. John McKay, Associate Professor at CSU. He is also the
Director of Genetics at New West
Genetics where he is working on
breeding hemp for row crops. (newwestgenetics.com) Dr. McKay said
his company is dedicated to breeding hemp seeds that meet a 0.2%
or less content of THC, which is below the current criteria for hemp,
while also focusing on height, maturity and 96% germination. They
are investigating hemp varieties
that yield grain and flowers, and
that have a dense canopy to dis-

photo courtesy of rootorigins.com

courage weeds. When asked about
water use, he stated that not much
research has been done, but that
plants used for CBD oil use more
than those for fiber and seed. He
believes that hemp for grain uses
about the same as winter wheat,
while that for CBD oil uses a little
less than corn or potatoes.
When asked what the main
limiting factor is for growers, McKay stressed markets. He said that
there are currently many more
growers than places that purchase
hemp. A lot of infrastructure will
need to be built and markets developed to take advantage of hemp.
Marvin Reynolds, CSU Extension Agent for the SLV and
main sponsor of the conference,
said because CSU receives federal
funding and could not spend it on
a federally illegal crop, CSU’s research on hemp is in its infancy. He
anticipates more research in the
future, now that hemp is legal at
the federal level.
I next contacted Caren Kershner, a former Moffat science teacher
who, upon her retirement, has led
the exploration of hemp as a valuable agricultural product for the
upper SLV. She has shared some of
her research on the Facebook page
for Colorado Industrial Hemp Coalition.
Kershner was speaking at the
San Luis Valley Seed Exchange at
Joyful Journey Hot Springs Spa on
Feb. 9 and 10. Kirshner brought
samples of hemp fibers and textiles
to show its versatility, and listed
some of the uses. Seed can be used
for hemp oil, both edible and industrial; hemp foods such as hemp
milk, cheeses, and seed products;
animal feed, including seed and oil
cake for livestock; and seeds, both
for planting and sprouting for food.
Green plant material yields cannabanoid and terpene extracts that
can be used for salves, as well as
topical and internal medicines. She
also noted that male plants, as well
as female, have very strong fibrous
stems that can be used for hempcrete, paper, rope, textiles and insulation. Matting, another fiber
product, can be used for animal
bedding and mulch.
For CBD production, female
continued on page B-9
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by Kim Malville
What is happening in the
sky this month?
March 1-3: Jupiter, Saturn
and Venus are lined up before dawn.
The crescent moon becomes increasingly slender as it moves past these
planets.
March 10: Start of daylight
savings time.
March 11-13: After sunset,
the crescent moon has moved from
morning to evening and starts out
close to Mars.
March 12: The moon moves
next to the Hyades, the open star
cluster in Taurus.
March 13: The moon continues moving upward, passing Aldebaran.
March 20: Spring Equinox
occurs at 3:58 MDT. Celebrate the
start of spring.
March 21: Try locating the
zodiacal light in the west above the
setting sun. It will appear as a faint
pyramid of light passing through
Taurus and perhaps into Gemini.
It is produced by light scattered by
dust particles lying in the plane of
the planets.
A piece of Earth hit the
Moon 4 billion years ago

That was a
time of truly
hellish conditions on the earth. It
was still warm and was being battered by frequent collisions of debris left over from the formation of
the planets. In addition, the moon
at that time was about three times
closer to the earth than it is now,
gradually spiraling away.
The standard giant-impact hypothesis for the origin of the moon
suggests that a Mars-sized body hit
the Earth, creating a large debris
ring around Earth. This collision
also resulted in the 23.5°-tilted axis
of the earth, thus causing our seasons. Some proportion of this ejecta
escaped into space, but the rest consolidated into a single body in orbit
about Earth, creating the Moon. The
colliding body has been called Theia,
the mother of Selene, the Moon goddess in Greek mythology. The moon
is suspect to have been initially only
12,000 to 18,000 miles above the
earth. Now it is 240,000 miles away.
At such a small distance, the moon
would have produced high tides on
the partially molten Earth, causing
the moon to spiral outward, rapidly at first and then slowing down.
The moon now spirals outward at a
rate of 1.6 inches a year. Sometime

www.crestoneeagle.com
boulder
field
near the rim of
Cone Crater. It
doesn’t seem so
big in the photo.
The 2cm
fragment
in
Big Bertha is
similar to granite, which is
extremely rare
on the Moon
but
common
on Earth. The
Big Bertha (NASA)
age of the rock
is about 4 billion years, formed in a
watery environment corresponding
to a depth of 12 miles. It’s a measure of how brutal conditions were on
the earth during the Hadean epoch,
that a collision tore a piece of rock
from so deep in the earth.
The rock crystalized in the
earth some 4-4.1 billion years ago,
and sometime later it was excavated by a large impact and launched
toward the moon. The oldest rocks
on earth are metamorphic rocks
from Canada and Greenland and

Terrestrial Meteorite Fragment (NASA)

Big Bertha on the Moon (NASA)

A lunar rock, known at Big
Bertha, collected by Apollo 14 astronauts in 1971, contains a 2 cm piece
of rock with a chemical composition
common to Earth and very unusual
for the Moon. Although meteorites
that have reached the earth’s surface have been found coming from
Mars, the moon, and asteroids, this
is the first time a rock on the moon
has been identified as terrestrial
in origin. The rock may have been
thrown into space when an asteroid struck our planet about 4 billion
years ago during the Hadean eon.

in the future, it will have moved so
far away that we will no longer have
solar eclipses!
The two men of the Apollo 14
lunar landing mission photographed
and collected the large rock pictured
just above the exact center of this
picture. The rock, casting a shadow off to the left, has been named
Big Bertha. It lies between the
wheel tracks made by the so-called
modular equipment transporter. A
few prints of the lunar overshoes
of the crew members are at the
left. This photo was made near the
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protect your family’s future?
Schedule your free, no obligation,
Estate Planning Consultation today.
Jenna L. Mazzucca, Esq., PC

719-207-4279
jenna@mazzuccalaw.com
www.mazzuccalaw.com

1604 H Street, Suite 600, Salida, CO 81201
Probate Administration • Business Formation • Real Estate • Personal Injury • Civil Litigation

have ages to this fragment of Big
Bertha. Once the sample reached
the lunar surface, it was thrown
around by several other impact
events, one of which partially melted it 3.9 billion years ago, and which
probably buried it beneath the surface. The final impact to affect this
sample occurred about 26 million
years ago, when another asteroid
hit the Moon, producing the 1,115foot wide Cone Crater. That moved
the sample back onto the lunar surface where astronauts collected it 48
years ago. What an amazing saga
is was: tossed around for billions
of years, finally finding a peaceful
resting place on the surface of the
moon, only to be picked up and carried back to earth to be prodded and
analyzed in laboratories in Texas
and Australia.
Actually, the real Big Bertha is
a huge boring machine, more than
57 feet in diameter, used in Seattle and named after its first female
mayor.
Ultima Thule is not a snowman
I have written about the New

Horizons Spacecraft passing Ultima
Thule during the past two months.
I was really fascinated by this courageous endeavor. Now we have
discovered that instead of being of
a snowman, it’s a dented walnut
and a pancake. After the spacecraft
flew past its closest approach and
was able to view the object from
behind, its peculiar nature was revealed. The theorists were initially
quite happy that blobs of spherical material were joined together
to form a snowman. Their theories
were apparently confirmed. Now, it’s back
to the drawing board.
“We’ve never seen
something like this
orbiting the sun,”
Alan Stern, principal
investigator on the
New Horizons mission.” Eager to put a
positive spin on this
great surprise, he
continued, “but more
importantly, the new
images are creating
scientific
puzzles
about how such an
object could even be
formed.” It’s not really all that surprising. Debris left over after formation of the planets, moons, comets,
and asteroids space could have been
huge spinning droplets of slush
with many shapes. Rapid spinning
would flatten them. Only the larger
objects like planets and the largest

Ultima Thule (NASA)

asteroids had to become spherical
because of their self-gravity. Bits of
data will continue to dribble in for
another year and a half, and I hope
we may be confronted with many
more surprises.

This column sponsored by

Kim & Nancy Malville
kimmalville@hotmail.com
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by Starr Sites
Chiron enters Aries
In the middle of last month,
Chiron, the “bridge between
worlds”, crossed the Aries Point for
the second time to solidly re-enter
Aries, the sign of pioneering new
beginnings. As teacher, healer
and philosopher, Chiron’s energies
bridge the gap between curiosity
and transcendence, compassion
and justice, truth and wisdom,
matter and spirit. It’s time to rediscover ourselves! Those with Aries natal planets may experience
personal identity crises, as well
as the subsequent healing journey
back to wholeness during the next
7 years.
Leadership (Aries) has been
corrupted over the years and requires healing (Chiron). We can
now see that many of our global
leaders are deeply wounded people. We need new leaders to transcend ego with integrity and to
exhibit the courage of authenticity
while promoting healing solutions
for all.
Uranus enters Taurus
Under the New Moon of
March 6, radical Uranus re-enters
conservative, Venus-ruled Taurus,
marking the rise of women to pow-

er, as well as female empowerment
in general.
Since Taurus rules money
while Uranus rules technology,
crypto-currencies and other new
technologies are paving the way
towards a cashless society. Remember the Boston Tea Party? This
protest against British taxation
during an earlier Uranus-in-Taurus cycle suggests that the gross
financial inequality within our nation will be corrected by taxing the
uber-wealthy.
Uranus in farmland Taurus
could also bring disruptions to
the food supply, necessitating restructuring of agriculture, distribution systems, genetic engineering of seed, robotics in processing
plants, etc. Land-based self-sufficiency will become increasingly
popular during this time to compensate.
Builder Taurus may bring
promised infrastructure-improvements along with other proposals
meant to stabilize society. However, chances of serious seismic disturbances and quakes may also require re-building as change-maker
Uranus enters earthy Taurus, rattling the structure of the Earth herself. Expect some shocking Earth

MICHAEL BERTIN, ARCHITECT
25 years, designing in Crestone
in Crestone: (719) 256-4854

email: michael@architecturalharmonics.com
website:
www.architecturalharmonics.com

changes over the next ~7 years as
climate change seems to be the
only way to convince humans that
environmental sensitivity is the
wisest path to survival.
Mercury retrograde
Also on March 6, Mercury
turns retrograde in Pisces until the
28th when it “stations” and then
goes direct again. You may experience equipment failures, delays or
other annoyances during Mercury’s
3-week retrograde period. In diffuse Pisces, Mercury’s mental focus
is somewhat scattered and frustrated, leading to imprecise decision-making and communications.
Mercury’s conjunction with imaginative Neptune from March 20 into
early April does nothing to improve
logical thinking ability, but it may
enhance dreams and out-of-body
experiences.
Saturn & Pluto
The inexorable tightening of
the Saturn/Pluto conjunction in
Capricorn has an especially fated
quality this month as these two
malefic planets straddle the South
Node, suggesting dire consequences and loss may come from clinging
to the comfortably familiar ways
of the past. This could signal the
undoing of our MAGA President
as Pluto approaches opposition to
his natal Saturn/Venus conjunction. There could be legal jeopardy
for Trump this month; or possibly
when both planets reverse direction in late April; or perhaps when
Mars conjuncts Trump’s Saturn in
early May. Since transiting Saturn
and Pluto will remain within orb
of this opposition for a couple of
years, specific events will be tricky
to predict. Meanwhile as the US
President and multi-national corporations (ruled by Pluto) are being forced to change, Pluto and
Saturn will conjunct China’s Jupiter this year, favoring its expansion as a rising world power.
Mars & Venus
As Mars aligns harmoniously
with the Nodes, people are inspired
to speak out and take public action.
This is exemplified by the crowded field of Democratic presidential contenders and Congressional
freshmen. But male-female ten-

sion is strong mid-month as stubborn Mars in conservative Taurus
squares intellectual Venus in mindful Aquarius, expressing universal
compassion, humanitarianism and
justice for the down-trodden masses. While bull-in-a-China-shop
Mars attempts to bash women for
their visionary ideals, their constituents rise up in angry retort.
Full Moon/Equinox
With the arrival of the Aries
Spring Equinox under a Libra Full
Moon a few hours later, the Astrological year kicks off energetically. The Equinox chart at 4pm MT
on March 20 is graced by a Grand
Earth Trine between intense Pluto
in strict Capricorn, active Mars in
stubborn Taurus, and worrisome
Moon in methodical Virgo. Grand
Trine planets usually work well together, and yet this one feels like
a stand-off, perhaps to be resolved
beneficially.
The Equinox Astrocartography map shows Uranus on the
Midheaven over LA, suggesting
some earth rumblings could occur
anywhere from Los Angeles to Mt.
Saint Helens. The Ring of Fire may
be active this quarter as well with
Saturn/Pluto reigning over Japan,
Australia, Papua New Guinea and
the Aleutians.
The national chart
During March, four planets
jump into new houses in the national chart: Venus enters the 3rd
house of communication, Chiron
penetrates the 4th house of land
and home, Uranus leaps into the
5th house of entertainment and
sport, while Mars slides into the
6th house of work, health and labor
issues—all around the Equinox!
So expect several adjustments and
mood changes after the Equinox,
America. Meanwhile, lucky Jupiter
in fun-loving Sagittarius reaches
high declination in our national
first house, so hope is renewed!

Starr Sightings
Betsi “Starr” Sites
Astrology &
Astrocartography
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Crestone, CO 81131
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Who We Are
Zuki Abbot-Zamora

Believing in Women and Life
by Gussie Fauntleroy
If a child’s early life is enormously important in the human
trajectory that follows, as Zuki
Abbott-Zamora passionately believes it is, picture this: 3-yearold Zuki sitting in the office of her
grandparents’ New York business,
being kept occupied by watching short 8mm movies of women
giving birth. Her Syrian-American grandmother was CEO of
a multi-media family business
established in the 1940s, which
produced educational birth films
for medical students and photos
of infants for new parents. A few
years later, there was Zuki as an
older child sitting beside a conveyor belt, fitting newborn portraits into lockets. She was working alongside women of color that
her progressive, proto-feminist
grandmother hired.
In the years since then
Zuki has grown into what her
wise, strong grandmother and
great-grandmother, just by being
who they were, began preparing
her to be: a knowledgeable and
compassionate advocate for women and families, natural birth,
and simple, sustainable living.

At a post-partum visit in 1986 while
attending Maternidad La Luz midwifery
school and birthing clinic in El Paso

In doing so she is passing on and
supporting values and traditions
she believes contribute to the development of whole, healthy humans. And in a turn that echoes
her grandmother’s media work,
Zuki recently released an hourlong independent film, Believing
Birth: Redesigning the Course of
Humanity. Created with assistance from her husband, musician Nicholas Zamora, the film
encompasses and advances the
work she’s been doing for almost
30 years.
Learning
&
sharing
strength
Born in Beirut, Lebanon, and
adopted by Syrian-Americans in
New York, Zuki grew up in a matriarchal family. She was raised
primarily by her Cornell-educated
grandmother and surrounded by
artistic, culturally and politically
aware people who taught her that
women are as competent, capable,
and strong as men. On her own at
age 15, Zuki lived mostly in communal households for many years.
When friends were pregnant and
needed support, she assisted in

www.crestoneeagle.com
on Organic Farms. Through the
summer program they call Life
Skills: the Creative Art of Living,
Zuki and Nikki lead workshops
on such crafts as building with recycled materials, gardening, and
planting a food forest. “Our main
goal is to help people get to where
they can live without a lot of what
the culture tells them they need.
They’re often struggling to find
another way,” Zuki says.
Also on the property is prac-

2007. In 2016 she published Today’s Eco-Friendly Family: Simple Ways to Preserve Our Planet
for Our Children and Theirs!
Believing birth
Zuki’s most recent project is
her newly released film. Several
years in the works, it is a response
to her dismay at an increasingly
medicalized and pathologized approach to hospital birth, and the
immeasurable unhealthy ripples
that can result. Among these is an

Zuki and her son Zak in 1989.

whatever way she could. Looking
back, she says, “I thought it was
just normal, that this is what we
do to help each other.”
Along the way Zuki studied
herbalism, homeopathy, and massage, trained in midwifery in Texas, and later spent a year in Peru.
In the mid-1990s she visited Crestone a few times with a Buddhist
boyfriend. Attracted in particular
to earthships and other forms of
alternative building, she settled
here in 1997. Early on she worked
odd jobs and provided shelter for
women at risk from abusive partners or who needed help transitioning into homes of their own.
Since the Crestone/Baca
population was quite small at the
time and there were few births,
Zuki traveled around Colorado
and northern New Mexico to be
present at home births and to
educate and offer support to new
mothers and families. She facilitated gatherings of women and
hosted “birth circles” in which
mothers and pregnant women
shared birthing and infant supplies. They set up meal trains
for new parents and families and
created caring networks for each
other.
Teaching simplicity
In 2009 Zuki met Nikki Zamora in Denver. They fell in love.
Today their foothills property in
the Baca contains gardens, an
earthship greenhouse, the couple’s home, and space for hosting young, traveling volunteers
with WorldWide Opportunities

Families at a gathering at Zuki and Nikki’s land.

tice and rehearsal space for Nikki’s music—he plays with the
Valley Cats and the Nikki Z Band
and has a new album coming out
soon. And the couple’s warm, inviting, artistically built circular
home is the hub of Zuki’s primary

A circle of babies, circa 2006. Zuki was
present at all but one of their births.


photo by Amanda Wright

work these days. As founder and
director of Creative Birth Choices
since the early 1990s, she serves
as a “birth keeper” and human
rights advocate by gathering,
holding, and passing down traditional knowledge and wisdom on
home birthing, parenting, and living simply, creatively, and peacefully on the earth. Her current
teaching program is structured
as a private membership association. Her first book, This Sacred
Life: Transforming Our World
Through Birth, was published in

alarmingly high rate of maternal
and infant deaths in the United
States, especially among low-income women. Zuki points out that
a century ago most Americans
were born at home, whereas today
some 98% of births in this country
take place in hospitals. “Billions
of dollars are going to the [hospital birth] industry these days,”
she says. “It should be about the
babies and the mamas, and not
about the money.”
Capturing dozens of video
interviews with birth workers,
advocates, midwives, grandmothers, mothers, and fathers around
the country, Zuki and Nikki produced the moving and well-reviewed documentary as part of
Zuki’s effort to re-empower women to believe in their innate ability to birth naturally at home and
to make choices that will benefit
themselves and their children
for a lifetime. “The film is about
keeping us whole and trusting,”
she says. Among local professionals who appear in it are Alycia
Chambers, CPM, and infant massage instructor and filmmaker
Deanna Elliot.
Zuki has dedicated the project to “all the families and childbirth advocates who make birth a
sacred event.” Among the families
closest to her heart, of course, is
her own. Her son, Zack, now almost 30, lives in Crestone/Baca
with his 8-year-old son, Taillis.
“Our children deserve to have
their innate ancestral wisdom of
life intact, from the beginning.
It’s what humans were meant to
do,” Zuki says. “We’re bringing it
back full circle.”
Zuki’s books and film can be
purchased or downloaded at believingbirth.com.
Gussie welcomes ideas for
this ongoing series on Crestone
area residents: gussie7@fairpoint.
net, gussiefauntleroy.com.

Zuki with her herbal apothecary.
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There’s No Such Thing
As A Weed


Love your liver

by Dorje Root

by Dorje Root, RH (AHG)
March 20 is the official first
day of spring this year, even
though in Crestone it may be
quite a while before we see the
first signs. According to Chinese
medicine, spring has to do with
the wood element, the emotion of
anger, and the liver. A person with
a wood imbalance can manifest as
someone who always seems to be
shouting. They may either be angry all the time, or never get angry at all. So spring is an excellent
time to love your liver!
The liver performs over 500
functions in the body, including
digestive functions and detoxification. And the liver can be a grumpy
organ! If it’s not functioning optimally, it can be very grumpy. One
way to make sure the liver is func-

tioning well is to do a liver flush
at least once a year. Here is one
recipe. Combine the juice of one
orange, the juice of one lemon, one
clove garlic, one tablespoon olive
oil, a pinch of powdered ginger,
and a dash of cayenne. Blend well.
Drink first thing in the morning.
Don’t eat or drink anything else
for 30 minutes. Continue for one
to four weeks. Notice how your digestion changes.
In addition to the liver flush,
there are many herbs that can
benefit the liver. Dandelion root
tea, even the roasted stuff in tea
bags, is a great daily drink to keep
the liver happy. Burdock root is
a cooling herb that can help an
overactive liver and help metabolize fats. Yellow Dock root (or its
sister herb, Canaigre) is a hotter

Milk thistle.

herb that can benefit sluggish digestion. Licorice root is a soothing, anti-inflammatory root that
also adds a sweet taste to a tea or
tincture.
I could go on and on about
liver herbs, but let’s focus on that
perhaps best-known herb, milk
thistle, whose seed is credited
with saving the lives of some who
have mistakenly ingested amanita mushroom, or toxic chemicals.
Milk thistle protects the liver cells
from certain toxic substances,
helps reverse the effect, and repairs damaged liver cells. It also
increases levels of glutathione (a
cellular antioxidant) in the cells

And milk thistle flower essence, according to Freedom Flowers, “. . . helps you forgive and let
go of anger, especially in cases of
longstanding family problems. It
is effective whether you’re in touch
with your feelings or not. This essence brings on the dreams; it offers a cathartic release”
Here’s to a happy liver!
Dorje Root, RH (AHG) is an
herbalist and natural healer, and
works with Plant Spirit Medicine,
Intuitive Energy Healing and ‘The
Journey’ cellular healing. For an
appointment call 719-937-7786 or
visit www.rootsofhealing.com.
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OPPORTUNITY!

Desert Sage Restaurant
A Crestone Tradition is on the
market for sale! Great history
with established clientele and
many possibilities! Call for
details. $495,000
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SangreD.com
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Broker Owner
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173 Verano Court
3 bed, 2 bath, on greenbelt, views,
solar gain. Nic e! $93,000

3670 Enc hanted Terrac e. 2 bed,
1 bath mountain retreat getaway. 4 ac res
secluded in the trees.

512 E Mic a. Comfortable 1 bedroom
c abin in private town loc ation. Full
solar, well. $144,000

$285,000

Scan the QR
code for more
information
on this listing!

NEW
!
LISTING

41555 County Road T, Saguache

75 Dragoon. Urban farm!
Many sustainable/prepper features.
Wonderful C halet I spot. 300 SF of fic e,
greenhouses, gardens! $350,000

57764 Hazard Avenue. 4 bedroom,
2 bath home with over-sized 2-car
garage and sunroom. $152,000

20 N Bac a Grant Way. Update d 2
bedroom, 1 bath home, with studio
and insulat ed garage. $228,000

Sangre de Cristo Real Estate • 116 S. Alder Street Suite A, Box 356 Crestone, CO 81131

Fabulous off-grid home on 42 acres in
Elk Mountain Springs. 2 bed, 1 1/2 bath.
Spectacular views and setting! $259,000
View at www.SangreD.com.
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GardenGuru
Selecting seeds for success

by Matie Belle Lakish
March is here and garden
work can begin in earnest. It’s
time to prune fruit trees early in
the month, before the sap begins
to run. It’s also time to select seeds
and start young seedlings for transplanting later in the spring.
I am often asked by gardeners new to the area how to choose
varieties that do well in our climate. I asked long-time Crestone
gardener, Kizzen Laki, as well as a
local seedsman, Bryon Pike of High
Ground Gardens, for their seed perspectives, and will also share mine.
All three of us are concerned
about large international conglomerates buying up seed stocks. Monsanto has led the way. In 2005 the
company gained control of 40% of
the U.S. seed market. Since then
the situation has worsened, with
most of the large garden seed
companies around the world now
owned by one of the top chemical
companies: Monsanto, Bayer, Syngenta, Dow, DuPont, and a few
others. There are still some larger
seed houses that are not owned by
these conglomerates, but, more and
more, we will have to rely on local
and family owned companies, as
well as saving our own seed. Check
out this chart to see the consolidations. https://www.msu.edu/~howardp/SeedStructure2013.png and
this page for a list of seed companies that are not owned by conglomerates as of 2015: http://www.
councilforresponsiblegenetics.org/
ViewPage.aspx?pageId=261
We live in an extraordinary

place, at 8000 feet altitude, but a
latitude in the middle of the country. Some years, our last spring
frost is June 1, and our first fall
frost is September 1. That gives
us a three-month growing season,
similar to upstate Minnesota.
The last few years have been
warmer than the previous 20 to 30
years. Last year, we had almost a
5-month frost-free period. That was
exceptional! I look for plants with a
maturity date under 90 days, and
shorter periods are better. Soil temperatures are also a factor. While a
plant might mature in 90 days with
warmer night-time temps, it probably won’t here. Our high-mountain
air means night-time temps can
drop precipitously.
Kizzen Laki along with Janet
Woodman has been growing an organic garden in Crestone since the
late ‘80’s. Kizzen has kept written
records of her plant choices, weather conditions, and variety selections, and can look back and see
what has done well over the years.
She buys most of her vegetable
seed every year as saving seed is
not a high priority, with a few exceptions. She has lines of tomato
seed she’s been growing for over 20
years. She looks for varieties that
are tried and true for this climate,
that work at high altitudes, are
drought tolerant, slow to bolt, and
in the case of squash, are flavorful
and good keepers through the winter. She prefers non-hybrid (open
pollinated) plants, but that is not
as important to her as plant performance. As she has a big garden,
which she and Janet share with a
group of “Sisters of the Soil”, she
buys larger quantities of seed and
she considers cost as well.
Kizzen says that when oredering seeds she will open 3 websites
or catalogues at once and compare
quantities and prices. Some companies only offer small packets, which
makes ordering large quantities
impractical. She has been growing
green arrow shelling peas for years,
and needs at least a quarter pound.
Kizzen can compare prices from
favorite sites, such as Johnny’s,
Jung’s, and Territorial to find the
best price for the quantity that she
needs. She also likes to purchase
seeds from Brady’s West in Salida
as they carry the Garden Botanicals brand. Plus Brady’s also carries a large variety of herb plants
and the only onion starts she will
ever use!
Winter squash for keeping

EXCAVATING SKOGLUND
PIT
Water/Sewer/Elec
Septic & Leach
fields
Roadwork
Driveways
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w.k mo
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Pit Run
Cobble
Drain Rock
Road Base
Fines & More

Ken Skoglund
Owner/Operator

d.c

om

Main 719.256.4447
Cell 719.588.2367

Bryon and Leah Pike (HighGroundGardens.com) at the Annual SLV Seed Exchange,
which was held at Joyful Journey in February.
Photo by Lori Nagel

through the winter is a high priority. Some squash only keep a month
or two, so are not replanted. Those
that can “store sunshine” for up to
12 months are grown year after
year. Hubbards, Kabocha and Turban types, Spaghetti and Red Kuri
are some that do well. Kizzen also
grows an early sweet corn hybrid
“Early Sunglow” that consistently
matures a yellow cob on plants
about 5 feet high.
Bryon Pike is developing a
commercial seed line that will grow
at this altitude. He is focusing on
open-pollinated varieties whose
seeds can be saved with an emphasis on those that are landrace forms
for the SLV and surrounding areas.
“A landrace is a domesticated,
locally adapted, traditional variety
of a species of plant that has developed over time, through adaptation
to its natural and cultural environment of agriculture, and due to isolation from other populations of the
species.” Plants traditionally grown
by older families in the San Luis
Valley fit the description. Bryon has
been reaching out to tradi tional
farmers—Spanish, Anglo, and Native American—to find and preserve
some of the varieties that have a
long history in the southwest.
On the High Ground Gardens
website, you will find seeds grown
in the Valley for generations, like
Bolita beans. You’ll also find Four
Corners Gold Beans, Hopi Purple
String Beans, and Hopi Yellow
Beans.
Bryon’s also preserving and
selling some grains, such as Kasselea Quinoa, Black Aztec Corn,

Burgundy Grain Amaranth, and
Pima Club Wheat. All his seeds are
locally grown in and around Crestone, so you can be sure they are
adapted.
Bryon is working with other
plant breeders to save old varieties
and breed them for long-term usefulness in our challenging climate.
He has spent time on social media
making those connections, in hopes
of bringing back plants to our area
that can help feed people in the
long term. Check out his website,
www.highgroundgardens.com.
I have a smaller garden, but
try to grow enough food to share.
I save my own seed when possible.
I search out, grow and save seeds
from plants that are high in a variety of nutrients, do well in our
climate, and are open-pollinated.
I find the Seed Exchange useful
for gathering old seed varieties
brought by SLV neighbors.
There are some varieties
that I have searched for because
they did well and were tasty, and
open-pollinated, but are not easily available. Nutribud broccoli is
a one. I found a small company in
Oregon called Adaptive Seeds. Besides collecting seeds from growers
in the northwest, they have traveled to Europe and collected varieties of many garden plants. Check
them out at adaptiveseeds.com.
These are just a few strategies
experienced gardeners use to decide what to grow in a short growing season, with limited water, cool
night-time soil temperatures, and
early frosts. It’s an ever-interesting
challenge. Please join us.
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Wade Lockhart

by John Rowe
Wade Lockhart first came to
the Crestone area in 1991 as an
Outward Bound instructor. He was
transferred a year later but always
remembered the untouched wildness and beauty of the place and
was eventually pulled back here as
so many of us are. This time it was
as a school teacher in Saguache in
the year 2000. He quickly decided
that teaching was really not for him
but the Sangre de Cristos sure were
and he ended up in the Baca helping a local builder he knew from a
previous life in Boulder, Ward Olin,
to build houses here. Somewhere
in the process he decided to build
a house here for himself and purchased a lot high up in Chalet I and
began planning his house. Along
the way, he worked for an outfit
called “Strawcrafters” building a
strawbale house and decided that
he would build an earth-friendly
strawbale for himself, with a full
array of solar for almost all electrical and heating needs and an eye
towards creating a truly beautiful
home.

dial and thought the POA did work
with him and will work with cooperative builders today as well, albeit in tighter timeframes.
Wade has a lovely two-story
strawbale and adobe home with infloor hot water heat, lots of nice exposed wood, stone and tile accents
everywhere and some nice extras
such as a heat-saving fresh air exchanger, adobe walls in the main
bath and master bedroom that
have heated water tubes in them,
making those spaces extra warm
and cosy in cold weather. Wade also
has supplemental heating in the
form of an adobe-surrounded wood
stove in the living room. The adobe
plaster throughout is to die for and
is one thing Wade farmed out to
pros who are true artists. Although
only about 1140SF, Wade’s house
is thoughtfully designed and feels
larger with a spacious great room
and large master bedroom. There
are some remarkable engineering
feats in his house that Wade really enjoyed getting educated on and
finding solutions for. The first floor
is a modified load-bearing affair;
there is some timber supporting
the second story but the straw it-

Strawbale under construction.

And thus did Wade begin the
dance that so many natural do-ityourself builders here have done
since perhaps the early 80s. He
worked at a variety of jobs to keep
a roof over his head and food in his
belly and tried to put money and
time aside to build with. He took
about six and a half years to get
his house built, and is indeed, still
putting some finishing touches on
it. Wade points out that he was on
the road working at least half of
that time and has included many
expensive and labor-intensive extras, and that costs/money availability dictated that he do most of
the work himself without farming
much out. These realities are the
reasons for the long build-out. He
also would like to be known that
times have changed and that the
community wants better compliance with covenants and hence, the
POA is looking for quicker builds
than what Wade has been able to
provide. Wade also states that he
did his best to accommodate the
POA and kept all his appointments
with the EAC (Environmental and
Architectural Committee) and paid
all of his fines—the last couple of
which were considerable. Wade describes his dealings with the POA
as occasionally frustrating but cor-

self is expected to shoulder much
of the burden and has performed
well, as Wade compressed it considerably with straps. This is particularly noteworthy as Wade has
at least four or five tons of adobe
in the second floor walls and there
has been no sign of stress in the
straw at all. Wade utilized a floating concrete floor slab that he is
much impressed with. “By keeping
it independent from the concrete
stem walls that bear all of the exterior wall weight, I have had no
cracking whatsoever.” Most concrete slab floors I have seen crack a
fair amount. The straw bale walls
have an insulation value of about
R50 and the ceiling is about R50 as
well, making Wade’s home about as
well insulated as any I have been
in. Wade also utilizes lots of passive solar gain as he has much in
the way of south facing glass. It is
hard to imagine that he could have
built a more energy efficient home
and is certain to appreciate this on
those brutally cold winter nights
we occasionally have.
When I asked Wade if it has
all been worth it, he smiles and
says, “absolutely, building has never been a burden and often a real
joy, but I am getting tired of building after all the years of being hard

at it, and am looking forward to
getting married soon, having my
wife move in and being able to live
a more normal life.” Wade especially like researching and solving

more quickly.” Wade reiterates that
he thinks the POA will work with
builders but that the builders need
to do their part and work with the
POA as well.
Wade seems to me to be living
testament that building your own
home can be good for you. Although
in his sixties now, Wade is slender,
fit and has much enthusiasm and

Wade Lockhart’s straw bale home.

engineering problems and found
“working with all that earth, stone
and wood very soul-satisfying”.
And indeed being in Wade’s home
feels very nurturing; there really is
no substitute for all that wonderful adobe plaster and those thick
walls.
Wade hopes that would-be doit-yourself home builders attracted
to Crestone and the Baca will continue to utilize natural building methods even though these homes can be
much more labor intensive than ordinary stick built houses. Wade sees
a falling-off of natural-home-building popularity over the last thirty
years or so and encourages new
builders to stay at it. “I have spent
a lot of time and money building
my home and I would not like to see
others be discouraged from natural
home building methods because of
this. I have loved the experience of
building my dream home and look
forward to many happy years living
in it.” He would like it known that
“people can build a much simpler
home than I have without all the
expensive and time-consuming bells
and whistles, a house that would
work just fine and could be built

Wade Lockhart

energy for living. He is one of the
“regulars” I see up along the creek
trails all the time and is much involved in helping the POA establish
a proactive greenbelt use strategy
and is also a tireless advocate for increased wildfire awareness and forest mitigation practices. Wade and
folks like him are the reason I love
living here and why I have hope
that Crestone can be even a more
special place than it already is.

The finest selection of pre-owned cars, trucks,
SUV’s, and mini-vans in the region.
And don’t forget our excellent
service department!
Contact Sam Johnson (719) 221-2453
or John Dodgen (719) 221-0326
7420 W. U.S. Hwy 50 Salida CO 81201
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by Suzanne McGregor
If you are between the
ages of 8-13, we miss you in the
library! We realize school takes
up most of your time during
the week, but we are open after

www.crestoneeagle.com

school until 5pm and on Saturdays from 10am to 4pm. As we
are very open to suggestions,
please let us know what we can
do to bring you into the library.
Are there books that you and
other young people would like
to read? Are there subjects that
are missing that you would like
to see on the shelves? If we do
not have a book you want, we
can order it from another library through interlibrary loan.
It is very easy these days to get
the information you need from
sitting at the computer or to be
entertained for hours watching videos. But the feeling you

get from holding a book in your
hands and reading a great story
is a pleasure that will serve you
well all your life. Spring Break
is coming up this month—come
see us!
In addition to books, audio
books, videos and reference materials, we also have a selection
of magazines in the front room
that can be checked out. There
are subscriptions to The Intelligent Optimist, The Sun, Mother
Jones, Yes!, Zone 4 and Rocky
Mountain Gardening (good gardening resources for our area),
and Consumer Reports (library
use only).

The library recently migrated from its former operating system to our new one
(ByWater). That means that
all information, data, accounts,
etc. were transferred over to
the new system. There have
been a few glitches (to be expected), but they are being addressed and fixed. Please let
us know if you are having any
problems with your online account or e-mail notices so that
we can get everything running
smoothly.
Baca Grande Library, 2564100. Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10am5pm; Sat. 10am-4pm.

SHOP LOCALLY!
Call us for ALL your
building needs!
1 Timothy 2:1-2

INSULATION
HARDWARE
PAINT

ph: 719-539-4754 fax: 719-539-9101
ponchalumber.com
10021 West Highway 50 • poncha springs, CO 81242

Shirley Motz
Broker/Owner
719.937.1691

Niamh Kelly-Weston
Broker Associate
719.480.5347
Se Habla Español

Top 1000 2013 Trends Journal

HUGE PRICE REDUCTION: SPIRITUAL RETREAT CENTER B&B WITH SACRED SPACE & STUDIO COTTAGE $395,000
Exceptional income producing property & Business Opportunity. Established B&B & Retreat Business( 14yrs). Total 4 BD 3BA rental capacity. Bright & spacious with lots of windows. Magically
enchanting & tranquil with amazing valley & mountain views. 1½ acres of gardens. Well built & maintained with lots of Passive Solar. Geometric Sacred Space (700sq.ft),12 sided with wooden
floors & ceiling & deck on valley side. Lots of Parking. Ideal for retreats, meetings, yoga, classes, ceremonies etc. The Main House features a unique Master Suite with Panoramic views of the
surrounding Sangre de Christo Mountains & the valley.

269 Springdale Tr $750,000
4BD 3.5BA. Spacious open floor
plan, greenhouse, 2 car garage,
horse stall, cottage w/European
wood stove, sauna & soaking
tub. Completely off-grid.

187 560 Grand Ave, Del Norte
$485,000 Rare opportunity! Live
in a beautiful Penthouse & run
successful B&B units & rentals.
Downstairs antique store could
be multi use.

187 W. Silver. $475,000 Prime
location in the center of Little
Pearl Park. Currently Restaurant, Brewery 2 hotel rooms &
Penthouse. Long term lease in
place.

1474 Badger Rd. $349,000
3BD 2BA premier custom built
Lee Mitchell home. Exterior
Cempo walls, R32 insulation,
barrel tile roof very energy
efficient, open floor plan.

609 Panorama Way $333,000
3BD 2BA. Enter this home & feel
the quality of craftsmanship.
Living room has views that that
will keep you sitting on the couch
with your book & cup of tea.

1401 Badger Rd. $330,000
Fantastic site, screened porch,
contemporary 2BD 2BA home
with sunroom. Detached garage/workshop. Home & garage
on 3consolidated lots.

3537 Camino Del Rey $279,000
New construction. Contemporary
style. Choice of colors, upgrades
etc. Stunning mtn. views. On
paved rd, close to Temples &
Retreat Centers.

1315 Moonlight Way. $265,000
Large 6BD 3BA home on greenbelt & Willow Creek. Remodel in
2014. New ETS heaters. Lovely
Japanese soaking tub.

259 Moonlight Way.
$260,000 Situated high up in
Chalet 1, just off paved road.
Open airy floor plan & modern
kitchen. Choose your colors &
many upgrades.

22606 Co Rd 55, Moffat
$250,000 3 BD, 2BA horse
property with 40 fenced acres &
a large, partially built cinderblock garage. Ideal location
near Crestone & Saguache.

610 Panorama Way $249,000
This contemporary home will
impress you for the price
range. Many upgrades available from this flexible builder to
make this your dream home.

1307 Moonlight Way. $228,000.
Choice of colors & options on
this contemporary model on a lot
near the creek and greenbelt.
Upgrades and options available.
Call for more details.

REDUCED

Stop by to meet these lenders & builder & apply for your home/construction loan
March 8th, 3pm - 5pm at Crestone Realty/121 E Galena Ave.
Marc McGhee: 303-725-4699

33 Sunset OL $199,000 Charming 5BD 3.75 BA home with
additional room off Master
suite. Attached 2 car garage w/
storage & extra bathroom.
Screened porch.

3528 Enchanted $188,500 2BD
1BA. Call for seller carry terms
on this charming 1 level starter,
retirement or B&B property with
stunning mountain views. Large
storage shed, close to paved rd.

American Liberty Mortgages
Conventional,VA ,FHA, CHFA, USDA
Construction to Permanent one time close loans
Tandi Bolt: 719-580-4767
Total Lending Concepts
VA ,FHA, CHFA, USDA & conventional Loans

NEW HOMES starting at $146,600!
‘The Sunshine’
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Hemp
continued from page 1
plants are preferred. These are the
ones that provide the flower-head
clusters used to make CBD oil.
Male plants are usually pulled out
to prevent pollination and seed development and to protect the preferred strain of plants. While seeds
can be used to reproduce plants,
clones are often the preferred
method. Clones do not deviate from
their parent and can be counted on
to not exceed the 0.3% THC, provided, of course that the parent is
as declared. Seed-grown plants are
more likely to have crossed with

wind-blown marijuana pollen and
may produce offspring that could
exceed the 0.3% THC legal level.
Hemp pollen has been known to
travel over 3.5 miles. Wind may
carry it further.
Kerschner also had some figures for annual water use, comparing hemp to other SLV crops.
Industrial hemp – 11.8 to 15.7
inches; Alfalfa – 20 to 45 inches; Potatoes – 20 to 28 inches;
and Quinoa – 15.7 to 31.5 inches. Kershner now does consulting
with potential growers.
This year’s Seed Exchange
was primarily organized by Bob
Pedersen of Beyond Organica,
and the Sunday event focused on
hemp. Several speakers and vendors were represented. I attended
a presentation by Terry Moran of
the Colorado Dept. of Agriculture,
who spoke about the CDA’s role in
enforcement of state regulations.
All growers of hemp must register
with the CDA and are subject to inspections, which include sampling
of the crop to determine that THC
levels do not exceed 0.3%. There
are pre-harvest, post-harvest, and
unannounced inspections. Moran
recommended potential growers
check out the CDA website for compliance information.
Moran also said, as of October of 2018, there were 30,825
acres of hemp under cultivation
in Colorado, 40% of which were on
plots of 5 acres or less, as well as
4.8 million square feet of indoor
growing area.
One thing I noticed about the
meetings I attended was the level of excitement and anticipation

Tracy Rice (GrowWithHemp.com) happily converses with a potential customer of her
hemp products, which she sold and educated people about at the SLV Seed Exchange,
held in Joyful Journey’s conference room February 9. 
photo by Lori Nagel

among the participants. Many people see this “new” crop as a great
opportunity to help humanity, as

well as themselves. Next month
we’ll meet some of those people and
see what they have to offer.

Building our community one project at a time since 1993

Potter Excavation, Inc.

PO Box 523

719-256-4063

Now Here’s An Idea!

patient story
“I think it is impossible to
have a less than
stellar experience at
Harding dental.
Everything just goes
perfectly all the time,
every time.“ -D.D.

Dr. James ‘Jim’ Harding, DDS

Dentist to the U.S. Ski Team
South Fork

138 Ponderosa Drive
South Fork, CO

719.873.6021

2.84% APY2 • 12-Month • Fed Hike Business CD3

Alamosa

688 Del Sol Drive
Alamosa, CO

719.298.3373

Every time the Federal Reserve hikes
their rate, your CD1 rate goes up!

ha rd in g d e n t a lg ro u p .c o m

Hurry now, limited time offer!
Call us at 800.555.6665 or visit aventa.com for details!

PAST PRESIDENT INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY OF COMPREHENSIVE AESTHETICS
MEMBER INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE OF CRANIO-MANDIBULAR ORTHOPEDICS
MEMBER ACADEMY FOR SPORTS DENTISTRY

COMPREHENSIVE • COSMETIC • DENTURES • GENERAL
IMPLANTS • SLEEP • TMJ/TMD • ORTHODONTICS
@HardingDentalGroup

@HardingDental

New money required to open account. Offer for a limited time only and may end at any
time. Offer applies to business accounts only. 2 APY=Annual Percentage Yield. 3 Minimum deposit
of $5,000 required to open account. Restrictions apply, please ask for details. Membership
qualifications apply. Federally insured by NCUA.
1
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Mountain Mamas
Tell Tall Tales
Chalk Creek Stories
Tale of the tulips

by Kizzen Laki
Late-March, 1980. The winter’s snow on the ground is melting
as spring struggles to return to the
Colorado mountain valleys. Days
are warming up, roads are muddy.
But I’m not feeling much “spring”
in my step.
My young family and I had
been living in a cluster of old cabins up Chalk Creek Canyon for the
past 8 years. Other young folk also
occupied the old cabins that had
been abandoned for decades—an
old church camp in the 50’s, before
that an old dude ranch in the early 1900’s, before that one old halfstone cabin west of the hot springs
and east of St. Elmo.
We heated and cooked only
with wood and chinked our cabins
with old rags. At first we didn’t
have electricity and everyone used
keroscene lanterns and candles. I
managed to get the electric company to turn the power back on at
the camp by putting the bill in my
name. With power, we were able
to get the old well to work and
could haul water from there to the
house—much better than stealing
water from the hot springs. After
a couple of years we got fancy and
put a water tank up on our roof
that gravity fed into the cabin. A
flush toilet! We’d fill the tank twice
a week via a garden hose from
the well house—when the water wasn’t frozen, when someone
didn’t forget to drain the 100ft.
hose and hang it on the south side
of the well house.
It was a beautiful place to be.
Canyon walls topped by 14,000 ft
peaks with lush meadows in the
bottomland. Deer, bobcat, burros
in the pasture. But it wasn’t an
easy place to be. Living “back to
the land” meant much was done by
hand. Paying work could be hard to
find in the winter. Snow sometimes

meant “snowed in”. Every point of
refuge has its price.
The winter of ‘79-’80 was a
hard one for me. I went into it falling into a dark night of soul. My
marriage was gone. My husband
was suffering from a mental illness
that had taken me too long to recognize. He had moved out into one
of the other cabins. That had been
a huge relief. But now, at 27 years
old, with two young children, now
what do I do? What’s the whole
point of it all when your dreams
come up empty?
I worked when I could that
winter. Went more than a bit crazy
myself. A soul-gripping depression
had me in its grips all winter long.
I fought against it. Acted out because of it. Raged and wept.
Then came that day when I finally gave up.
Nothing more to do or say or
try or figure.
I went out in front of the cabin
to a clearing, squatted down on my
haunches and sat.
I sat there for hours. I sat all
day.
My young son came out to join
me, playing in the little streams of
water in the melting snow. Happy
with the mud.
I sat.
While my husband argued
with some cabin residents who
were moving out—trying to collect
our share of the electric bill. Lost
cause. Maybe they’ll beat him up.
Probably not, as he’s already talking them to death. I just don’t care.
My photographer neighbor
friend came by to see what the heck
I was doing sitting out there for so
long. She took a photo of me sitting, I heard the click and turned
towards her and she clicked again.
Memorializing the end of that road,
the look in my eyes.
As the day passed I watched

Open Mon-Fri 8-5
Michelin Defender LTX

200 East 1st Street, Salida CO 81201

719-539-5384

Kizzen sitting with her young son and a neighbor boy, with a conversation going on in
the background about an electric bill.
photos by Georgene Harkness

the opposite hillside across the
canyon
where
the highroad was
and the old railroad had been.
Watched the play
of clouds and
trees and wind.
Let it all empty
out. All of it.
And then I
prayed. To what,
I no longer knew.
Maybe just to the
mountain.
Bare-souled
I asked for help.
Then I heard
a voice coming “Click”, Georgene wanders by with her camera.
from the hillside.
She talked to me
as some sort of desperate lifeline. I
for quite awhile, telling me it would
had planted them in rough untilled
be allright, that I had a better fuground. We both dreamed the dark
ture coming. Telling me to get up
that winter.
off the ground, promising a new life,
When the snow melted that
with joy, with purpose, with my chilspring what seemed like ALL the
dren. Hitting me in the chest, filling
bulbs came up—creating a glorious
me with strength. Telling me I was
sea of brilliant red tulips. I once
loved. Letting me know my new
read that you could see into the
very own life started NOW.
heart of God by looking into a tulip
So as the sun was setting over
flower. I looked, I laughed, I cried, I
the ridge I got up and went inside
found. Grace.
and cooked supper for myself and
Amazing, wonderful, Grace.
the kids. A very non-ceremonial,
Epilogue: About 15 years
no drum-roll, rebrith. But there
later I took a friend to Chalk Creek
was now a sense of purpose to me,
Canyon. Hearing my stories, she
the grief had lifted. I had made
wanted to see the cabins where I
it out of the pit. Emptyness had
had lived. The property was now
brought a profound gift—a clarity
fixed up and private, so we did
of who I am.
a quick drive through and then
I began planning my escape.
drove up to the highroad overlookFirst thing I did was get out
ing the creek, meadow and cluster
my VW idiot book and drop the
of cabins. My friend took off on a
dead engine out of my VW bug. Did
walk but I sat up there on the hillit myself—jacked it up, undid the
side looking down on the camp and
4 bolts and hauled it off in a cardthought about my life back then, the
board box to a mecanhic to rebuild.
wonderful days and also the pain of
If you’re going to escape, you need
endings. I started talking to my
wheels.
past self, that aching young woman.
I applied and got hired to be a
I told her to be strong, to gather up
1980 US Census taker in rural arher children and leave. I told her
eas of Chaffee County—a nice full
that a new wonderful life was waittime job. The bashed up Rambler
ing for her. I told her I loved her.
with no reverse gear would do for
And like you now, I got chills
awhile on those lonely rural roads—
up my arms as I realized that someand was kind of symbolic—I wasn’t
how, I was that voice on the hill
going back.
that day. Somehow, across time, I
A life needs purpose. And
had touched my younger self. We
grace.
both have lived to tell this story. By
A few weeks went by as I tried
Grace.
to get my shaky new sea legs under
In the 1970’s Kizzen and her
me. Then a small miracle happened.
family lived in the mountains of
In late autumn I had planted
Colorado. They chopped wood and
a whole bed of rescued discounted
hauled water. This is a story from
tulip bulbs. I planted them while I
those days.
was falling into the pit of depression
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one hand clapping
Our Mother’s Name
by Tom deMers
Self-evident truths get more
numerous as I get older. One of
them is: Death is a blessing!
Death lets us off the hook. Our
fight is over. I’d rather come back
as a nematode than face Eternal
Life. This in spite of the fact that
getting older has many delights.
The young don’t know what
they’re missing.
I blather on like this because I’m older and because I’m
watching a Netflix series (eternal life for a movie) titled “The
Kominsky Method.” Michael
Douglas and Alan Arkin play two
old duffers jumping the hurdles
of aging. Douglas is trying to
jump his prostate which is really
hard. He teaches an acting class
(the method) when he’s not in the
bathroom trying to pee. His elderly best pal (Arkin) is hopping
the hurdle of his wife’s death. In
this episode he’s in mid-air, full
of defensive sarcasm and sudden
tears. He’s a Hollywood agent
who once told Jay Leno to drop
acting because his face scares
kids.
The younger Douglas, with
three divorces to his credit, has

RAPIN & COMP
TER BuilderSince1976 ANY

Richard & Elinor Laurie

719.256.4032
•Building New Homes•
elinor1320@fairpoint.net

spent life listening to the voice
of his little head. Arkin has been
solo with the woman who just
died. They are the human condition for older (wealthy) men.
What shines is their friendship,
the love beneath their gruff embrace of one another. The deep
truth of this movie, self-evident
or not, is the importance of relationship. God or none, African
or Anglo, vegan or carnivore, the
glue of relationship sustains us.
Why must it take a lifetime for
that to be realized?
Just after his wife’s funeral Arkin wanders into the acting
class where Douglas is teaching:
an actor must use life’s real pain
to create character. Arkin yells,
“It hurts to be human! It hurts
like hell!” The class stands and
applauds his unruly outburst.
Another self-evident truth, the
power of feeling.
Many—perhaps most—people turn to the bottle or drugs
to ease their pain, but our true
comfort lies in our deep connections to one another. The important and scary word is deep. It
involves sharing the failures and
unhappiness we’ve been taught
to bury and ignore, the stuff we
take to the shrink but God forbid
to anyone else. The god of power
has an armor-clad heart and demands the same of us. He rules
in the White House right now;
you hear his voice on Fox News.
Self-evident truth: Government
of the Trump, by the Trump and
for the Trump must perish from
this Earth. How else to liberate
the heart?
And always capitalize our
mother’s name: Earth.

Licensed and Insured

by Peter Anderson
Postcards to Blanca Peak
1. Dear Blanca,
On this postcard we see you from the north. The clouds have saddled up on your high ridges, where, for a while, they will stay, until
they realize you’re not going anywhere. Then they’ll get restless. One
of them will say something like, “Hey, I’m gonna get me a ride on the
wind and head out to the prairie . . . maybe see what Dodge City ain’t
got.” Others will follow. Clouds roll like that.
2.Dear Blanca,
This postcard pictures you as photographed by the Wheeler Survey. They were the first Anglos to climb your summit, although there
are some who dispute that claim. Certainly, they were the first ones
to gather data for a good map. If they did make the summit, we know
they weren’t the very first. Someone—a hunter, perhaps, or a lookout—had already made a wall of stone up there, maybe for shelter,
maybe for protection, maybe to render themselves invisible to their
prey, who knows? You do.
3. Dear Blanca,
The photo on this postcard must have been taken somewhere up
in the South San Juans looking east. Your looming presence shines
underneath a cloudless summer sky. It is not hard to imagine, from
this vantage point, how you would have made a huge impression on
the Native people who came over these mountains and into this valley from the west. No wonder you found a way onto their maps of the
sacred. They say First Man and First Woman brought you up from the
underworld and fastened you to this ground with rainbows and lightning bolts. We are reminded of this in July when our rains usually
come. By the way, the part of that story that talks about soil from the
underworld? Now, some biologists are saying that the first life forms
on this planet, micro-organisms of some kind, emerged from the underground, but you already knew that.
4. Dear Blanca,
This postcard shows some mountaineers approaching you from
Lake Como. Sure the clouds get restless, but it is not true that you
never move. People who know their rocks tell us you are young and
still growing, though not enough for most of us to notice. But when we
are climbing your talus, we realize you are anything but sedentary.
We take two steps up and you take one step back. Sometimes, we
think we are closing in on your summit, but then we lose sight of it.
The next time we see it, that part of you is not where we thought it
was. Is your summit trying to avoid us?

‘Dispatch from the Edge’
is sponsored by

Carol & David Lee
Architectural & Interior Design
Sustainable | Healthy | Energy Efficient
New Construction | Renovations
Residential | Commercial
web | carriecaverly.wordpress.com
303.885.8665 | carriecaverly@gmail.com

Crestone Mountain
Builders llc
20 Years Experience Building
in the San Luis Valley
Design-Build
Construction & Renovation

Shane Caverly

(719) 239-4111
ShaneCaverly@gmail.com

Experienced | Local | Trusted | Insured
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The good, the bad & the ugly
—Movie recommendations
by Ish
1/ In the Shadow of Iris: (2016) 

A foreign thriller where Iris, the young wife of a
banker, disappears in Paris. She vanishes and it appears as a simple abduction but ends up being far more
complicated.
2/ Designated Survivor: (2019) 

A political thriller mystery where Tom Kirkman, a low-level cabinet member, is suddenly thrust into being the designated survivor of a
catastrophic attack on the US Capitol and rendered the next President of
the US. He struggles to keep the country and his own family from falling
apart while being in the highly volatile political arena and searching for
who’s responsible for the attack. (3 seasons) Stars: Kiefer Sutherland,
Kal Penn, Maggie Q.
3/ A Hologram for the King: (2016) 

Tom Hanks plays a failed American sales rep traveling to Saudi
Arabia to sell his company’s product to a wealthy monarch.
4/ Indignation: (2016) 

Based on a novel by Phillip Roth, this takes place in 1951, where
Marcus, a brilliant working class Jewish student from New Jersey, leaves
to study at a small conservative college in Ohio. There he is fighting
with the administration, deals with anti-Semitism and sexual repression
while pining over a troubled girl.
5/ Ant Man and the Wasp: (2018) 

Dealing with his choice as both superhero and father, he struggles
to balance his home life with his responsibilities as Ant-Man. He’s confronted with a new urgent mission and once again must put on his suit
and fight alongside the Wasp as a team to uncover secrets from their
past. Stars: Paul Rudd, Michael Douglas, Michelle Pfeiffer.

CRAIG ELECTRIC
P.O. BOX 1178
CRESTONE, CO 81131
Home 719-256-5951
Cell 719-588-9626
sdossenback@gmail.com

THEME: MARCH MADNESS
ACROSS

DOWN

1. Trunk extension
5. Dojo pad
8. *Villanova ____ at end of each
half in ‘18 championship
11. Away from port
12. Windmill blade
13. Key material
15. Hefty competitor
16. European sea eagle
17. Walnut ____, MN
18. *____ Sunday
20. Smelling tainted, as in meat
21. Soft and sticky
22. Giant bird of “One Thousand
and One Nights”
23. *____-elimination
26. Making sounds like Babe
30. Beatle wife
31. Not absorb, nor repel
34. Twelfth month of Jewish year
35. Batman to Bruce Wayne
37. Elizabeth Gilbert’s “____ Pray
Love”
38. Cubic meter
39. Ghost of Christmas ____
40. P in POI
42. Make work
43. Puffed up
45. ____ and effects
47. Mont Blanc, e.g.
48. Oddball’s attempt?
50. Tropical tuber
52. *Penultimate NCAA round
56. Like cornflakes leftovers
57. Slavic version of John
58. Tangerine plus grapefruit
59. Chased up an elm
60. Blow off steam
61. Tear violently
62. Da in Russia
63. Before of yore
64. Pasturelands

1. Falls behind
2. Archipelago unit
3. Square one?
4. Good-for-nothing
5. Nobel Prize winner Curie
6. Bug
7. High school student
8. Rumpelstiltskin’s weaver
9. Green-eyed monster
10. Tie ___
12. Ruled against, as President
can
13. Prod
14. *Fill-in-the-blanks
19. Pepsi and Coke
22. Part of human cage
23. Daytime entertainment, pl.
24. Spouse’s parent
25. Neil Diamond’s “Beautiful
____”
26. Tiny leftovers
27. Intestinal obstruction
28. N in RN
29. Mirths
32. *1 or 68, e.g.
33. Crew tool
36. *Automatic vs. ____
38. Creepy one
40. *Coach’s locker room talk
41. Similar to sextant
44. Andrew ____ Webber
46. *Hang a banner, e.g.
48. Abraham Lincoln bill, slangily
49. Lacking sense
50. Ruptured
51. Ice, dark, and middle
52. *Twelve’s opponent
53. Type of molding
54. Forearm bone
55. Purges
56. Slovenly abode

solution to crossword puzzle on page B-15

STEVE DOSSENBACK
ME29753
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Classifieds
Buy - Sell - Rent
Trade - Wanted
Personal - & More!

$12 for the first 175 characters
+ $1 for 25 additional characters
+ $2 for live link online from our
website to your website or email.
This fee includes 30 days online
(from date of approval), and 1
month in the Eagle print version.
Payment must accompany ad.
Pay online or send to:
The Crestone Eagle,
Box 101, Crestone, CO, 81131
Deadline: Ads & payments must be
received by the 22nd of the month
to be included in the print version.

Classifieds Online
crestoneeagle.com!

Get us your classified + payment
and it will be listed online
within 2 business days.

www.crestoneeagle.com

New Classifieds online daily. Check www.crestoneeagle.com!
Public Notices

Veterans Assistance Grant

The Saguache County Veterans Service
Office has limited grant funds to assist
with rent, utilities, food and gas. Contact
Jim Sheeran at 719-655-2680 or at
jsheeran@saguachecounty-co.gov
for
more information.
Houses & Property for Sale

Home for sale by owner

5br/3b 2500sf, 3 level home on 2
consolidated lots, (.98 acres), located in
quiet location, easy walk to Cottonwood
Canyon and Refuge. Owner financing.
View by appointment only. 719-655-2655.
$388,000.

House for Sale by Owner

New Construction, $167,500. 2 bedroom,
2 bath. 3737 Jubilant Way, Crestone,
Co. 81131. Call 561-452-2792 or email
affordablezbox@yahoo.com. Photos at
https://tinyurl.com/yby76kc2

PREMIUM BUILDING LOTS
FOR SALE:

CH I: 1480-81, 1537, 1554, & 1848-49. CH
II: 4083, & 4200. Grants 1210 720-4802066
Houses for Rent

View Views Views

Contemporary Newer home, amazing
location, modern kitchen & bathrooms,
Granite counters tops, bamboos floors with
tile in bathrooms. Wood burning stove & ets
+ Solar. Washer & dryer 1, 359 sq ft 2 beds/
2 baths / 2 porches & balcony $1,350. Seva
Home Management 719-937-4226
Service • Safety • Satisfaction

THE VALLEY’S HOME
FOR THE SOAPSTONE STOVE

Spectacular Views

Spectaular views 1,100 sq ft Dome, 1 bed
/1 bath. Gourmet appliances & fixtures,
custom copper counter tops & built ins
in bed room. Washer dryer Pine floors &
tile,propane fire place + loft $975, 1st,
Last, Security with lease+Util. Seva Home
Mgt 719-937-4226

Custom home

Near Liberty Gate. 2 story beautiful home.
Furnished, 3bed 2 1/2 bath, In-floor
radiant heat, wood stove and passive solar,
very energy efficient. Separate laundry
room W/D and laundry sink. Entry way
and hall diamond finish. Sunroom and
meditation room. Home sits on 1.5 acres
and backs onto green belt offering privacy
and peace. Mountain View’s , rear deck
uninterrupted spectacular view of Valley. 2
well built Storage sheds. Circular driveway
with lots of parking $1400 mth + util, !st/
last & deposit. No pets. For more info. or
application norahtunney@gmail.com

House for Rent

Beautifully furnished cozy, 3 BR 2 BA, 2200
sf home. Many exquisite features including
Travertine floors with three zone radiant
heat. Modern kitchen with all appliances
and granite counter tops. Solid marble
stand- alone bath tub in MB. Washer/
dryer. Kiva fireplace. Lovely enclosed
courtyard. Close to greenbelt and hiking
trails. $2,100/mo, tenant pays utilities. 1st,

Call Nathan today to see how
we can save you money on
your heating bill!
( 7 19 ) 2 5 6 - 4 76 8
shangrilahstove@gmail.com
www.shangrilahcolorado.com

Quality service, reasonable pricing,
we’ve got you covered, mountain to shore

Mark McGinn
Installation of greenhouses,
covers & retractables
markmountainshore@yahoo.com
(Cell) 303.619.4650

Baca Grande Water and Sanitation District
P.O. Box 520 | 57 Baca Grant Way S.
Crestone, CO 81131-0520

NOTICE OF VACANCY ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, OF THE
BACA GRANDE WATER AND SANITATION DISTRICT
TO FILL VACANCY BY APPOINTMENT
NOTICE IS HEREBY given that a vacancy exists for the Office of Director of the Baca Grande
Water and Sanitation District (the “District”). An eligible elector of the District will be appointed
by the Board of Directors (the “Board”) to serve until they or their successor is elected at the
next regular special district election in May 2020.
An eligible elector of the District is registered to vote in Colorado and:
1. A resident of the District; or
2. The owner (or spouse/civil union partner of owner) of taxable real or personal property
situated within the boundaries of the District; or
3. A person who is obligated to pay taxes under a contract to purchase taxable property
within the District.
The Board is accepting Letters of Interest from eligible electors of the District wanting to be
considered for the appointment by the Board to the Office of Director. The Letter of Interest
must include the following information:
1. Name of eligible elector as it appears in her/his voter registration record;
2. Address of residence, or address of qualifying property if not a resident of the District
and spouse’s name, if property is in spouse’s name;
3. Phone number;
4. Email address;
5. Reason(s) for interest in serving as a Director; and
6. Details of experience, training, education, and/or background that would bring value to
the Board.
Letters of interest and/or resumes should be personally delivered or mailed so that they are
received at the District office no later than 4:30 PM, May 6, 2019 to be considered for this
vacancy.
The Letter of Interest may be mailed, emailed, or delivered to:
Baca Grande Water and Sanitation District
PO Box 520 – 57 Baca Grant Way S
Crestone, Colorado 81331
info@bacawater.com
Baca Grande Water and Sanitation District
by JoAnn Slivka, District Manager

t: 719-256-4310 | f: 719-256-4309 | www.bacawater.com | info@bacawater.com
Office hours: 9:00 AM - 4:30 PM. Monday - Friday

last and security deposit. Please inquire at
crestonebacath@gmail.com or 719-2564243.

Exceptional Serene
Strawbale Home

3BR/2BA + studio. Stunning views.
Exquisitely crafted, natural finishes, solar,
energy efficient, radiant heat. Must see.
No smoking. $1850/month heat + water
included. 303-709-3377
http://www.
facebook.com/TheCrestoneDreamHouse

Exceptionally Furn. 1BR/1BA
Retreat House

A Cook’s kitchen, views from every
room, Beautifully furnished, W/D, Wood
stove, wifi, Landscaped w/ water feature,
Pics:madamebwolfe.wixsite.com/rentals
505-728-0244 $1500/mo $135/nt $850/
wk +pet/cleaning fees

Stunning Views,
Stunningly Furn. Home

2/BR 2BA, views from every window,
wifi, envy of the “hood curb appeal”, pet
friendly. Pics: madamebwolfe.wixsite.com/
rentals. 505-728-0244 avail. Feb 1 $1800/
mo, $900/wk, $175/nt +pet/cleaning fees

Furn. Log Cabin Studio

Pet Friendly, Mtn. views, So. Porch, Wifi,
Full Stove & Fridge. 505-728-0244 $1400/
month $850/wk, $125/night + pet/cleaning
fees. 505-739-0244 pics: madamebwolfe.
wixsite.com/rentals
Apartments/Rooms/Misc. for Rent

Studio Apartment for Rent

$750/month tenant pays utilities. Pictures
on Craigslist, please contact through
Craigslist. https://rockies.craigslist.org/
apa/6822531350.html
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New Classifieds online daily. Check www.crestoneeagle.com!
NEW STUDIO APARTMENT
FOR RENT

Many local work and personal references
available! Call Phil at (424) 229-0341 or
email phurrle1@gmail.com

Roommate wanted

Craig Electric for all your electrical needs.
Prompt, reliable, generous rates. Contact
Steve at 256-5951, sdossenback@gmail.
com

Gorgeous mountain views, $700/month +
deposit, includes utilities, month-to-month.
Pics & details www.bitly.com/crestonerental or call 719-285-5877.
Lovely casita in the Baca. Share 2 acres and
cozy home with quiet, professional female.
$500/month includes utilities. No partiers
or pot plants please. 1 pet negotiable.
Contact Nikki Lynx, telemomma@hotmail.
com, for information or rental application.
Services

TRASH SERVICE

$25 a month. Weekly residential pickup
and larger junk removal. For route
availability call AJ at Baker’s Refuse and
Recycling 719-298-8492

Detailed House Cleaning,
Organization & Painting

Available for work. I hold a strong work
ethic, have common sense, do my best, am
punctual, honest, trustworthy, competent,
intelligent,
diligent,
detail-oriented.
kristikohaver@gmail.com 719-429-2774

General Services

Trustworthy, Reliable, Reasonable Rates.
Snow removal, wood splitting, spring
cleaning, indoor/outdoor maintenance,
house/pet sitting, painting, small/odd jobs.

Craig Electric Services

Computer Service/Repairs

Computer Service/Repairs—PC consultant/
technician since 1985 with a full shop in
the Baca. VIRUS fixes and prevention,
hard drive data recovery, networking. Call
Dennis 256-4110

Building or Designing a Home?

Building or Designing a Home (also
Renovations)?
www.SunPeakBuilders.
com. Also, listen to my podcast on
How2BuildGreen.com Adam Fries 970426-9446

Veterans’ Benefits

County Veteran Service Officer does
outreach in Crestone on the 3rd Friday at
the Town Hall from 1pm to 3pm. Learn
about your benefits.
Help Wanted

CRESTONE CHARTER SCHOOL

Seeks a Teacher for either our multi-age
K-1 or 2-3 classroom and School Counselor
Starting August 2019. Our new teacher and

Is your Mac, ipad or iphone running slow?

Winner Best of Salida 2015, 2016 & 2017

counselor will participate in outdoor and
overnight trips Applications due March 14,
2019. Visit our website for job description
and hiring timeline: crestone-charterschool.org

The Crestone Eagle

is seeking a partime person with Quick
Books, data management and computer
skills. Must be willing to learn, be reliable,
a team player and resouceful. Email
resume to kizzen@crestoneeagle.com.

quiet, honest, trustworthy, and have good
references.
kristikohaver@gmail.com
719-429-2774
Free

Free Manure

Free horse manure. Call the Baca Grande
Stables to arrange pick up. 256-6200.

Loving Donation Wanted

Local, elderly gentleman in need of a lazy
boy “lift chair” and mechanical hospital
bed. If anyone in this great community of
ours has one that can be donated please
contact Angela 719-429-9225

Housing sought

Mature woman seeking low-cost rental,
house-sitting or in-home caregiving.
Looking for low-cost, long-term housing
- a private apt or room. I don’t drink,
smoke cigarettes or do illegal drugs. I am
responsible, reliable, don’t have pets or
excess baggage. I am very clean, organized,

solution to crossword puzzle from
page B-13

TOWN OF CRESTONE PUBLIC NOTICE
ORDINANCE 2019-002
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING AND RESTATING ORDINANCE
NO 2018-002 (AN ORDINANCE CREATING A MUNICIPAL WATER
SYSTEM FOR THE TOWN OF CRESTONE)
INTRODUCED, read in full, adopted, APPROVED, and SIGNED
the 11th day of February, 2019 by
Kairina Danforth, Mayor
ATTESTED by Allyson Ransom, Town Clerk
APPROVED AS TO FORM by Gene Farish, Town Attorney
PUBLISHED on March 1, 2019
By Title Only as per CRS 31-16-105 and Town of Crestone Ordinance # 2002-014

www.theappledoc.com

L O C A L

L O D G I N G

L O C A L

L O D G I N G

you can link to these lodging websites online at www.crestoneeagle.com

you can link to these lodging websites online at www.crestoneeagle.com
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Crestone-Baca
Weather Report

Dear EarthTalk: There’s
a lot of talk about overfishing
and pollution wreaking havoc in marine ecosystems, but
has anyone actually studied
if there is less wildlife in the
oceans these days?
—Melissa Cassidy, Raleigh, NC
Environmental advocates do
spend a lot of time harping about
threats to our oceans, but sadly
for all of us the facts bear out the
concern. According to the World
Wildlife Fund (WWF), population
numbers for the majority of marine
wildlife species have declined by
half since 1970, with many species
down as much as 75%. Furthermore, a third of all fish stocks are
overfished and one in four species
of cartilaginous fish (sharks, rays
and skates) are living on the brink
of extinction. “Driving all these
trends are human actions: from
overfishing and resource depletion,
to coastal development and pollution, to the greenhouse gas emissions causing ocean acidification
and warming,” says WWF’s Senior
VP for Oceans Brad Ack.
Another recent study by University of British Columbia researchers corroborates WWF’s findings, concluding that the biomass of
predatory fish in the world’s oceans
has declined by some two-thirds
over the last 100 years, and the decline is accelerating, with 54% of it
occurring in the last 40 years.
No doubt these changes are
happening partly as a result of
overfishing. According to the United Nation’s Food & Agriculture
Organization (FAO), nearly 90% of
the world’s marine fish stocks are
either fully exploited, overexploited or depleted.
Efforts to rein in the industry
in the U.S. and elsewhere have led
to more sustainable practices, but
bad actors still ply deep sea waters
with destructive trawlers and other gear which not only collect more
fish than is sustainable but also in-

Winter’s tracks. 						

advertently kill many other marine
wildlife in the process.
There is some hope. Early results of efforts to essentially rope
off certain parts of the ocean as
“marine protected areas” (MPAs)
to let marine wildlife recover are
showing promise. A Center for Biological Diversity analysis of 31 marine wildlife populations found that
habitat and other protections afforded them under the Endangered
Species Act helped them rebound
significantly, with three-quarters of
endangered marine mammal and
sea turtle species increasing population sizes accordingly.
“The Endangered Species Act
not only saved whales, sea turtles,
sea otters and manatees from extinction, it dramatically increased
their population numbers, putting them solidly on the road to
full recovery,” says the Center for
Biological Diversity’s Shaye Wolf.
“Humans often destroy marine ecosystems, but our study shows that
with strong laws and careful stewardship, we can also restore them,
causing wildlife numbers to surge.”
Another way to stop or slow
the overexploitation of marine
resources would be to end the approximately $20 billion in yearly
subsidies for harmful fisheries that
encourage destructive practices.
The World Trade Organization has
pledged to set new targets by mid2019 that would require member

photo by Kate Steichen

nations to reroute any such subsidies toward investments in sustainable fisheries, aquaculture and
coastal community development to
reduce pressure on fish stocks. But
even if such a drastic restructuring of the fisheries economy takes
place, environmental leaders worry
it may be too little too late.
Contacts: “A century of fish
biomass decline in the ocean,”
www.int-res.com/abstracts/meps/
v512/p155-166/; “Marine mammals and sea turtles listed under
the U.S. Endangered Species Act
are recovering,” journals.plos.org/
plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.
pone.0210164; FAO, www.fao.org/
fisheries/en/.
EarthTalk® is produced by
Roddy Scheer & Doug Moss for the
501(c)3 nonprofit EarthTalk. To donate, visit www.earthtalk.org. Send
questions to: question@earthtalk.
org.

Chili Heads Glass & Vape

Full service Head, Smoke & Vape Shop

Top Brands
Local Glass
Smoking Supplies
Pipes
E-liquids
Kratom

www.instagram.com/chili_heads/
www.chiliheads.biz
112 W. Rainbow Blvd, Unit A, Salida CO
719.207.9700

by Keno
January 21 to February 20
Total precipitation for period:
Liquid precip (includes melted
snow): 0.67”
Snow: 12.5”
Measurable liquid precipitation
fell on 7 days.
Measurable snow fell on 9 days.
A trace of snow fell on 3 days.
No measurable rain, thunderstorms, or hail occurred.
Total precipitation year to date:
Since Jan 1: 1.34”
Total snow to date:
Since Jan 1: 22.4”
Snow Season*: 42.8”
*Snow season runs from July 1
to June 30
Temperatures for the period:
High temp: 42.2°F on February 4
Low temp: -4.9°F on January 30
Avg. high: 29.9°F
Avg. low: 7.7°F
Number of days with the high
temperature at or above 40°: 5
Number of days with the high
temperature at or below 32°: 22
Number of days with the low
temperature at or below 32°: All
31
Number of days with the low
temperature below 10°: 21
Number of days with the low
temperature at or below zero°: 7
Winds for the period:
Avg. speed: 3.0 mph
Highest gust: 40 mph on February 6
Main direction: Out of the east at
night, out of the south southwest
during the day.
Weather summary
Temperatures were slightly
below normal while precipitation was slightly above normal.
One weather record was broken,
when on February 19 a new daily
snowfall record for the date was
set when 6.0” of snow fell, breaking the old record of 5.0”, set
back in 1991.
Outlook for March
March is our snowiest
month of the year, with an average of 11.7” of snow seen. On
average, .88” of overall precipitation can be expected, with most
of that falling in the form of
snow. The first measurable rain
of the year usually isn’t seen until April, with a 4 out of 10 chance
that the first measurable rain
could fall in March. The most
snow to fall in the month was in
1983, when 40.4” of snow accumulated, while the most precipitation seen was 2.89”, in 1990.
Temperature wise, in the
first week of March, the average highs and lows are 43° and
18°, and by the month’s end they
warm up to averages of 51° and
24°. The warmest March day
occurred on the last day of the
month in 2012, when it reached
71°, and the coldest day was
reached on March 3, 2002, when
it dropped down to -10°.
The 31-day outlook for
March by the NWS is calling for
both average precipitation and
temperatures.
Note: For current Crestone
weather conditions visit Keno’s
web site: www.keno.org/vws.

